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Introduction

For many centuries, crystals have been the subject of admiration and study.
Beauty and mystical properties specially of precious and semi-precious crystals still
attract the attention of many people nowadays.
But also scientists have been drawn to the profusion and beauty of the uncountable different physical properties of crystals. Of these properties, the morphology,
often observed in the form of different striking facets, has been one of the first subjects of attention. In 1669 already, Steno found the angles between adjacent facets
in quartz crystals to be equal.
In 1784, Haiiy showed that crystals could be built up from small and ordered
fundamental blocks. Also a relation between the tangents of the facets through
small integers was established.
Later on, still with the idea of fundamental building units, Bravais identified 14
basic lattices which were enough to describe all existing crystals.
In 1912, Von Laue presented results of X-ray diffraction experiments showing
sharp spots and an elementary theory relating these spots to the periodicity of
atoms. Atoms were related to the different Bravais lattices and due to translational
symmetries crystals could be 'generated'.
The study of the translational and rotational symmetries in crystals and the related properties have since then formed one of the major fields in solid state physics
and also the basis of the modern high-tech in western societies.
For a long time the translational periodicity in three dimensions has remained
unchallenged except for some small problematic cases in which laws of crystallography seemed not to be valid any more. One of the classical examples of the latter
is the mineral Calaverite, about which Goldschmidt, Palache and Peacock in 1931
were forced to admit that 'Es hat sich jedesmal gezeigt, daß es nicht möglich ist,
Elemente so zu wählen, daß die mehrheit der typischen Formen einfache, rationale
Symbolen erhält. Der unvermeidliche Schluß ist daß das Gesetz der rationalen
Indizes ... nicht ein allgemeines Gesetz ist.'
In the sixties sharp spots in some crystal diffraction patterns not belonging to
the three dimensional lattice began to be taken seriously. These extra, satellite spots
were related to a loss of the three dimensional translational symmetry, although they
represented a long range periodicity which turned out to be superimposed on the
normal three dimensional lattice. The ratio of the periods of the additional ordering
and the thus disordered lattice could be an irrrational or rational number so that
one would respectively call the corresponding crystals either incommensurately or
commensurately modulated.
A very useful and widely accepted theory to describe incommensurate (commensurate) crystals is to define a N-dimensional (N > 3) superspace, where the
translational symmetry lost in 3-D can be regained. Thus as in 3-D crystallography, the position of the diffraction spots are given by, К = Σίΐι ^ а * , h, be
ing integer. The relation with the 'normal' 3-D space becomes clear if we write,
3

К = /ia* + /eb* + le* + Σ,^=ι т^Чз, where a*, b* and c* are the ordinary three di
mensional reciprocal lattice vectors, N = 3 + d and q is the modulation wave vector
representing the additional long range periodicity, h, к and I are three dimensional
Miller indexes and m is defined as q = aa* + /3b* + 7c*. In that way, the normal
crystallographic three dimensional space groups can be extended to crystallographic
N-D superspace groups. Through the years, more and more incommensurate (com
mensurate) modulated structures were identified.
After the acceptance of incommensurate crystals as real entities and the superspace approach as a useful tool, a much more serious blow hit the already N-D
crystallography. In 1984, Shechtman, Blech, Gratias and Cahn, identified a five-fold
diffraction pattern in an alloy of Al-Mn. Such a diffraction pattern is in conflict
with the translational symmetry of a crystal.
The first ideas were to explain this kind of pattern by assuming an icosahedral
glass model, where atoms would locally present an icosahedral symmetry, but the
overall structure would still be the one of a glass. This model would imply in very
small regions the presence of the forbidden five-fold symmetry. However, later ex
periments contradicted the glass model due to the growth of quite large crystals,
in the order of some milimeters, with this symmetry. As these crystals can not be
represented by crystallographic space groups, they were called quasicrystals. Beside
the five-fold patterns, eight-fold and ten-fold symmetries were identified, also for
bidden from the standpoint of classical crystallography .
Among others, mainly two theoretical models to describe quasicrystals have
a larger range of acceptance, namely the grid method and the cut-and-project
method, both seeming to be quite satisfactory. The last one has similarities to the
superspace approach of modulated crystals.
This thesis will deal with one example of each of the above described structures
mainly emphasizing the morphological point of view. Calaverite (Aui_IAgä;Te2,
χ < 15%) is the incommensurate modulated crystal and Al-Cu-Fe one example
of a system having a thermodynamically stable quasicrystalline phase. The study
of the morphology of crystals in general, has been a little bit neglected in the last
century, although it represents a relatively simple and quite effective method of
analysis. The final form of a crystal reflects its internal structure and its growth
history. For example the presence of growth spirals which are the surface phenom
ena due to defects in the bulk of the crystal. Another example is the influence of
impurities being absorbed on different crystallographic directions leading very often
to the inhibition of growth of the related facets.
Part I of this thesis deals with Calaverite. In chapter 1 a small bibliographic re
view is given. There, some of the more important work done on Calaverite is cited.
The following chapters deal mainly with the growth of artificial Calaverite and the
morphology. Aided by different techniques the grown crystals are characterized and
a possible explanation for the excessive morphological richness is given.
4

In part II Al-Cu-Fe crystaJs and quasicrystals are studied. Chapter 4 gives a
small review on the experimental part, emphasizing the Al-Cu-Fe system. Also
some comments on both the grid theory and the cut-and-project method are given.
Chapter 5 relates morphology, composition and structure in the Al-Cu-Fe system
and a surface study of Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystals is presented in chapter 6.
Part III has a more theoretical approach, where a beginning of a morphological theory extended to incommensurate crystals is presented. Chapter 7 is â small
review. In chapter 8 a supercell approximation is used in the conventional 3-D periodic bond chain analysis (PBC analysis) and in chapter 9 the approach is extended
to superspace.

5

Part I

Calaverite

Chapter 1

Calaverite, an introduction

Calaverite has been identified for the first time in 1868 by Genth I1' and was,
according to him, associated to Petzite (AuAg3Te2). The mineral ore was described
as being brittle, soft (hardness lower than 3), presenting metallic luster and colour
varying from yellow copper to white and no defined cleavage plane. The analysed
material came from the Stanislau gold mine, Calaveras county (California, USA);
therefore the name Calaverite. Although when analysing the mineral, Genth found
3.52 % wt. and 3.08 % wt. silver for different samples, he interpreted the silver as
coming from Petzite leading to AuTe4 as its chemical composition instead of АиТег
with a very small amount of silver. The identification of this telluride lead Genth to
speculate that probably tellundes identified in Transilvania (Romenia) as Gelberz
and Weisstellur as being Sylvanite had to be Calaverite, which was indeed the case.
Finally Calaverite was identified as a distinct mineral not to be taken for Sylvanite
mainly due to the small amount of silver and the absence of a cleavage plane, which
was present in Sylvanite.
Through the years, Calaverite has been found in a number of gold mines, mainly
situated in Colorado and California (USA), Transilvania (Romenia) and Australia.
On subsequent analysis by Genth'2' and Hillebrand'3! they mention different quanti
ties of silver, namely 2.24 % wt. , 3.03 % wt. by Genth and 0.90 % wt. , 1.77 % wt.
and 3.23 % wt. by Hillebrand. As many authors also will confirm later, the different
amount of silver seems to be related to the different gold mines where the crystals
are found.
In 1902 Penfield and Ford M presented a crystallographic study on Calaverite.
They analysed a set of 21 crystals, from five different mines of the region of Cripple
Creek. Fifty-eight morphologically different forms were identified and Calaverite
was found to be monoclinic. The crystals had a prismatic habitus with the symme
try axis along the b-axis. Some of the crystals (5) were twinned with respect to the
b-axis. The measured facets were very small, of the order of milimeters or tenths
of millimeters. On facets parallel to the b-axis a streaking of the reflections was
seen very often producing an uninterrupted series of reflections. This also made it
more difficult to identify these facets. In total they identified 26 forms belonging
to the b-zone and 32 otherwise. Penfield and Ford were also puzzelled by the fact
that it was not possible to index all found forms with low indexes as states the
'law of simple rational intercepts and indexes'. Some of the crystals were chemically
analysed and were reported to contain 0.40 % wt., 1.74 % wt. and 3.23 % wt. silver.
5
Herbert Smith' ' (1903) measured a set of 49 crystals from which 23 were twins,
although only one was completely intertwinned and the others presented separate
individuals. The size of the crystals varied from 0.2 mm to 7 mm in length and
0.2 mm to 5 mm in width. Most of the crystals were found together with quartz,
pyrite, fluorite and Kaolin. The chemical analysis produced also very small amounts
of silver, they reported 0.77 % wt. and 0.79 % wt. silver. In total 135 morpholog
ically different forms were identified, where 23 forms belonged to the b-zone. The
11

same streaking observed by Penfield and Ford was also present on the facets of the
b-zone. Although Smith considers his experimental error in the angle measurement
of the order of 5', there are many facets presenting an oscillation or broadening of
the reflections in the order of 30' which could not be easily explained.
We come now to a somewhat extended work done on Calaverite in 1931 by
6
Goldschmidt, Palache and Peacock ' 1(GPP). 105 specially chosen crystals were mea
sured. Their data was compared to already published data of Penfield and Ford I4'
and Smith I5' confirming the many measured facets and statistically reducing the
experimental error. The total number of different morphological forms was 137, but
due to uncertainties in the measurements only 92 forms were considered as reliable.
The size of most crystals also varied from 0.3 mm to 3 mm length and 0.3 mm
to 3 mm width. It has also to be said that Penfield and Ford, Smith and GPP, as
Genth and Hillebrand did, have observed the strong similarities between Calverite,
Krennerite and Sylvanite. In the case of the first three authors relationship between
the facets and axes is very similar. Further GPP tried to explain the difficulty in
indexing the measured facets using normal crystallographic laws. These classical
crystallographical laws are as following:
1. Law of the constancy of angles.
2. Law of zones.
3. Law of rationality or Law of simple rational intercepts and indexes.
G P P observed that throughout the different crystals the angles were constant, fur
ther they could identify determined zones, although the indexing still occurred with
very large indexes, e. g. (3529). As the first two laws were conserved GPP consid
ered to ignore the third one and proposed a 'law of complication'. The main idea
behind this 'law of complication' is a 'normal complication series' defined as No, Ni,
N2 ... Noo such that:
NQ: Ρ = 0
oo
Ni: Ρ = 0
1
oo
Na: Ρ = 0
1/2
1
2
oo
N3: Ρ = 0 1/3 1/2 2/3 1 3/2 2 3 oo
Using the zone relationship and the 'law of complication', G P P developed the
following system to index all the different morphological crystal forms. Taking into
account the aforementioned similarity between Sylvanite and Calaverite, G P P found
that a set of ten indexed forms (S-forms) were related to Sylvanite. Also a set of
singular nodes, called Ci, C2, C3 and Co through which many zones could be drawn
with originally very high indexes could be distinguished. Using the S-forms, the
singular nodes and the complication series, GPP indexed 84 forms with relatively
low indexes using four different basic lattices, namely A B C , ABx, A B R and ABb.
12

The remaining eight forms were associated to the Сг and C2 singular nodes. Thus
on their tables 5 to 10 the indexed forms are classified.
Tunell and Ksanda l7,8' (1935), (1936) determined the structure of the mineral
Calaverite as monoclinic with the spacegroup C2/m, two molecules of АиТег per
unit cell. The cell parameters were found to be a = 7.18Â, b = 4.40Â, с = 5.07Â
and β = 90° t 3' and the error in the length as Î0.03Â.
Tunell and Pauling '9) (1952) studied the structures of Calaverite, Krennerite and
Sylvanite and although the spacegroups were different, the structures were quite similar, with the unit cell of Calaverite found back in both Krennerite and Sylvanite.
The electronic structures of the three minerals is also discussed. Finally they identified some extra spots which indicated a possible superstructure, however, did not
solve it.
Short i10l(1937) presents some etch tests as a way to distinguish the minerals
Calaverite, Krennerite and Sylvanite. But according to him, the tests are not really
conclusive.
A theory of the formation of ore deposits is given by G. Smith ^1' (1943). Some
experiments to prove this theory, including the growth of Calaverite single crystallites from a high temperature sodium sulphide solution with gold, tellurium and
sulfur in a sealed bomb are presented.
Luo and Klement I12' (1962) report on the existence of metastable high temperature phases in the binary systems Au-Te and Ag-Te. Using quenching techniques
and X-ray diffraction for analysis, they were able to produce simple cubic alloys with
composition varying as following Au (5.5% at. to 60.4% at. ) and Ag (10.5% at.
to 50.5% at. ) and their lattice spacing respectively from 3.11Â-2.92Â for Au and
3.07Â to 3.05Â for Ag. The simple cubic phase in the gold binary alloys was obtained together with a hexagonal phase with a composition up to 14% at. Au In
addition, a monoclinic phase was found when the amount of gold was higher than
45.5% at.
Cabri'13' (1965) studied the phase diagram of the Au-Ag-Te system by means
of X-ray powder diffraction experiments at different temperatures. The stability of
some of the phases was analysed and also phase transitions were found. The con0
gruent melting point of АиТег was confirmed to be 464 C. Cabri did once observe a
АиТег cubic phase with a = 3.02À, at 444°C, closely related to the metastable cubic
phase reported by Luo and Klement. Figure 1 shows the ternary phase diagram of
the system Au - Ag - Te. And figure 2 part of the phase diagram in the region of
Calaverite, Krennerite and Sylvanite.
Sueno, Kimata, Ohmasa '141 (1979) are the first ones to identify the adventive or
extra spots as being satellite spots with a wave vector normal to (3 04).
Van Tendeloo, Gregoriades and Amelinckx 115'161(1983) and Van Tendeloo and
Amelinckx I17'(1984) studied artificial Calaverite, Krennerite and Sylvanite by means
of electron transmission microscopy (ТЕМ). The analogy in structure of the com13
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pounds, already mentioned by other scientists was also confirmed by the ТЕМ ex
periments. The modulation wave vector was found similar both in direction and
length for the three cases up to their resolution. Calaverite was found to present
a displacive incommensurate modulation, Krennerite was twin modulated, nonstoichiometric Sylvanite combined a displacive incommensurate modulation with a
periodic antiphase boundary and finally stoichiometric Sylvanite showed a displacive
commensurate modulation wave.
Recently, Dam, Janner and Donnay '181 (1985) and Dam and Janner I19' (1986)
solved the complex morphological problem by assuming Calaverite to be incommensurately modulated. In that way, they succeeded to index all 92 different morpho
logical forms observed by GPP using only one structure, whereas GPP needed five
intertwinned structures to explain the presence of the 92 forms. They found the
modulation wave vector to be q = - 0.41a* + 0.45c* and the superspace group as
C2/m(u 0 7)(0 s). In Janner and Dam [201 (1989), the whole list of 92 morphologi14
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cally different forms by GPP is reindexed with {hklm}. In reindexing these forms,
they also observed that from the 82 satellites, 31 were related to observed main
forms {hklO}.
Schutte and de Boer '21i (1988) solved the structure of natural single crystalline
Calaverite using a four circle X-ray diffractometer. The modulation wave vec
tor at room temperature was found to be q = - 0.4076(16)a* + 0.4479(6)c* and
q = - 0.4078(15)a* + 0.4483(6)c* at 100K with an RF factor of respectively 0.0047
and 0.0043. The modulation consisted mainly of a displacement of the Te atoms
and a density modulation of the Ag atoms. The superspace group was determined
15
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The average structure of AuTea (Schutte and de Boer i211).

to be C2/m(a 0 7)({ïs} and consequently the extinction rules m = 2n for к = 0
and h + к = 2n for all {hklm}; η being integer. The amplitude of the modulation
was also determined and found to be maximally 0.4Â. The average structure is a
distorted Cdl2 structure as can be seen in figure 3. Table 1,finally,gives an overview
of the structures of the different compounds of the Au-Ag-Te system with their cell
parameters and respective references.
Gray and Millman I22'(1962) present a very extensive list of optical reflectivity of
different minerals as a function of wavelength, including Calaverite, Krennerite and
Sylvanite.
Harvey '231 reports conductivity measurements. For Calaverite, Krennerite and
Sylvanite, lower values than for pure gold and silver but higher than those of tellurium are found.
Stumpft ß4! (1970) reports on microprobe experiments on Calaverite, Krennerite and Sylvanite. The observed grains were homogeneous in composition although
depending on the place of origin of the mineral, the composition varied. In their
observations they suggest equilibrium conditions for the growth and geological experiments showed a possible temperature of formation for one of the Sylvanite crystals
as 230oC. Paar '251 (1976) reports on reflectivity and SEM- microprobe on mineral
Calaverite crystals.
Heat capacity, dissociation pressure and enthalpy as a function of temperature
were measured by Andon, Martin and Mills '261 (1970). Hallcoefficients, electrical
resistivity and magnetoresistance at 4.2 К and.77 К by Sagar, Miller and Dam
son '271 (1970); both articles did not mention the incommensurate modulation of
Calaverite. Sham, Perlman and Watson 1281 (1979) and Langouche, Hlimi, Hajjaji,
Marest, Berkes, van der Heijden and Tong ^ (1986) presented Mössbauer experiments on Calaverite, the last ones observing an asymmetry which is possibly caused
by the diplacive incommensurate modulation wave. The longitudinal Hall effect is
measured by Bauhofer '301 (1988). Krutzen '311 realized band structure calculation
for the superstucture cell of Calaverite with the commensurate modulation wave
vector q = — 0.5a* + 0.5c*. XPS mesurements were done by Van Triest, Folkerts
and Haas l32l(1989). Dijkstra, Kremers and Devillers '331 (1989) present a ellipsometry study on artificial АиТег measuring the dielectric constant. A recrystallization
of the surface was observed to occur after a period of some days. A reversible
phase transition to a commensurate phase was observed by Reithmeyer, Steurer,
Schulz and de Boer '341 (1989) under high pressure, above 2.12 GPa. The satellites
dissappeared completely and a and с became larger and b smaller. Raman exper
iments on a satellite facet, showing up to eleven active modes many of them being
due to the incommensurability were performed by van Loosdrecht, van Bentum and
Balzuweit I35' (1991).
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Table 1.1

Au-Ag-Te SYSTEM

\STRUCTURE
CELL PARAMETERS
¡"Calaveriti
1 ¿ГТГіЙ
(monoclinic) C2/m
ι b: 4.40Â
Aui-xAgsTea (x < 15%) c: 5.07Â
V: 160.39Â3
Calaverite
a: 3.02À
(simple cubic)
Aui-^AfcTea (x < 15%)
high form at 444°C
! V: 27.54Â3
a: 16.54À
Krennerite
b: 8.82Â
(orthorhombic) Pma
Aui-^Ag^Tea (x = 20%) c: 4.46Â
V: 650.64A3
a: 8.94І
Sylvanite
b: 4.48A
(monoclinic) P2/c
¡ c: 14.59Â
AuAgTe4
I V: 331.6A3
^&: 12.08Ä
Montbrayite
b: 13.44Â
(triclinic)
c: 10.78Â
АигТез
V:1609.69Â3
a: 5.2Ä
Petzite
(cubic BCC)
V: 140.38Â3
AuAg3Te2
high form at 363° С
a: 10.38A
Petzite
(cubic BCC)
V: 1118.38Â3
AuAgaTea
low form at 250C
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Abstract. Some preliminary results of artificial growth of the mcommensurately
modulated mineral calaverite are presented Using different growth techniques
such as Bridgman and Kyropoulos we obtained relatively large single crystals of
АиТег (up to 50 mm in length) with facets The crystals were charactenzed by use
of SEM imaging and microprobe Laue backscattering and optical goniomelry Using
a four dimensional descnption for the morphology indexing of both mam and
satellite faces was possible
1. Introduction
One of the first mentions of the mineral calaverite
Au, jAg.Te, (0 < χ < 15 at %) was made in 1868 by
Genth [1]
Most of the ores are very tiny (smaller than 7 mm),
often incrustated in a matrix sometimes being twinned
crystals They arc very brittle, without a cleavage
plane the colour varying from silvensh to gold and
containing an amount of silver up to 15 at % The
most interesting, but also disturbing, feature from the
crystallographical and morphological point of view is
the amazingly neh morphology, with 92 different crystallographic forms
The rich morphology of calaverne caused a lot of
trouble for crystallographers concerned with the
indexing of the facets and the determination of the crystallographic space group Goldschmidt et al [2] succeeded
in indexing 105 crystals resulting in the 92 forms but they
needed five different lattices to index all the faces which
led them to dispute the law of rational indices
Tunell and Ksanda [3] confirmed the monoclimc
lattice as the basic structure and proposed C2/m as the
space group Tunell and Pauling [4] determined the
atomic arrangement in the unit cell and confirmed the
space group, but disregarded the extra diffraction
spots Although these adventive diffraction spots were
always present. Sueno el al [5] were thefirstto identify
them as satellite spots, accepting calaverne as having
a modulated structure
In 1983, van Tendeloo el al [6] analysed artificially
grown calaverite with HREM (high resolution electron
microscopy) and confirmed the monoclimc basic struc
ture and space group proposed by Tunell and Pauling
They also found the incommensurate modulation vector
q to be approximately in the direction of [202]*/4 5
One year later, Dam et al [7] and Dam and Janner
[8] succeeded in reindexmg the 105 crystals measured by
0022 3727/91/020203 + 06 $03 50 © 1991 IOP Publishing Ltd

Goldschmidt et al using a modulation vector q =
- 0 41a* + 0 45c*, and describing all the 92 forms with
four indices {hklm} instead of the three conventional
Miller indices {hkl} At the same time Schutte and
de Boer (9] determined the structure more accurately
using x-ravs They found the value of q =
- 0 4076o* + 0 4479c* for the modulation vector and
determined the superspace group The superspace
description generally accepted for modulated crystals is
discussed by de Wolff [10] and Janner and Janssen [11,
12]
Indeed as a very special and intriguing case in crys
tallography, having the anomalous feature of presenting
92 forms when most of the known crystals present on
the average around 10 forms, calaverite still represents a
challenge in both crystal growth and morphology
Thefirstquestion that arises is how is it possible that
a crystal can present such a rich morphology''
Concerning this question we can speculate on some
possible answers One of the reasons for the rich mor
phology could be found in the presence of the incom
mensurate modulation The presence of additional
satellite faces on (commensurate and) incommensur
ate modulated crystals is well established [13,14]
Moreover, the large amplitude of the modulation in the
case of calaverne (up to 0 4 À [9]) makes the occurrence
of so many different satellite faces plausible The large
variation in silver content found in the studied minerals,
could also explain the presence of so many forms The
table presented by Goldschmidt et al does not take into
account the exact composition of the crystals and merely
gives the cumulative data on 105 different crystals
2. Growing calaverite
The mineral calaverne is one of the known forms
present in the ternary phase diagram Au-Ag-Tc [15]
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Sylvanite (AuAgTc) and krennerite (Au, xAg,Te2
{x~0.2)) are the other best known compounds
Sylvamte is also modulated with a commensurate
modulation vector q - O.So* + O.Sc* [6].
The superspacc group of calaverite is C2/m (aOy)
(Ts) [9]; the cell parameters are α = 7.19 A, b =
4 40 Á. с = 5.07 A. /5 = 90.20°. The modulation vector
q = —0.4076e* + 0.4479c* does not change appreciably
between room temperature and 100 K; also, no depen
dence was observed on the Ag/Au ratio [9] At high
pressure (~20kbar). however, the structure becomes
commensurate [16].
Turning now to the experimental aspects, our main
aim is to grow faceted single crystals in order to study
the morphology First we will present some of the
problems involved in the growth process itself A
description of the experiment with the results and the
characterization methods follows
Calaverne provides some experimental problems,
the main one being tellurium. Solid tellurium is a very
poisonous element, the toxicity being of the same order
as that of mercury. This problem is even more critical
because of its low vapour pressure, comparable to zinc.
Bearing this in mind, we come to the crucial problem
of all crystal growers, what kind of method to use. Two
different techniques have already been tried
Smith (17| was the first to report an attempt to grow
artificial calaverite In his work, he tried to explain the
geological origin of the different minerals in gold
mines A kind of hydrothermal growth was tried in
order to reproduce the conditions of geological forma
tion Using gold, tellurium, sulphur, Na^S^HnO and
water in a graphite-lined steel bomb. Smith obtained
only gold and tellurium crystals
A successful attempt was made by van Tendeloo et
al [6] They obtained tiny pieces of silver-free calaverite
for their HRFM measurements, melting gold and tel
lurium stoichiometncally in an evacuated quartz tube
at 550 °C and slowly cooling it down to room tem
perature
There is only one problem in using the latter
method, namely that the quartz tube inhibits, to a
large extent, the formation of facets. We succeeded in
developing a relatively simple system that can be used
for Kyropoulos. Czochralski and sphere experiments.
its essence is a magnetic pulling system that enables us
to manipulate the position of the seed with respect to
the melt in a completely closed or sealed quartz tube
This system has already been applied, resulting in large
and faceted Kyropoulos-grown crystals and a first
attempt at sphere growth.
As a start we began growing silver-free calaverite,
which will later on be extended to calaverite containing
silver. The first experiments involved the Bndgman
technique being followed by Kyropoulos and sphere
experiments A sphere growth experiment consists in
taking a large single crystal, preferably cylindrical in
torm. grinding and polishing it in the form of a half
sphere, and then dipping it briefly in the melt In this
204

Figure 1. Bridgman-grown crystal (bar =1 0 mm) The
large facet seen on the left occurred on several as-grown
crystals and turned out to be a {1100} face.

way all faces have statistically the same chance of
occurrence.
For characterizing the crystals we used Laue backscattering for checking single crystallinity, SEM microprobe for composition, optical gomometry in order to
index the faces and finally SEM imaging to have a closer
look at the surfaces for possible details in connection
with the morphology, such as steps or growth spirals
2.1. Bridgman technique
A small vertical two-zone Bridgman furnace was used.
The best temperature profile was obtained by con
trolling the lower zone at 470 °C and the upper zone
at 600 °C. A sharply ended quartz tube without a neck
gave the best results because of the high viscosity of the
melt Solid pieces of tellurium and gold were molten in
an evacuated quartz tube The homogeneity of the melt
is crucial. Melting and solidifying the material before
the actual growth process turned out to be very useful.
The growth process involved a growth rate (crucible)
of 3 mm h ' and a further cooling rate of 5 K h - 1 .
Thus, single and twinned crystals were obtained,
with lengths up to 50 mm (the sharp edge was left out
of consideration). As in the case of natural calaverite,
the crystals are very brittle and present no cleavage
plane, although in most of the single crystals we noticed
the presence of one flat face (figure 1) as almost all
of them broke when separated from the quartz tube,
because of their brittleness. This face turned out to
be {110 0}, a face which has a high morphological
importance (Ml) in the list of Goldschmidt el al [2].
2.2. The magnetic pulling system
A very simple and economic system has been devel
oped and constructed for growing crystals from the
melt, using Kyropoulos, Czochralski or sphere exper
iment techniques.
It consists of a conventional, though compact, pull
ing and rotating system with variable velocities and a

Calaverite, growth and morphology

Figure 3. One of the Kyropoulos-grown crystals from the
first run (bar =1 0 mm).

Figure 2. A schematic view of the magnetic pulling system:
a, thin glass tube (diameter = 1.5 mm); b, glass tubequartz tube transition with vacuum sealing; с magnetic
prop; d, closed quartz tube (diameter = 40 mm, length •
600 mm); e, oppositely oriented magnets, the upper one
floats due to repulsion; f, top plate of the furnace; g, seedtube/cold finger, fixed to the magnetic prop; h, seed or half
sphere; i, melt; j, extra inner quartz crucible

single-zone resistance furnace with an oblique window,
closed with quartz plates, in the middle of the furnace.
Because of the presence of tellurium the growth of
calaverite is performed inside an evacuated and closed
quartz tube (figure 2).
The two opposing magnets on top of the furnace
maintain the cold finger (the seed-tube itself), with
either a seed or a sphere at a constant height relative
to the furnace. The closed quartz tube is then pulled
or pushed to permit crystal growth. The thin glass tube
inside the seed-tube can serve both for measuring the
approximate growth temperature and creating a steep
gradient between melt and seed by a cold gas flow.
There is just one small problem left, namely that
the closed quartz tube is partially outside the furnace
so that due to the high vapour pressure of tellurium
beautiful needle-shaped tellurium crystals are formed
at the top of the furnace. After some trial runs it was
found that the best way to avoid the vapour transport
of tellurium is to make a 10 5 Torr vacuum in the tube
and let »0.5 atm ^ ( g ) inside the tube.

1

crystals (figure 3) with sizes up to 4 mm swiftly grew
on the seed-tube in approximately 10 min. In the
second run, due to the presence of the long glass tube
inside the seed-tube creating a thermal disturbance in
comparison with the first run, the controlller tem
perature was about 414 0 C. In this run we obtained two
faceted and apparently twinned crystals, two of them
small and the other two 15 mm long, which, though
relatively large, were shaped very much like natural
calaverite crystals.
2.4. The sphere experiment
As mentioned before, this is an experiment where stat
istically all faces have the same chance to occur on a
half sphere of a ground and polished single crystal.
Bridgman-grown single crystals were used, ground with
silicon carbide and polished with diamond paste.
Grinding and polishing took place in a specially devel
oped glove box containing a motor-driven half-sphere
grinding prop, using an extremely low rotation velocity
(~60 RPM) because of the brittleness of calaverite.
After obtaining the polished half sphere, it is fixed
to the lower end of the seed-tube and put inside the
large quartz tube, which is then closed, evacuated and
filled with NjÏg). The critical point of the experiment
is the stability and precise measurement of the melt
temperature. A first run supplied a grown, but completely rough half sphere. We assume that the growth
took place well above the roughening temperature.
2.5. Characterization

2.3. Kyropoulos technique
Kyropoulos crystals were grown using the magnetic
pulling system. The temperature of the melt was
adjusted to the value where crystals started growing as
seen through the furnace window. For the first run the
controller temperature was about 425 °C. Many faceted

As mentioned before, techniques as Laue backscattering, SEM microprobe, SEM imaging and optical goniometry were used to characterize the as-grown
calaverite crystals. Some results will be given in the
following paragraphs.
A Laue x-ray apparatus was used in backscattering
for checking the single crystallinity of the crystals and
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Figure 4. Transition region between a flat region, on the
left, and a rough region, on the right. The small sphere-like
crystals can be seen both on the flat and on the rough
region (bar =0.1 mm).

Figure 5. Rough facet showing both small crystals
mutually in the same direction and the sphere-like crystals
(bar =«0.1 mm).

for a rough orientation. Calverite has as its basic sym
metry, space group C2/m, so that once the mirror
plane is found, which is easily recognizable, the h axis
is easily determined. The Kyropoulos-grown crystals
present a morphology which is easily interpreted
because until now aH grown crystals present the large
satellite faces parallel to the b axis, as many natural
calaverite crystals do.
A SEM microprobe was used to check the com
position of the grown crystals. Four Bridgman-grown
crystals were checked, presenting a radial and longi
tudinal deviation in the stoichiometric composition of
the order of the measuring accuracy (1%).
Although SEM imaging did not enable us to present
more results about calaverite, it led to a number of
questions which need to be looked at more closely. A
series of photographs was made of the surface of one
Bridgman- and two Kyropoulos-grown crystals mag
nified up to 7.5 x 104 times. Remarkable is the incred
ible flatness of some faces. Transitions between regions
which are flat and rough are clearly visible (figure 4).
Also strange are the small crystals (figure 5) on the
rough faces which seem to be mutually in the same
orientation. A first characterization with SEM microprobe revealed a prominent presence of silicon at the
sites of these crystals. Whether this material originates
from the quartz or glass tube has to be looked at in
more detail. Tiny faceted sphere-like crystals (figure 6)
occur both on rough faces and some flat faces. Crack
lines, facets looking as if they were broken and step
patterns (figure 7) do occur. Characterization using
techniques such as phase contrast and differential inter
ference contrast microscopy, xps. STM and ellipsometry
[18], is in progress.

Figure 6. Magnified view of the small spheres seen in
figure 4 (bar =>0.01 mm).

A classical two-circle optical goniometer has been
used to index the facets occurring on the crystals. As
no crystal presented a visible h facet (which is the
reference facet in the table given by Dam and Janner
[8]), an arbitrary facet was chosen and later on related
206

Figure 7. Step pattern (bar =-0.1 mm).

Calaverne, growth and morphology
Table 1.
Forms
{hklm}
[8]

Morphological
importance [Θ]

Bndgman-grown crystal BR4

3325
1 1 24
1 100
2213
0223
1 101
314B
2235
3149
1112
1113
3347

1
44
122
92
7
131
5
7
18
103
50
2

Kyropoulos-grown crystal KY1KR2

1 lT2
1 101
1110
1123
1 120
1011
0001

103
131
139
39
84
3
5
48

1 1T2
2012
1 125
3136
0010
3137
1010
0012
1034
1001
1 120

103
79
11
42
84
9
4
57
2
7
38

ocio

Kyropoulos-grown crystal KY1KR4

to the b axis, which latter was determined by Laue
diffraction Some disadvantages are that not all
measured reflections are facets and the rough facets
barely reflect So dubious reflections were abandoned
for the time being, and on the Bridgman crystals in
particular the measurements are still not completely
reliable After being measured the data were fitted
using a stereographic projection based on data from
Dam and Janncr One Bridgman and two Kyropoulos
crystals were indexed resulting in a list of 29 different
crystallographic forms (table 1), {1 1 12} being the only
facet common to all three crystals Noticeable is that
the facets with the highest MI indexed by Dam and
Janner all occur in artificial and pure Aule, ({1 1 1 ()},
{I 101}, {1112}, {ПОО})

3. Conclusion
As can be seen, calaverne is far from being completely
understood and had been set aside as non-resolved
until its incommensurate nature was recognized Its
morphology can be well understood in terms of a
modulated crystal, although the large number and sizes
of satellite faces is still amazing But in crystal growth

mechanisms and surface science calaverne presents a
very rich field of study, as can be understood from the
growth results as presented in this paper Aspects of a
higher-dimensional crystallographic description can be
found not only in its morphology but also in other
physical properties Calaverne seems to be an inter
esting example with which to study these because of
its pronounced modulation
Turning to the experiments, we realise that from
the Kyropoulos experiments pure calaverne has an
amazing tendency to grow faceted fast and as single
crystals, a tendency not very common in other crystals
Remarkable also is the similarity in habit between the
Kyropoulos-grown crystals and the minerals though
the former are much bigger than the latter In spite of
having only three indexed crystals which present 29
different forms, we can foresee interesting results as
soon as more statistical work can be done involving
more crystals and also a variation in growth tem
perature and silver content The sphere growth experi
ments, giving rough faces until now, stimulate us to
study roughening transition temperatures
Further we intend to apply the periodic bond chain
analysis [19], which predicts the possible occurrence of
faces, together with a statistical analysis in order to
207
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determine Ising temperatures of the different faces
We will compare the results with the grown crystals,
studying at the same time the relevant growth mech
anisms
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abstract
Single crystals of incommensurately modulated Calaverite, with and without silver were
grown and analysed using different techniques. The modulation wave vector of some well
characterised samples was measured as a function of both composition and temperature.
The thus obtained results were compared to known data of natural Calaverite.

3.1 Introduction
Calaverite, a mineral ore, first observed by Genth Ш in 1868, has drawn the atten
tion of crystallographers due to its richness and complexity from the morphological
and structural point of view. In fact, it remained impossible for a long time to index
all facets appearing on the mineral within a single symmetry group.
Only recently, Dam, Janner and Donnay '21 solved the complex problem by as
suming Calaverite to be incommensurately modulated. They used a 4-dimensional
superspace description, labelling the facets with four indexes {h к I m} instead of the
usual three {hkl}. In that way, they succeeded to index all 92 different morpholog
ical forms observed by Goldschmidt, Palache and Peacock l 3 )(GPP) using only one
structure, whereas G P P needed five intertwinned structures to explain the presence
of the 92 forms. Adventive or satellite spots had already been observed by Sueno,
4
5
Kimata and Ohmasa I '. Van Tendeloo. Gregoriades and Amelinckx I ' found the
structure to be modulated by means of electron diffraction techniques (ТЕМ) and
6
finally Schutte and de Boer i ' were able to determine the structure of a mineral crys
tal in single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments. It turned out that Calaverite has
an incommensurate displacive modulation. The superspace group was found to be
Journal of Crystal Growth, submitted
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C2/m (α О 7) (1 s) and the lattice parameters at room temperature a = 7.1947(4),
b = 4.4146(2), с = 5.0703(3) and β = 90.038(4)°.
Although the complexity of the crystal structure has been solved, Calaverite re
mains a very special case among the displacively modulated crystals. Some of the
characteristics that makes Calaverite so special are the following. Although the 92
forms could be indexed using a single crystallographic superspace group, only 10
could be reindexed as main {hklO} forms and the other 82 appeared to be satel
lite forms. The amplitude of the modulation is rather large (approximately 0.4Â)^
when compared to other displacive incommensurate modulated crystals. These observations and the fact that the modulated phase seems to be the only phase present
asks for a more thorough investigation.
Until now, mainly mineral ores have been the subject of attention. Furthermore,
the effect of silver in the compound is barely known. Therefore, we decided to grow
Calaverite by means of different techniques with varying start composition. The
thus obtained crystals were characterised with respect to their morphology, composition, homogeneity, single crystallinity and the modulation wave vector(MWV) was
measured as a function of composition and temperature.
We first describe the growth experiments of Calaverite, with and without silver.
Then the characterisation techniques are discussed. Results related to the measurements of the modulation wave vector and consequent indexing of the morphological
forms are presented in section 2. A discussion of the results is given in section 3.
3.1.1

Growth and characterization of single crystals

Various crystal growth techniques such as Bridgman, Kyropoulos, slow cooling
and quenching with subsequent annealing were used in trying to obtain large single
crystals of Calaverite. Pure Calaverite single crystals were only grown using Bridgman or Kyropoulos. On the other hand all mentioned techniques were employed to
grow Calaverite with silver. Figure 1 shows part of the phase diagram as determined
by Cabri СТ.
The Bridgman experiments were always performed in a vertical two-zone fur
nace. The upper zone was hold at 600oC and the lower zone at 450°C. Evacuated
and sealed quartz tubes (10 mm diameter and 150 mm length) were used. The cru
cible was lowered with a speed of 3mm/h.
The Kyropoulos furnaces were adapted with quartz windows in order to allow
observation of the melt-crystal interface. The magnetic pulling system'8' was used.
All experiments were performed under 0.5 atm N2(g) in a closed system.
Slow cooling, quenching and further annealing were performed both in vertical
and horizontal furnaces. Quenching was done in air and water. The same kind of
evacuated and sealed quartz tubes as for the Bridgman experiments were used.
In all experiments the tubes were charged with tellurium lumps (Aldrich Chem.
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Figure 3.1 Partial phase diagram of the Au-Ag Те system based on the phase dia
gram by Cabri' 7 '. The dotted line indicates the stable phase found in the Kyropoulos
grown crystal, cl denotes Calaverite, kr Krennerite and sv Sylvanite

Co. Inc. purity of 99.999% ) and gold and silver foils (unknown origin) stoichiometrically weighed. Both Au ang Ag were dissolved in the Te melt and well mixed by
shaking the quartz tubes before initializing the growth processes, in the same quartz
tubes, in order to avoid loss of material and oxidation, especially Te oxidises very
fast.
The obtained crystals were then characterised using optical microscopy, opti
cal goniometry, Laue X-ray backscattering, scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
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SEM-microprobe and single crystal X-ray diffraction. Except for the electron mi
croscopes, all other apparatus were adapted in order to allow the use of the same
goniometer head ELS sample holder. In that way, errors in the angular information
and consequently the final experimental error were reduce. This error, as will be
shown later, provides quite a critical problem.
As routine characterisation techniques for most grown crystals we used Laue Xray backscattering (Philips 1008, Tungsten anode) and SEM-microprobe (Camebax
MB1, Tracor TN-2000); Laue X-ray backscattering for both checking if the samples
were single crystalline and the orientation of the single crystals for further index
ing. The actual composition and homogeneity of the samples were measured with
the microprobe. All the spectra were taken at 20kV with constant scan speed and
magnification. Also each region was measured on more than one point to assure its
homogeneity. All the samples were first oriented under the optical microscope and
then introduced into the Camebax. Special attention was given to the alignment
of the part of the specimen under study to be perpendicular to the electron beam.
In that way reliable data could be obtained for the composition using a standard
correction program. For this correction we used standards of pure Au, Ag and Te.
All spectra were recalibrated on copper. The estimated error in the composition is
1% at.
Also a piece of one of the first Bridgman grown crystals was checked every run
for possible oxidation effects or decomposition on the surface. Although optically
this sample became dull, probably due to oxidation, no observable effect was de
tected during some four years. Such effects occurring on a quasi-atomic scale would,
however, not be observable under the microscope, which spatial resolution is at most
Ідт3.

3.1.2

Pure Calaverite (АиТег)

Most of the Bridgman experiments produced large single crystals, up to 50 mm
length. The diameter of the crystals was that of the quartz tube (10 mm). Sharp
ended quartz tubes were used to enhance single crystal growth. As does occur
in natural Calaverite, sometimes twinned crystals were formed and no preferential
2
cleavage plane could be observed. Nevertheless, small facets (approximately 1 mm )
could sporadically be identified on broken pieces. One exception was the fourth
Bridgman grown crystal (BR4), which presented a very large (1100) facet.
All Kyropoulos experiments produced very well defined and large faceted crys
tals. Flat facets always belonged to the b-zone, although under the optical goniome
ter reflections from other zones were also measured. On most of the grown facets.
steps could be seen and sometimes also two dimensional dendritic-like patterns were
identified (figure 2). On a microscopic scale the macroscopically flat surfaces pre
sented a certain roughness; on some facets tiny and rounded crystallites of Calcium
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and plate-like crystallites of Silicon were identified with SEM-microprobe, probably
due to the used quartz tube. Figure 3 is a typical example of a Kyropoulos grown
twin crystal of pure Calaverite.
The crystals were completely homogeneous and although a decrease in reflectivity
of the shiny flat facets could always be observed optically, no change in composition
was detected in time. Therefore, we can conclude that the probable oxide layer is
very thin, in the order of some monolayers.

Figure 3.2 Dendritic-like forms on a satellite fact of a Kyropoulos grown silver-free
Calaverite crystal
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F i g u r e 3.3 Ky2kr2, a Kyropoulos grown silver-free twinned crystal. Note the
rounded top; the b axis is indicated. The crystal is approximately 3 cm in length.

3.1.3

Calaverite A u ^ A g ^ T e z (0 < χ < 15%)

On growing Calaverite with silver it is worth mentioning the high degree of
segregation of silver occurring during growth. Silver segregation was also visible on
the surface of some single crystals. Patches of pure silver as shown in fig. 4 could
be identified. This was later confirmed by SEM-microprobe experiments.
The crystals obtained from the Bridgman experiments were not single crystalline
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F i g u r e 3.4 The surface of a Kyropoulos grown crystal with silver, where patches
of pure silver can be seen, indicated by arrows.

as a whole, although some homogeneous and single crystalline pieces could be identified.
The Kyropoulos experiments produced either pure Calaverite or Calaverite with
1% at. silver. The crystals were much smaller than the pure Calaverite Kyropoulos
crystals. Also relatively large and well defined facets from other zones than the
b-zone were observed and indexed. Figure 5 shows one of the Kyropoulos grown
crystals.
For both Bridgman and Kyropoulos crystals, silver concentrations up to 7.7% at.
were used as start composition. For slow cooling and quenching up to 16.67% at.
silver was used.
Slow cooling by turning off the furnace and quenching in air and water were
tried. Some of the quenched samples were also annealed at 350oC for 72 hours. No
.•',7

î

F i g u r e 3.5 Sylky8kr6, a Kyropoulos grown crystal with 1% at. silver; notice the
flat facets which do not belong to the b-zone. The crystal is less than 1 mm in width

significant difference between these and the not annealed samples could be noticed.
As with Bridgman, both slow cooling and quenching produced small homogeneous
and single crystalline pieces, although the composition range was larger.
It is interesting to observe that although quite a large range of different start
composition was used, only a reduced set of homogeneous and single crystalline
.48

Table 3.1
techniques

The measured composition in the Au-Ag-Te system for different growth

Bridgman

Kyropoulos

AuTe 2
Auo.gyAgo os Тег

АиТег
Auo 97Ago.o3Te2

Те

slow cooling/
quenching
ХиТё2~
Auo.97Ago.o3Te2
Auo.9Ago.1Te2
Auo β Ago.2Te2
Auo.erAgo.saTej
Auo.6Ago.4Te2

Те

Structure
Calaverite

Krennerite
Sylvanite
Tellurium

pieces could be identified, as can be seen on table 1.

3.2

T h e Modulation Wave Vector

Single crystal X-ray diffraction performed on a CAD4 (Μο# α ) was used to deter
mine the MWV. Both composition and temperature were varied. A special furnace
as described by Tuinstra and Fraase-Storm' 9 ' was used for the temperature depen
dent measurements.
Small chips of pure Calaverite (7 χ 10~ 2 mm 3 ) and Calaverite with 1% at. and
3% at. silver (approximately 0.1mm 3 ) were selected. The small pieces were fixed
on a thin quartz hair (0.3 mm) of 12 mm length, which was in its turn fixed on a
Си-holder on the goniometer head.
For determining the behaviour of the MWV, the following procedure was
adopted. A set of 25 low order main reflections, crystallographically well spread,
i. e. including symmetrically equivalent reflections and having comparable radii (p)
of the Ewald sphere were used. Although we tried to use the same set of reflec
tions it was not always possible because of the positioning of the crystals and the
constraints imposed by the use of the furnace. The main reflections were used to
optimise the cell parameters for each temperature measurement. The same proce
dure was adopted for the satellite reflections. For each run of 25 measured satellite
reflections the value of the modulation vector was calculated using least squares for
each index m. At room temperature satellites up to the third order (m=3) could
be measured. Table 2 gives the MWV as a function of the satellite order for one of
the silver-free Kyropoulos grown crystals (Ky4Krl). However, increasing the tem
perature the intensity of the measured peaks dropped in such a way that the higher
order satellite reflections could not be distinguished from the background radiation
any more. Therefore, for the temperature dependent measurements only the first
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Table 3.2 The modulation wave vector as a function of the satellite order for
Ky4Krl

Satellite order
m = Í1
m = Í2

m = í3

Modulation wave vector
-0.4029(30)a* + 0.4471(32)c r
-0.4031(14)a· + 0.4469(10)c*
-0.4034(08)a* + 0.4467(05)c*

order satellites ( m = l ) were used.
Figure 6 shows the results of the temperature dependence of the MWV for pure
Calaverite and Calaverite with 1% at. and 3% at. silver. As just mentioned, Ky4Krl
is a pure Calaverite Kyropoulos grown crystal. Sylky6Krl is a 1% at. silver Kyropoulos grown crystal and crystal 10 and crystal 9 are 3% at. silver quenched ones. The
latter will be referred to in the following.
Some remarks concerning the temperature measurements have to be made.
Ky4Krl could easily be measured up to 445 0 C. A kind of hysteresis effect showed up
when the temperature was first increased and the crystal was measured immediately
after decreasing again the temperature, and the thermocouple showed a stabilised
temperature. This effect can be seen in figure 7, where the sequence of measurements in time is indicated. If a larger interval of time was given, more than one
hour, the modulation vector relaxed to its original value.
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Figure 3.6 The modulation wave vector q = —aa* + 7c* as a function of both
temperature and composition. Ky4krl is a Kyropoulos silver-free crystal, Sylky6Krl
contains 1% at. silver and crystal 10 is a 3% at. silver quenched .rystal. (a) a; (b) 7.
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Crystal 10 was measured after Ky4Krl and the highest temperature reached was
o
400 C The MWV, however, at this temperature showed a too large error Counterchecking the crystal with SEM-microprobe, the surface of crystal 10 turned out
to be completely decomposed into Те, АиТег, AUQ 97Ago озТег and AUQ57Ago ззТег
o
The error of the MWV at 50 C was caused by an error in the input of the corrected
cell parameters Another point to be observed is the fact that at the initial measure
ments (at low temperature), two satellite reflections had to be discarded because the
diffractometer could not solve the first order satellite from the third order satellite
of another reflection It has to be remembered that in Calaverite third order satel
lites are still quite intense at low temperatures Also, peaks frequently became less
broad on increasing the temperature, leading to the conclusion that the measured
crystals were gradually annealed In that way, defects and stram probably present
o
in the crystals could grow out Indeed, above 200 C the discarded reflections could
be taken into account again, the first and third order satellites were completely re
solved
o

Crystal 9 was measured from room temperature up to 350 C and then one last
o
measurement at 50 C was performed For this crystal the width of the diffraction
o
peaks stayed small after decreasing the temperature to 50 C Crystal 9 could not be
measured on the SEM-microprobe due to the fact that it had fallen off the quartz
hair when removing the goniometer head from its holder
Sylky6Krl was measured next, but here we went the other way around We
started at 350 o C and ended at room temperature Both Sylky6Krl and Ky4Krl did
not show any decompositon effect under the SEM-microprobe after being measured
on the diffractometer
Besides the temperature dependent measurements, also different batches of the
Kyropoulos experiments (with and without silver) were measured at room temper
ature Here, also the third order satellites were measured and much smaller chips
could be used The mean values for the MWV were q = -0 4016(2)a* + 0 4463(3)c*
for the Kyropoulos АиТег crystals, q = -0 4035(5)a* + 0 4463(3)c* for a Bridgman
АиТег crystal and q — -0 4189(4)a* -I- 0 4468(18)c' for Kyropoulos grown Calaverite
with 1% at silver

3.2.1

Indexing the single crystals

Some of the Bndgman-grown pure Calaverite crystals and both silverfree and
1% at silver Kyropoulos-grown crystals were indexed The crystals were glued on a
small sample holder which was then placed on a goniometer head The Kyropoulos
crystals were always aligned along the b-axis which was easily identifiable, spe
cially on Calaverite without silver, whose well defined facets always belonged to the
b-zone The reflections of the different facets were then measured on the optical go
niometer and using Laue X-ray backscattermg, the position of the crystallographic
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axes, a* and c* were determined.
The lattice parameters and the modulation vectors, both determined with single
crystal X-ray diffraction were used as input data for generating a list of {h к I m}
forms with their corresponding spherical angles ρ, φ and interplanar distance dhkimThe measured reflections were then compared with this list. Using the selection
rules of the superspace group h + к = 2n and for к = 0, m = 2n ^ for all {hklm},
and trying to use the lowest possible indexes, we come to the forms listed on table 3.
The relative occurrence of the forms is given, and for comparison, also the relative
occurrence of the natural forms as given by GPP' 3 ! (see also Janner and Dam l 10 ').
The possibility of twinning, very frequent on natural crystals, was also taken into
account. Some of the crystals could indeed be better indexed by assuming them to
be twinned, the individuals having mutually inverted b-axes.
Unfortunately, the indexing of some forms is not unambiguous yet. Steps on
the surface of the different facets causing a broadening of the Websky cross of the
optical goniometer increased the error in the measured ρ and φ. This combined
with the error in the determination of the position of the crystallographic axes mea
sured with X-ray Laue obliged us to consider an experimental error in the order of
I o in both ρ and φ. This relatively large error is in some of the forms the major
cause of ambiguity. The problem is namely that some regions of the stereographic
projection have a very large number of forms with low indexes which barely differ
some minutes of arc in their values for ρ and φ. Therefore, only the Kyropoulos
grown crystals which at least had a morphologically very well defined b-zone, were
considered when indexing the crystals.
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Table 3 All Calavente forms observed by GPP and us MI stays for morphological importance, in this case, the
frequency of occurence of each form
Form
(hklm)
{3137}
{1112}
{3325}
{51511}
{3347}
{0212}
{2213}
{0211}
{1113}
{51613}
{3136}
{3148}
{1124}
{0223}
{3149}
{313 8}
{1101}
{2420}
{2 211}
{3125}
{1111}
{1123}
{1100}
{3126}
{51510}
{1125}
{5149}
{2233}
{1102}
{3147}
{1114}
{3154}
{3 135}
{51? 14}
{3 1510}
{0102}
{312 7}
{1101}
{1135}
{1122}
{1136}
{1111}
{3159}
{3114}

M I

-

-

-

-

АиТез
Φ
Ρ
72°26'
4°49'
Τ 49' 133°05'
0
ЮЧб'
18 28'
13°44' 150 o 36 ,
14°37'
91°33'
11°00'
14°44'
14048·
32°07'
61°37'
15°18'
119°58'
ІТ^В'
ЖЪТ
36°01'
2Т2
133°05'
24 ! '55 ,
59 0 39·
25°24'
25"03'
гз-бг' 136051·
2°18'
2βο09·
27°18'
116°31'
47° 12'
27°28'
27°54'
54°33'
28°13'
153 0 21'
29°43'
18°28'
125°59'
30°45'
ЗГИ'
74 о 02'
31°22'
180°00'
63°03'
32°13'
34 0 28'
ISS'OS'
165 o 04 ,
Зб^З'
178°27'
36°06'
37°03· 106°54,
37°33·
82 o 40 ,
38°03'
91°32'
38°04'
122°15'
165°53'
39°25'
40 ο 58· 128 0 13'
41°59'
51°15'
33°44'
42°04'
42 0 33'
123 0 52'
43°20'
88°11'
43 0 26·
156°15'
43°58'
44°59'
Ι 44'Ό2'
95°18'
. 44°34'
17°46'
44°50'
IS-SS'
45°20'
60°43'
39°34'
46°07'

AuAgTe2
Φ
Ρ
6°28'
65°38'
0
- 7° 50* 136 48'
19°30'
. 11°09'
<
- 14 '40' 161°00'
93°2Г
- 14°17'
10°27·
- 14°33'
32°32'
- 15°10'
61 0 53'
- Іб^ІЗ'
0
18
15·
117°50'
34°17,
. 17°40'
,
- 22°26' 136°48
23°20'
60°55'
24°18'
24°40'
0
25 36'
136°49'
0
- 24°53' 178 53'
- 27°59' ііз°оо·
2 27°43'
47°16'
54°44'
1 27°56'
,
- 28°20· 153°34
19°30'
- 30°36'
- 30°50' 126°27'
74°48·
- 30°45·
0
- 31 26' 180°00'
- ' 33°19'
62°32'
- ' 34°32' 136°48'
- ι 34 0 44' 163027'
- 37°10' 180°41',
- 37°03' 107°27
37°54'
82°26,
37°23'
93°21'
38°20'
121°04'
- 39°48' 166°56'
- 40°59' 129°43'
40°01'
51°46'
40 о 43'
33°11'
£
- 42 '45· 123°23'
87 о 07'
- 44°08'
1 43°28'
155°59'
45°04'
- 43°21'
43°59'
95°50'
0
17°04'
- 43 56'
28°58'
- 44°45'
61 0 27'
- 44° 17'
46°38'
39°47'
-

"м I

4 39Ä
4 36Â
144Â
4 28Â
142А
2 13А
2 13А
2 12А
4 19А
4 12А
4 07А
3 99А
3 99А 1
19ЭА
3 95А
3 91А
3 9lA
0 97А
194А
3 82А
3 78А
3 77А
3 76А
3 73А
ЗбЗА

збіА
3 56А
176А
3 49А
3 47Â
3 47А
3 40А

зззА

327А '
3 27А
3 24Â
3 20А
3 20А
3 17А
3 17А
3 14А
3 12А

зюА

3 05А

G Ρ Ρ
M I
4 38]П
9
4 37А
103
144А
1
4 27Â
2
142Â
2
2 13А
31
2 13А
92
2 13А
14
4 19Â
50
4 20Â
13
4 08А
42
4 05А
5
4 02А
44
199А
7
4 00А
18
3 89А
17
3 90А
131
0 97А
194А
1
3 80Â
10
3 79А
65
3 79Â
39
3 76Â
122
3 68А
10
ЗбЗА
6
3 62А
11
3 51Â
1
176Â
1
3 48А
18
3 50А
3
3 46А
22
3 39А
9
3 33Â
9
3 38А
1
1
ззіА
3 24А
5
зібА
4
3 20Â
13
3 21А
4
3 17Â
24
3 18А
17
зізА
19
зібА
2
3 03Â
12
dhUm

Ρ
8°12'
8°03'
11°46'
17°27'
13°48'
14° 17'
15 0 42'
15°15'
18°26'
13°35'
23°00'
21°48'
23°14·
25°23'
22°43 ,
28 o 30'
28°05 ,
28°00'
28°29'
32°04'
30°58'
30°24'
31 o 30'
34°37'
35°33'
34°08'
39°00'
37°07'
38°21'
36°48'
38°29,
40°38'
41°23'
37°39'
39°33'
42°57'
44°55'
43 0 32 ,
42°36'
44°00'
43°00'
44°38'
42°58'
47°25'

Φ
57°08'
141°30'
20°34'
168°37'
96°28'
9 0 58'
32°37'
62° 12'
114 0 41'
36°24'
141°55'
64°51'
24°03'
137°08,
174°03'
108°11·
47°07'
54°41'
153°06'
19 0 42'
127°02'
78 0 48'
179°56'
60°58 ,
140° 57'
160°57'
181°30'
107°58'
iVbY
95°50'
119°20'
168°25'
131°23'
54°20'
33°50'
122°38'
85°20'
155°27'
45°09'
96°24'
16°32,
28°54·
63°09'
39°48'

dhkl-m

4 35A
4 36A
144A
4 2lA
142A
2 13A
212A
212A
4 17A
4 28A
4 06A
4 1θΑ
4 04A
199A
4 05A
3 86A
3 88A
0 97A
193Â
3 74A
3 78A
3 8θΑ
З75А
3 62A
3 60A
3 64A
З43А
176A
3 45A
3 53A
3 44A
3 35A
3 32A
3 5θΑ
З43А
3 23A
3 11Â
3 88A
3 24A
3 17A
3 22A
3 13Â
3 23A
2 98A
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Form
АиТег
hklm
' Μ. I.
Φ
Ρ
{1110}
- 46"30'
ігб^оз'
0
,
54°38
{1110}
- 46 037',
{1126}
- 47 28 , 148°58'
{5138}
- 47''30
гб-оі'
,
{3113}
- 47'o 34',
и°ьу
{1315}
- 48 0 09 , 124<,, 14,,
74' 09
{51713}
- 48< 23
S'OS'
{1112}
- 48 0'30'
ο
68 08'
{1134}
- 48 53'
{1103}
90°51'
- 49°06'
{3115}
- 49 0 39 ,
ег-гз'
{1137}
- so-o?' ІТб-ОЭ'
{3153}
- 50°16' 151°05'
0
{0257}
42 15'
- SO^'
{4206}
- SCSS'
бв-гв'
{1115}
- srio'
ігз-зг
,
{513 7}
3°42
- 51 0o17'
0
,
{315 8}
79 17
- 52 08'
0
{1111}
73 56·
- бг'ЧЭ'
0
0
{313 4}
- Ь2 \С' 126 46·
{51310}
- 52°44·
бв^Г
ф
{3112}
- Ь2 іГ ПЪ'ЗВ'
{1102}
145°47'
- ыгъ'
0
ο
{1113}
- 54 39' 168 30·
{1123}
- Ь&°2Т ггме'
{UIÏ
124,'42·
- 56"32'
о
{1104}
- 57 0 40' lOS'lO'
{3101}
- 58 18·
із-зг
{1124}
6 0 58·
- 58"50'
1
{1145} ,
δθ ^'
66 ο 02'
{3104}
59 0 54 ,
62°08'
{4231}
39 0 11'
бо-іг'
{1120}
61°18'
109ο12'
{3100} ¡
61°20' ιβο-οο'
{1000}
6 . 90°00'
Ο-ΟΟ'
{0 0 1 2 }
5 90°00'
lO'SS'
{2048}
25 0 28'
- ЭСОО'
{4032}
1 90 о 00'
31°40'
{2068}
32°51'
- ЭО-ОО'
{4012}
1 90 о 00'
40 ο 08'
{2002}
2 ЭО-ОО'
47° 13'
{4038}
1 90 о 00'
50"10'
{2020}
54<>33'
- 90°00'
{2 04 2}
90°00'
56°57'
{0022}
2 90<,00'
61 0 4Γ
<>
{2012}
- эо-оо· 66 27'
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алы™
3.03Ä
3.03Α
2.98Α
2.97Α
2.97Â
0.98Â
2.92Α
2.92Α
2.90Â
2.88Α
2.85Â
2.82Α
2.82Â
1.39Α
1.39Â
2.76Α
2.75Α
2.70Α
2.69Α
2.65Α
2.67Α
2.66Α
2.61Α
2.55Α
2.44Α
2.43Α
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3.3

Discussion

We will first focus on the phase diagram of the system Au-Ag Te One of the
first points to be observed is the small number of phases of different composition
found in the artificially grown crystals Referring to table 1, only six different and
homogeneous alloys were identified, three of them corresponding to Calaverite, one
Krennente and two Sylvanite, whereas the composition of these compounds is un
derstood to range between certain values
To explain this apparent discrepancy, mainly two reasons can be given First of
all, differences in the amount of absorbed silver can be explained as being due to
the different growth techniques The artificial crystals were grown from the melt
and the minerals were probably formed in a kind of flux growth from high pressure
and high temperature ^
The second explanation lays in the different characterisation techniques used in
our case and in the study of the minerals As pointed out in section 1 3 silver
patches were identified on the surface of some artificially grown crystals Assuming
that this silver could not be absorbed into the lattice without another phase being
formed, it can be considered that also mineral crystals do reject some of the silver
The chemical analysis, generally used for the minerals rests on taking the sam
ple as a whole, not considering any possible segregation effect Consequently, any
extra amount of silver rejected onto the surface, easily identifiable with the SEMmicroprobe would be overlooked, implying a too high silver content for the minerals
found in the chemical analysis Therefore, we have to consider the possibhty that
the mineral Calaverite (and also Krennente and Sylvanite) does have a restricted
number of thermodynamically stable phases and consequently, composition This
can be confirmed by the surface decomposition observed on crystal 10 at 400 o C into
the mentioned restricted group of composition, namely pure Calaverite (АиТег),
Calaverite with 1% at silver and 3% at silver, Krennente (Auo8Ago2Te2) and nonstoichiometnc Sylvanite (AUQ67Ago 33Тез) On the other hand, SEM-microprobe
analysis by Stumpfl [12] and Paar [13] on good quality mineral specimens showed
individual samples to be homogeneous but differences were found in the amount of
silver depending on the mine or region of origin Stumpfl measured the following
amount of silver on the samples coming from Cripple Creek (1 03%wt ), Wright
Hargreaves Mine (0 43%wt ) and Though Oakes Mine (0 7%wt ) both in On
tario, Kalgoorhe (1 49%wt ) and Philhpines (0 7%wt ) Paar found 1 8%wt silver
for crystals from different mines in Austria They also noticed that in general the
amount of silver is lower than reported in literature
In the relatively slow Kyropoulos growth process only Calaverite with 1% at
silver is formed Therefore, there is still some doubt whether Calaverite with 3% at
silver, Krennente (Auo8Ago2Te2) and non-stoichiometnc Sylvanite (AUQ eïAgo 33Тег
and AUQ eoAgo 40ТС2) are high or low temperature phases when grown from the melt
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In figure 1 a dashed line has been drawn to indicate the thermodynamically stable
phase of Calaverite with 1% at. silver which is found in our growth experiments.
As the morphology is concerned the similarity between the minerals and the
artificially grown crystals is amazing. Although we had a reduced set of artificial
crystals (around 20) compared to some hundred carefully measured minerals, within
our reduced set, the same rich morphology so intriguing in the mineral crystals does
show up. For further comparison, we will be referring to the work done by Her
bert Smith (HS) I1*!, Penfield and Ford (PF) l15!, Goldschmidt, Palache and Peacock
(GPP) '31 and Janner and Dam (JD) '101 which represents the most prominent stud
ies done on the morphology of Calaverite.
The measured artificial crystals made up a total of 37 different and well devel
oped morphological forms, normally no more than 10 forms appearing on each single
crystal. For the minerals, a total of 135 morphological different forms were identified
though according to GPP only 92 forms were well defined. Here, between 10 and 15
forms were identified on each single crystal; two exceptions are one crystal measured
by PF which presented 42 forms and another one with 30 forms reported by GPP.
Both mineral and artificial crystals have an abundance of satellite forms, 82 out of
92 according to GPP and 31 out of 37 measured by us.
The b-zone of both types of crystals also showed comparable properties. HS
and PF describe a streaking effect in the b-zone sometimes as an uninterrupted se
quence of reflections on changing the azimuthal angle. We observed the same effect.
Due to the much larger size of the artificially grown crystals, the observation of the
crystalline surface was easier. The facets, even microscopically, seemed very flat,
having sharp edges. Moreover, on the clean and flat facets, a very large amount of
steps was observed and found responsible for both the broadening and multiplicity
of the reflections on the optical goniometer in the vicinity of those steps. On the
rounded top of the pure АиТег crystals many reflections were observed which ap
parently were not connected to a well defined facet. As mentioned before, barely
any facet could be identified in this region.
There is a difference between Calaverite crystals with and without silver. The
latter ones hardly present any well defined facets outside of the b-zone. Interest
ingly enough, the observed minerals, which were always reported to contain silver,
presented facets outside of the b-zone exactly in the same way as our artificial crys
tals with silver.
We will now discuss the behaviour of the MWV (q = aa* + 7c*) as a function
of composition and temperature and then relate it to the morphology. Although the
presented X-ray data does not make it very clear yet what exactly happens to the
crystals with 3% at. silver, the behaviour of the crystals with 1% at. and without
silver is unequivocal.
The MWV in риге АиТег clearly undergoes different changes with temperature
which can not be accounted for by an experimental error. In figure 7 three distinct
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regions can be identified. From room temperature to approximately 200 o C a monotonically increasing curve can be seen. Then until 350 o C a kind of plateau with
an average value of a. — -0.416 and 7 = 0.446 can be seen. And then, again, an
increasing curve is found. It has to be said that this behaviour is most prominent
for α (figure 7a).
The crystals containing 1% at. silver present a completely different behaviour.
Varying the temperature the MWV has quite a constant value, within the experi
mental error, as shown in figure 6. Interestingly enough the average constant value
can be considered as exactly the same as the one related to the plateau measured
for pure АиТег, namely α = -0.416 and 7 = 0.446.
The crystals with 3% at. silver show an apparently contradictory behaviour. On
increasing the temperature, the MWV also increases (crystal 10 in figure 6); but on
succeedingly lowering the temperature, the MWV nearly remains constant (a = 0.418 І 0.005 for crystal 9) even over a relatively large period of time (some three
days).
To explain these observations the first hypotheses would be the presence of a
lock-in phase, where the structure would be commensurate. Otherwise, a pinning
effect could be considered.
Checking the possibility of a lock-in phase, it turns out that the commensurate
value for α with the smallest integers is
5/12, the average value of a being 0.416 Í 0.002. For 7 the commensurate value is 4/9 corresponding to 0.444 ί 0.003.
These values correspond to a 36-fold superstructure which is rather large. Therefore,
it seems more reasonable to assume the pinning hypothesis which will be discussed
below.
As the temperature dependence of 7 is negligible as compared to the experi
mental error, we will only consider the behaviour of a in the following except when
stated otherwise.
The solid curve in figure 7 represents the temperature dependence of the MWV
of pure Calaverite. The defects in these (very fast) Kyropoulos grown crystals,
are probably serving as the pinning centres for the modulation wave resulting in
the plateau at α = - 0.416. The same pinning mechanism explains the observed
hysteresis, although it is not strong enough to avoid a relaxation effect in time (ap
proximately one hour), on decreasing the temperature.
Considering the Kyropoulos grown crystals with 1% at. silver, it can be seen that
the MWV has the same average value as the other 1% at. silver Kyropoulos grown
crystals, measured only at room temperature. The effect of the presence of silver
becomes clear in both this case and for Calaverite containing (3% at. ) silver. The
substitutional density of the silver atoms is known to follow the modulation wave
vector l 6 l These atoms might, on the other hand, also serve as pinning centres for
the MWV. This mechanism seems to play an important role in the case of Calaverite
containing (1% at. ) silver, where the MWV is nearly constant. Defects which are in
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some cases also known to arrange themselves following the modulation wave, could
add to this pinning effect 1161 The pinning effect of the silver atoms in Calavente
containing (3% at ) silver becomes so strong that locally slightly different values of
the MWV are realised, resulting in a considerably larger experimental error in the
MWV for several crystals The crystal of figure 6 (crystal 10) shows in that sense
data with a relatively small error Besides crystal 10, two other crystalline pieces
(crystal 9 and crystal 16), also with 3% at silver, were measured, although the error
in the value of the MWV was much larger, for crystal 16 the error was too large
to take the data into account Again, the stable value for the MWV is attained
on decreasing the temperature from the highest value (350oC) Thus, the effect of
silver is to pin the MWV to an approximate value of q= - 0 4163'' + 0 446c* The
fact that this stable value is not found at room temperature in the as-grown crys
tals containing (3% at ) silver is due to the quenching process used in the growth
process of these crystals, introducing an extra amount of defects and stress in the
crystals These defects and stress are then responsible for any local deformation
of the lattice as indeed could be observed Increasing the temperature during the
X-ray diffraction measurements allowed for an annealing of the quenched structure
and consequently for defects to grow out of the crystals In pure Calavente the
MWV clearly is more free
The value α = - 0 416 is thus found in all three measured phases. It is still
unclear whether this value is just accidental or related to any structural property
If data about the remainder of the Au-Ag-Te system is taken into account, the
role of the position of the silver atoms becomes even more clear The work of Tunell
and Pauling 1171 will be a reference for that It has to be observed that all mentioned
compounds present a kind of modulated structure
In Tunell and Pauling I17' the similarity between the three structures becomes
clear Figure 8 gives schematic drawings based on their data showing the superim
posed structures of Calavente and Krennente (figure 8a) and Calavente and Sylvanite (8b) It is almost straightforward to see that starting with silver-free Calavente
and adding more and more silver, the gold atoms will be substituted in such a way
as to produce Krennente and further Sylvamte only through a deformation of the
original structure caused by the substitution
5 16 17

Van Tendeloo et al t · · ! also considered this similarity of structures when mea
suring АиТез (incommensurate modulation), АиоаА^огТег (Krennente, commensu
rate modulation) and both stoichiometric (AuAgTe^ (commensurate modulation)
and non-btoichiometnc (Au1_xAgj;Te2, 20% < χ < 50%) Sylvanite(incommensurate
modulation) For both Krennente and Sylvamte they showed that the silver atoms
have some preference in their positioning in the structures with different conse
quences for the MWV Krennente was found to have a twin modulated structure,
where the silver atoms are placed at the interface of the twin boundaries Sylvamte
has an antiphase boundary modulation, where again the silver atoms are well posi53
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F i g u r e 3.8 Schematic drawing of the superimposed structures of Calaverite, Krennerite and Sylvanite I17!, (a) Calavente (col) and Sylvanite (syl); (b) Calaverite (cal)
and Krennerite (kre).
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for mineral crystals Therefore, we used the MWV of Schutte and de Boer and as
they did not measure the cell parameters at high temperature, we used those of
artificial Calavente with 1% at silver We also tried to use the MWV of the latter
crystals, but this resulted in much larger Ap and Αφ as compared to JD Up to this
moment it is not possible to explain this discrepancy between the MWV measured
by Schutte and de Boer (mineral crystal) and by us (artificial crystals) Defects and
impurities might play a role in this respect
A distinct behaviour between the forms of the b-zone and those outside this zone
is present The presence of more satellite forms than mam ones indicates that on
the average the former are even more stable than the latter, this in contrast to other
modulated structures Assuming that the energy relevant for the formation of the
facets is a smooth function of the orientation, many different forms can appear on
the crystals Very small fluctuations in temperature and composition, consequently
the MWV and cell parameters, during growth would then favour the formation of
one form or a neighbouring one Therefore, a competition between the forms would
give rise to the incredible large amount of morphologically distinct forms
The rouded top of the silver-free Calavente crystals can be explained if a lower
roughening temperature is considered for those forms Silver is probably the re
sponsible agent for increasing the roughening temperature of the top forms of the
minerals and artificial crystals with silver This increase in the roughening tem
perature can be explained by the constant value of the MWV stabilizing different
forms

3.4

Conclusion

Calavente, a mineral ore, can be grown by different techniques resulting, very of
ten, in much larger crystals than the natural ones Besides the difference in size the
Kyropoulos grown crystals are morphologically very similar to the minerals On the
other hand where the minerals are understood to present a large spectrum of possible
composition, the artificial ones are reduced to two different composition (АиТег and
Auo97Ago 03Тег), or three (Auo9AgoiTe2) if the quenched samples are taken into
account Besides Calavente, three more stable phases, Auo8Ago2Te2 (Krennente),
Auo6Ago4Te2 and AUQ 67 Ago 33 Тег (non-stoichiometnc Svi vanite) were identified
The presence of these well defined phases instead of a large variation in composition
is explained by a silver segregation occurring on the surface of the artificial crystals
which was not taken into account in the chemical analysis of the minerals Our ob
servations, however, do not exclude a larger variety of silver concentrations present
in the minerals because they were formed in a different growth process
As for the minerals, many satellites (31 out of 37 forms) where identified on the
Kyropoulos-grown crystals, although some forms differed from the ones present on
the minerals The already very large list of 92 well defined morphological forms
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tioned in both stoichiometric (commensurately modulated) and non-stoichiometric
(incommensurately modulated) cases. The fact that the MWV does not change
drastically for all mentioned structures indicates that silver is the main responsible
pinning factor for the behaviour of the MWV in the structures of the Au-Ag-Te sys
tem. We have to notice that until now, all measurements concerning the structure
were performed at room temperature, except one measurement at 100K ' 6 '. The
pinning effect becomes more evident if temperature dependent measurements are
performed and the effect of annealing shows up.
Using these results of the temperature and composition dependence of the MWV
and some structural information of the Au-Ag-Te system, we come back to the dis
cussion on the morphology. As mentioned before, when indexing the Kyropoulos
grown crystals, the corresponding high temperature MWV and cell parameters were
used. In table 3, these indexed forms, with respective calculated ρ, φ and dhkim
were then compared to the indexed forms by G P P I3' (JD ' 1 0 i). Of the latter forms,
ρ and φ are reproduced from G P P while their respective dhkim are calculated. In
the artificially grown crystals some forms not observed by G P P neither by P F nor
HS were identified. These for the minerals missing forms were also calculated using
the parameters given by JD ' 1 0 1. From table 3 it can be seen that 11 forms with
high MI and relatively large values of dhkim of G P P (JD) also appear in the artificial
crystals. Having a closer look at this list, some differences can be noticed, being
mainly the variations in ρ and φ between the different columns sometimes as large
as 15° ({3 13 7}). Here, it has to be recalled that the experimental error in the case
of the artificial crystals is approximately I o , but the experimental error in ρ and φ
of GPP '31 is around 1', which is due to a statistical average over the 105 crystals
studied by them. Both in our case and JD, the difference between calculated and
observed ρ and φ is maximally some I o . The large angular difference of for example
15° means that relatively small changes in the MWV and the cell parameters do
have a strong influence on ρ and φ of some facets. This influence is most prominent
for forms {hklm} with both h + ma « 0 and / + 7717 « 0. These forms also have
relatively large values for dhkim, especially for fc=0.
We tried to improve the reindexing of JD given to the list of 92 morphologically
different and well defined forms by GPP. Using the MWV measured by Schutte and
o
de Boer ^ of a mineral crystal and the high temperature (350 C) cell parameters
of artificial Calaverite with 1% at. silver, Δ ρ and Αφ as given by JD, could on the
average be considerably reduced.
The adopted procedure is confirmed by the following. As crystalline facets grow
just below the saturation temperature (melting point) both MWV and cell param
eters at this temperature have to be taken into account when studying the formed
facets. We already saw that for artificially grown Calaverite crystals containing sil
ver, when annealed, the MWV barely changes with temperature whereas the unit
cell clearly undergoes thermal expansion. It is to be expected that the same holds
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(GPP) is thus increased to 116, (or even 137 to 158 if the dubious forms of HS and
PF are considered as well).
The measurement of the MWV of the artificial crystals without silver, which are
not reported to occur in nature, did present a behaviour distinct from the crystals
with silver. Where the crystals with silver seemed to have their MWV pinned down
to q= -0.416a* + 0.446c*, the crystals without silver, though also presenting a slight
plateau at this very value (between 200oC and 350oC, showed an increasing curve
for q versus temperature. Quite strong but different hysteresis effects were observed
in all crystals. In crystals without silver this hysteresis effect dissapeared on a time
scale of an hour.
Variations in the MWV and the cell parameters caused by oscillations in temper
ature and composition during growth, combined with the hypothesis of very similar
free energies for different forms are explained to cause the richness in morphology
for both artificially grown crystals and minerals. Also the streaking observed on the
crystals can be accounted for as a competition of morphologically different growing
facets with very similar energies. The facets on the top of the crystals without silver
are probably roughened. The effect of the silver is to stabilize the facets outside the
b - zone as observed.
Concluding, the role of silver has been found vital, not only in Calaverite, but
also Krennerite and Sylvanite, being responsible for the pinning of the MWV and
for lowering the roughening temperature of facets of both minerals and artificial
Calaverite.
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Part II

Al—Cu—Fe quasicrystals and related phases

Chapter 4

Quasicrystals, a small review on experimental
data

In 1984, when observing an Al-Mn alloy with transmission electron microscopy
(ТЕМ) Shechtman, Blech, Gratias and Cahn l40l came across a five-fold pattern in
the diffraction experiment. This discovery has since then troubled many scientists
due to the fact that such a symmetry is crystallographically forbidden. Thus, the
first ideas were to consider the observed pattern as not truly presenting a long range
order but rather a glass-like behaviour. The small size of the first samples, some
nanometers, lead to this assumption.
However, through the years, many different alloys presenting this same forbidden
five-fold diffraction pattern were identified. Also larger specimens in the form of
single crystals became available, even in the order of some millimeters ' 2 7 '. Some
examples of binary, ternary and even quaternary alloys presenting a quasicrystalline phase are AIMn, AIRe, AlCr, AlRu, A1V, A1W, AlMo; AlMnSi, AlMnRu,
AlCrRu and AlMnRuSi M, AlMnPd ^ , AlCoNi I15!, TiFe M, AlCuLi I18), AlFeMo
and AlFeMoMn I23', AlCr I24!, AlGeCr, AlGeMn, AlSiCr, AlSiMn I25!, AINi I30!, AlLiCuMg I33!, AlMgZnCu №, GaMgZn 1361, PdUSi W, TiZrNi [391 , AlCuCr, AlCuMn.
AlCuRu, AlCuOs, AlCuFe I«- 46 ], AlCuCo ^ and TiXiV I48!. Most of the reported
alloys were metastable, a few such as AlCuLi I38), GaMgZn t36!, AlCuRu [45 · 46 1,
AlPdMn '71 and AlCuFe t 11 · 42 · 43 ! are understood to be thermodynamically stable
phases.
Most of the alloys are based on aluminium. The average composition in atomic
procent of 80%:20% Aluminium:metal for binary alloys and 65%:20%:15% Aluminium:metal:metal for the ternary alloys .

4.1

Al—Cu—Fe quasicrystals
42,43

In 1987 Tsai '
! reported a new thermodynamically stable quasicrystal, namely
for the Al-Cu-Fe system. Samples of Al-Cu-Fe with 15 to 25%at. Cu and 10 to
20%at. Fe were prepared in three different ways. First, just molten in an argon
arc furnace and subsequently annealed for 48 hours at 845°C. The samples were fast
quenched or rapidly cooled using the single-roller melt-spinning technique, with and
without subsequent annealing. The different samples were analysed using powder
X -ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy (ТЕМ), electron scanning mi
croscopy (SEM), optical microscopy (OM), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and differential thermal analysis (DTA). They noticed no difference in the position
of the X-ray peaks between the three differently prepared samples, however, on an
nealing the peaks became thinner. From the DTA analysis, only one endothermic
0
peak was identified at 862 C. SEM images revealed dodecahedral grains of 45μιη
size on the average. The tetragonal АЬоСигоГею was also found to coexist with the
quasicrystalline phase.
In the next subsections experiments performed on crystals of the Al-Cu-Fe sys63

tem and a very short description of some current theoretical approaches is given.
4.1.1

Growth Techniques

Different methods have been used for preparing Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystals. The
simplest method consists of using an argon arc furnace. The three elements, nor
mally of high purity (better than 99.9%) are molten and subsequently quenched
relatively slowly (approximately at a rate of 102 - 10 3 K/s) I 2 2 · 4 3 !. A variation in
this technique is allowing an even slower rate of cooling, approximately l 0 /min ' 2 1.
Sometimes, subsequent annealing is used t 2 2 · 4 3 !.
A plasma jet furnace was also employed by some groups, without subsequent an
nealing '271 or with annealing l 26 · 27 ). The annealing consisted of heating the samples
up to 800 o C for 65.5 hours and subsequent quenching in water and liquid nitrogen.
The most used technique consists of rapid quenching or melt spinning, with a
cooling rate of approximately 105 K/s to 106 K/s [13,14,21,32,42-45] T h e technique
consists of premelting the three elements in an argon arc furnace or a HF (high
frequency) furnace. Then this premelted material is cast, normally under pressure,
from the melt onto a fast rotating wheel. The velocity of the wheel determines the
cooling rate of the alloy. Subsequent annealing is also used t 2 0 · 4 3 !. The fast quench
ing is an ideal preparation method for ТЕМ experiments because it dispenses any
further preparation in order to reduce the thickness of the samples to the required
size.
Different nominal composition, г. e. start composition have been used, some
examples are Al66Cu2iFe[334', АІадСигоРе^' 11,16 ' 201 , АІбзСигзРе^11 and А І ^ С и г з Г е ^ .
4.1.2

Characterization Techniques

Most of the experiments are based on diffraction techniques; transmission elec
13 20 22 26 27 32 42 45
tron microscopy (ТЕМ) I · . . . · . - ) sometimes combined with high resolution
22 26
imaging (HREM) I · ' and X-ray powder diffraction techniques [4,5,20,26,27,31,32,42-45]
These techniques were mainly employed in the identification of the quasicrystalline
phase and its degree of perfection. The five-fold pattern obtained through ТЕМ ex
periments is one of the easiest ways to identify whether a sample is quasicrystalline
or not.
The X -ray diffraction experiments, were mainly employed to determine a specific
kind of defects in the lattice, the so-called phasons. The presence of this phasons
cause a broadening of the diffraction peaks ' 5 , 2 0 1. Goldman et al. ί20' presented ther
mal studies on Al-Cu-Fe. Using alloys with nominal composition АІбзСигзГеіг and
o
Al65Cu2oFei2, on the first sample a broadening of the X ray diffraction lines at 600 C
was observed. However, the second composition presented a phase splitting at this
very temperature into the icosahedral and a non identified phase.
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Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) I 32,42 ' were used to determine the thermodynamic stability of the icosahedral phase. Only one endothermic peak was reported to occur at 862 °C.
The actual composition has been measured only by a few groups I 2,4 · 19 !;
А1бз.7Си2з.бГеі297, Al63.5Cu24Fei22.5, АІбзСигзРеіг). The actual composition relevant
for the quaiscrystalline phase is a crucial point, specially due to the complexity of
the phase diagram of Al-Cu-Fe, rich in Al. Bradley and Goldschmidt l9,10' , had
already determined to a large extent the phase diagram of the ternary Al-Cu-Fe sys
tem. Using slow cooling (10oC/hour), quenching and different annealing processes
the samples were characterized with X-ray powder diffraction. Several binary and
ternary phases were identified. Most of the structures were identified but some
remained unsolved. There was a clear distinction between aluminium rich and alu
minium poor alloys, the first one showed a much larger richness in different phases,
as can be seen in figure 1. Bradley and Goldschmidt '9,101 presented extensive lists
with the different composition and respective heat treatment temperatures, struc
tures and lattice spacings.
A somewhat straightforward consequence of this richness of the phase diagram is
the observed relationship between different close phases, as will be described in the
next subsection. In the phase diagram (figure 1) the icosahedral phase is depicted as
Φ and the so-called close or approximant phases can be seen in the neighbourhood
of Φ.
4.1.3

Relationship between the crystalline and quasicrystalline phases

Different approximant phases coexisting with the quasicrystalline phase present
ing a mutual orientational relationship have been identified. Mainly the phases
found as Аг, /?2 and σ (see figure 1) did behave as approximant phases for the qua
sicrystalline phase.
The monoclinic phase (A2), isomorphic to the monoclinic AliaFe.} (lattice param
eters: a=1.55 nm, b=0.82 nm, c=1.24 nm and β = 107.8°; Black и ) was the most
frequently observed approximant I 2 . 4 · 13 · 14 ' 16 !. The orientational relationship observed
by Cheng et al. '131 consisted in a correspondence of the following crystallographic
directions, [010]A parallel to [000001]/ and [100]A parallel to [001010]/ where I de
notes the quasicrystalline phase.
Audier et al. '1,2'31 did identify this approximant as the low temperature rhombohedral phase into which the icosahedral phase will reversibly transform when
annealed. The reverse transformation, i. e. from icosahedral to rhombohedral was
reported '31 to occur via a modulated phase. The cell parameters of the rhombohe
dral phase a=32.16Â and a=36 0 were confirmed by Dénoyer et al./' 16 ' using single
crystal X-ray diffraction.
W. Liu and U. Köster '311 also identified a transformation of the icosahedral
2
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phase into two face centered rhombohedral approximants with lattice parameters
a=3.771 nm, a=63.43 0 and another one with a=3.771 nm, a:=l 16.57° when anneal
ing at low temperatures (620 o C).
Further, a tetragonal phase ^ (σ ' 1 0 '), also a quasicrystalline approximant with
average composition (measured with EDX) AleoCugFeis and lattice parameters:
a=6=0.97 nm and c=2.19 nm, was found to coexist with an incommensurate com
posite structure. This latter structure consisted of a body-centered tetragonal sublattice with lattice parameters respectively ai=a=0.97 nm, ci = 0.314 n m « l/7c
and a simple tetragonal sublattice with аг = а/ /З = ai/\/2=0.641 nm and
C2=0.371 nm.
Finally, also a cubic-CsCl approximant l 4,32 ' (/З2 ' 1 0 ')was found to have an orientational relationship with the icosahedral phase with the icosahedral five-fold axes
parallel to [1 1 0] and [1 1 3] and the two-fold axes parallel to [Ï 1 0] and [Ï 1 1].

4.2

The Generalized Dual M e t h o d and t h e cut—andproject m e t h o d

Concluding, a short description of the current two main theories concerned with
the 'construction' of quasicrystals is given. Although both methods are based on
different theoretical principles, their results can until now explain fairly well, some
characteristics of the quasicrystals observed experimentally.
These methods are the generalized dual method (GDM) I29·41) and the cut-andproject method I28'. For a better understanding an example of a two-dimensional
quasicrystal (figure 2) for the GDM and a one-dimensional quasicrystal (figure 3)
for the cut-and-project will be used.
Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional quasicrystal. At the lower left corner a set of
a pentagonal 'star' axes is shown. The axes are defined as
en = (COS(2K η/5),8ίη(2π n/5),n = 0, ...,4;

(4.1)

and are associated with the grid at the lefthand side of figure 2. Taking grid 0, each
intersection with one of the other four grids is given by a different symbol. Each
intersecting point can be associated to a different tile as can be seen at the righthand
side of figure 2. Notice that only two tiles are used but for each symbol depicted on
the grid a different orientation of the tile is used. This has to do with the matching
rules, 1. e. the way two tiles can be put together. The duality of the method lays in
the fact that if we start from the (Penrose) tiles the grid can be derived.
Using the skinny and fat tiles and the Penrose matching rules a Penrose pattern
(read decoration) can be constructed. And, for example, when drawing lines per67

Grid О
Grid 1
_Grid 2
Grid 3
Grid 4

3

е.

F i g u r e 4.2
Schematic representation of the Grid Dual Method. A two-dimensional
quasicrystal, the Penrose pattern I 2 9 ' 4 1 ! . At the left hand side the grid 0 is represented
by the vertical line.
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Figure 4.3 Schematic representation of the cut-and-project method.
dimensional quasicrystal.

Λ one-
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pendicular to each edge of the tile, the grid will be automatically generated.
Essentially, the GDM method is valid for one, two and three dimensions, pro
vided the following conditions are satisfied.
1. long range orientational order.
2. long range quasiperiodic translational order.
3. minimal separation between two nearest neighbour sites.
4. self-similarity transformations, i. e. deflation rules.
To illustrate the cut-and-project method we give in figure 3 an example of a
one-dimensional quasicrystal, the well known Fibonacci chain. A periodic twodimensional rectangular lattice with cell parameters о and b is shown. At a certain
angle θ a 'cut' is made in the two-dimensional lattice (broad oblique line), often
called external or real space. From a strip of certain width (broad to dotted line), all
intersecting (or lattice) points within this strip are projected onto the external space
generating in the present case the Fibonacci chain. The black dots in the picture
show the sequence of short and long intervals which characterize the Fibonacci chain.
In the presented specific case, tanö = r and ocos0 = 1, where r is the golden mean
defined as r = (1 + \/5)/2 were used.
This cut-and-project method, in the same way as the GDM, can also be extended
to two and three dimensions. Although both methods give a very good description
of the experimentally observed quasicrystals, it is still not a complete description.
One of the major problems concerning the three dimensional quasicrystals is that
both GDM and cut-and-project method do not give a unequivocal description for
the intensity of the diffraction peaks yet.
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On the relationship between morphology,
composition and structure of Al—Cu—Fe crystals
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abstract
Quasicrystals and related phases were grown to study their morphology and to try to
get some insight in their growth mechanism. Using different characterisation techniques
a relationship between morphology, composition and structure of the quasicrystals and
related phases is established. This relationship is qualitatively explained by an epitaxial
growth mechanism.

5.1

Introduction

Since the discovery of the quasicrystalline (QC) phase in Al-Mn by Shechtman, Blech, Gratias and Cahn (1984), many other groups reported the presence of
a QC phase in different alloys, mainly aluminium rich ones.
More recently, Tsai, Inoue and Masumoto (1987) reported a QC phase in an
Al-Cu-Fe alloy to be thermodynamically stable. This stability, present in very few
alloys, opens the possibility of growing larger crystals and gives access to the QC
phase for further characterisation.
Some of the alloys in which the QC phase is also known to be stable are: Al-CuLi (Saintfort and Dubost, 1986), Ga-Mn-Zn (Ohashi and Spaepen, 1987), Al-Cu-Co
(He, Wu, Meng and Kuo, 1990), Al-Cu-Cr (Tsai, Inoue and Masumoto, 1988), AlCu-Ru and Al-Cu-Os (Tsai, Inoue and Masumoto, 1988), Al-Co-Ni (Tsai, Inoue and
Masumoto, 1989) and Al-Mn-Pd (Beeli, Nissen and Robadey, 1991).
Still, the degree of complexity of the phase diagram and the fact that the QC
phase does not occur at an eutectic point are some of the major barriers that make
Philosophical Magazine B, to be published
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it very difficult to work with these alloys . It also makes the use of most conventional
and relatively simple crystal growth techniques such as Bridgman and Czochralski
impossible. These two crystal growth techniques, both from the melt, are often
employed to obtain large single crystals.
In the Al-Cu-Fe system the QC phase seems to represent only a very small re
gion in the total phase diagram. Moreover, only the nominal composition, i.e. the
start composition, of the alloys is mentioned by most of the groups working with
QC phases. Only Audier and Guyot, 1990 determined the composition of the QC
phase afterwards, as Al63.5Cu24Fe12.s4. Also the different preparation methods did
not lead to a reliable and reproducible method to obtain larger single quasicrystals.
Besides different composition, quite different annealing temperatures are reported.
Calvayrac, Quivy, Bessiere, Lefebvre, Cornier-Quinquandon and Gratias (1990) re
ported АІезСигбГеіг as the perfect QC phase and АІбзСигоГе^, for an imperfect
phase; they annealed their samples for 30 minutes at 1073K. Ishimasa, Fukano
and Tsuchimori (1988) found Al65Cu2oFei5; they annealed at different temperatures
ranging from 1073K to 1143K for time intervals varying from a few hours to several
days. Liu, Schmücker and Köster, 1991 used alloys with composition ranging from
Al65Cu2oFei5 to АІмСиггРен. Most of these groups used rapid quenching (105-106
K/s) methods combined with annealing but also slow quenching (followed by an
nealing) is reported (Hiraga, Zhang, Hirabayashi, Inoue and Masumoto (1988); Tsai
et al. (1987)).
The methods used to determine the phase diagram are mainly X-ray powder and
ТЕМ diffraction. There are many reports on phases which are not perfectly QC,
such as different approximants and modulated phases, as their diffraction pattern is
concerned.
In addition, there is a more fundamental question concerning the way in which
QC phases actually grow; whether classical crystal growth theories still hold for
these phases, for which classical crystallography does not apply anymore.
In conclusion, still a lot is unclear about the structure and stability of phases of
different composition close to that of the perfect QC phase.
Without expecting to solve the problem completely, we present a study on the
relationship between morphology, composition and structure of the QC and related
phases of Al-Cu-Fe . Besides giving evidence for this relationship, we also discuss a
simple phenomenological growth process based on the presented data.
Section 3 describes all characterisation techniques and the thus obtained results.
In section 4 a discussion on the orientational relationship established by the results
from section 3 is presented. In section 5 the growth model is discussed. The next
section deals with the preparation of the samples.
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5.2

Sample p r e p a r a t i o n

Starting from a different nominal composition: Al65 Сиге Feig,
АІбзСигзРеіг, А^СиггРен and A^Cuzs.sFe^.s, fourteen samples were prepared in
an argon arc furnace, using a water cooled copper crucible. Al (99.5% purity), Cu
(99.7%), Fe (99.97%) and Fe (unknown) were used. The initial mass of the samples
varied from five to twenty gram.
All the samples, except two, were allowed to cool down to room temperature
as soon as the material was well molten and mixed during roughly one minute.
The other two samples were cooled more slowly in the argon arc furnace by not
turning off the current of the electrode immediately, but slowly decreasing it during
approximately one minute. Further, we also annealed two parts of one of the rapid
cooled pellets at 850oC for seven days and then let it cool down to room temperature
by switching off the furnace.
We turned our interest first to the samples which were not annealed. The pellets
were broken into a few pieces and the morphology, composition and structure of the
different observed habits were studied.

5.3

Morphology, composition and s t r u c t u r e

Optical microscopy (Nikon Microphot F-X) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM Jeol JSM-30 and SEM Philips 500) were used for the morphological analysis.
The sample holder of the optical microscope was adapted in such a way that a go
niometer head could be placed on it. This arrangement enabled us to have a rough
idea of the crystals symmetry by measuring the angle between different facets.
Powder diffractometry (Philips PW 1830) was used for an initial check on crystallinity and symmetry. Though peaks related to some of the different phases could
be identified, a conclusive identification was not possible.
The actual composition was measured on a SEM-microprobe (Camebax MB1,
Tracor TN-2000). All the spectra were taken at 20kV with constant scan speed and
magnification. Also each region was measured on more than one point to assure its
homogeneity. All the samples were first oriented under the optical microscope, then
introduced into the Camebax. Special attention was given to the alignment of the
part of the specimen under study to be perpendicular to the electron beam. In that
way reliable data could be obtained for the composition using a standard correction
program. To use this correction we used the standards of pure Al, Cu and Fe. All
spectra were recalibrated on copper. The estimated error in the composition results
is 1%.
The analysis of the structure was performed both on a X-ray four circle diffractometer (CAD4 - Мока) and by transmission electron microscopy (Jeol 4000EX and
Philips CM20).
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Material from a same pellet ( A ^ C ^ s . s F e ^ 5) was prepared for both CAD4 and
ТЕМ experiments. The different morphological forms were separated as good as
possible under the optical microscope. For the CAD4 very small pieces (approxi
mately 50 - 100 μιη) were then mounted on quartz hairs (0.3 mm diameter and 3
mm length) with vaseline. Unfortunately only two crystalline structures could be
measured. The volumes of all other grains were far too small. The same samples
measured on the CAD4 were also checked in composition in order to be able to
relate them to the different morphologies, described in the following paragraphs.
The selected samples for ТЕМ were crushed in a mortar and separately glued on
nickel grids. Within the TEM, EDX was used for qualitative composition analysis.
In that way, a feedback was possible and the different structural regions could be
distinguished from each other. In this way it was also possible to relate some of the
morphological forms to the crystallographic phases.

5.3.1

The Morphology

Independent of different nominal composition and weight of the pellets, mainly
three very distinct morphological forms were present in all rapidly cooled samples.
First of all, plate-like forms crisscrossing the whole pellet (see figure 1) were very ob
vious. The sides of these plates have a dendritic appearance as can be seen on figure
la. The flat sides showed a step-like pattern (figure lb). The two other forms were
small spheres and dodecahedra, both on top of the just mentioned 'step-pattern'.
Very often, these two last forms were found to be arranged in rows, following the
steps in length, as can be seen in figure 2.
As we will describe in this and the following sections, we were able, aided by the
above mentioned characterization techniques, to relate these three phases to each
other and to the Аг (monoclinic), φ (icosahedral) and /?2 (cubic) phases, as reported
by Bradley and Goldschmidt (1939), Calvayrac, Quivy, Bessière, Lefebvre, CornierQuinquandon, Gratias (1990) and Bancel (1992). Table 1, in which the results are
summarised, will be a reference for the following paragraphs.
In figure 3 a typical example of the 'step-pattern' is shown. It can be seen that
some parts appear completely clean. At some other regions grown or deposited
material is indicated. Some of the grown material even shows a pseudo-pentagonal
symmetry.
Dodecahedral shaped crystals (2μιη to βΟμιη), observed on top of the 'steppattern', sometimes have 'perfect' dodecahedral shape, sometimes a somewhat de
formed shape. They are arranged in rows, with their crystallographic axes aligned
parallel to each other. Although in figure 4a most of the dodecahedra are isolated,
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lOOjJrn
F i g u r e 5.1 (a) Dendritic shaped side of the platelets in the Al-Cu-Fe crystals, (b)
The large part of the platelets (perpendicular to the dendritic shapes) showing steps.
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F i g u r e 5.2

Alligned morphological forms on t h e 'step-pattern'

also rows of 'intergrown', or clotted and arrayed dodecahedra are present as can be
seen in figure 4b. The fivefold facets are the most dominant ones. Nevertheless,
the facets related to the threefold and twofold axes are also present (figure 5). Tiny
truncated icosahedral shaped forms were also sometimes observed.
Besides the dodecahedra, also small facetted spheres (1/лп to 20/im), aligned
along the 'step-pattern' were found (figure 6).
Under the scanning electron mi
croscope, the faceted spheres showed a remarkable similarity to the equilibrium forms
of cubic crystals as described by Kern (1987), as can be seen in figure 7. Although,
Kern attributes these forms to equilibrium growth or evaporating forms obtained in
thermodynamically closed systems, he gives one condition where it should be possi
ble to obtain similar results in open systems, namely, at very high surface diffusion.
This condition can be assumed without any doubt in our case.
On these faceted spheres, the four-fold symmetry is clearly visible and sometimes
hexagonally shaped faceting perpendicular to threefold axes, can also be seen. This
indication of a cubic structure was later confirmed by ТЕМ measurements.
So far, only the relatively rapid-cooled samples have been described. Having a
look first at the slowly cooled samples, large dodecahedra (up to ЗООдт) could be
seen at the outside of the pellet which was in contact with the Cu-crucible. In the
inside of the pellets barely any recognizable form could be identified. Scarcely a
reminiscence of a 'dendritic-like step' and even fewer dodecahedrally and spherically
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shaped crystals were present.
From the two annealed samples, with the same nominal composition, only one of
them showed enlarged dodecahedral-shaped crystals (50 μιη to 400 /xm). The other
two morphologically distinct forms, 'step-pattern' and spheres, were hardly present
or recognisable in either of the two samples. This in contrast to the observations of
the samples before annealing for which all three forms were distinctly present.
Comparing the morphology of the dodecahedra on both annealed and rapidly
cooled samples, there is no noticeable difference, except for the size, as can be seen
in figures 5 and 8.
Thus, both slow cooling and annealing, though presenting enlarged quasicrystals, did not provide an optimised and reproducible growth method.

5.3.2

Composition analysis

The very clean parts of the 'dendritic-like steps were found to be А ^ С ^ Г е г г On other parts of the steps different regions with grown material can be seen as
shown in figure 3a. These regions present a certain range of different composition.
Though the reduced thickness of these areas increases the error in the actual compo
sition (the spatial resolution of the SEM-microprobe is about Ιμτη) the composition
differs from that of the steps themselves. Many of the measured regions turned out
to have a very homogeneous surface, so that they could be classified in groups as
shown in table 1.

AH microprobe experiments, when performed on the dodecahedrally shaped crys
tals, independent of the nominal or start composition of the different pellets, lead
to АІбзСигзГеіз for the perfect dodecahedra and АІббСигзРец and АІегСигуГец in
case of the deformed dodecahedra. The same composition was also measured on the
annealed samples.
The composition of the spheres also depends on their morphology. The compo
sition varied from AlsaCu^Feu in case of completely spherical and faceted forms,
to АІбгСизвГею for the deformed ones.
5.3.3

Structure

Single crystal X-ray diffraction
The X-ray diffraction experiments performed on a CAD4 confirmed the mon
oclic structure of the 'step-pattern'. The crystalline structure was completely solved
by van Smaalen, Cisarova, de Boer and Balzuweit (1992). The determined cell
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F i g u r e 5.3
(a) Pentagonal forms on the 'step-pattern', the arrows indicate some
angles on the grown material, (b) The 'step-pattern' and several homogeneous regions
with different composition: I- АІузСибРегг; Π- АІггСизРезо; HI- А ^ і С и ц Р е і в ; IVАЬоСиідРего; V- AlegCu^Peig; see also table 1.

Xi

F i g u r e 5.4
Dodecahedral forms in arrays on the 'step-pattern', (a) free dodecahe
dra; (b) intergrown dodecahedra.

dimensions are a: 1.558 nm, b: 0.796 nm, c: 1.251 nm and β: 108.14°. The disHO

F i g u r e 5.5 Smalldodecahedron; t h e presence of bothe three-fold and two-fold facet
is shown on t h e picture.

F i g u r e 5.6 Faceted spheres in arrays on the 'step-pattern', t h e arrows point at t h e
three-fold axis of the cubic structure.

crepancy arising between the measured composition А^СщГезг (SEM microprobe
data) and the calculated composition where only two Cu were positioned (solved
*6

Figure 5.7

An indexed spherical form.

structure) instead of four, can be easily explained by assuming a somewhat disor
dered structure where some of the iron is substituted by copper.
The X-ray experiments also confirmed the the presence of structures with icosahedral symmetry, although the structure has not been completely solved yet. The
observed pieces contained a majority of dodecahedral particles.
Unfortunately, the spheres and all other observed morphological forms were too
small to be measured on the CAD4.

ТЕМ experiments
As already mentioned, the samples were separated as good as possible under
an optical microscope according to their morphology. But because of the reduced
size of the different morphological forms it was impossible to separate completely all
the identified forms mentioned on table 1. Therefore, the prepared samples had to
be scanned to find the different structures. Not all the structures could be identified
in this way. On the other hand, the fact that more than one structure was present on
the prepared samples, allowed us to establish an orientational relationship between
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F i g u r e 5.8 An annealed dodecahedral single crystal, the most prominent forms are
some ΊΟΟμιη large.

Table 5.1 The relation between composition and different morphologies in Al-CuFe. A2 is the monoclinic, Φ the icosahedral and β the cubic phase.

GROUP MORPHOLOGY
λ2

Φ

ih

clean steps and dendrites
step with grown material I
step with grown material II
step with grown material III
(dodecahedral shaped)
step with grown material IV
(dodecahedral shaped)
step with grown material V
dodecahedral shapes on the
steps
perfect 3-D icosahedra
dodecahedral shapes in between
the spherical forms
deformed spherical forms
faceted spherical forms

COMPOSITION
Al74Cu4Fe22
АІ7зСи5Ге22
Al72Cu8Fe2o
Al 7 1 CuiiFe 1 8
АЬоСишКего
Al 6 8 Cui4Fei 8
Al 66 Cu23Feii
Al63Cu25Fe12
Al^CuarFen
Al62Cu28Fe1o
АІззСиззРен

all the different forms, as will be discussed in section 4.
.SX

The monoclinic Аг phase, an approximant of the QC phase, has been identified
by electron diffraction. The lattice parameters are in clear agreement with those
observed by X-rays, as already described in section 3.3.1. This monoclinic phase
can be easily recognized when viewed along its b* axis (fig 9b). The pseudo fivefold
axis and its relationship with the QC Φ phase of fig. 9a is identified through the
more intense spots which are indicated by dots in both figures. The twofold axis
of the monoclinic Лг structure is aligned along the fivefold axis of the QC Φ phase.
From this [010]A2 pattern it is clear that only reflections with h = 2n are present, in
agreement with the space group C2/m.

F i g u r e 5.9 (a) Quasicrystalline five-fold symmetry electron diffraction pattern;
(Ь)[010]А2 diffraction pattern which is clearly strongly related to the QC phase of
(a); the most intense reflections in each pattern have been indicated; (c) a different
monoclinic phase closely related to the Аг phase, but with a different moniclinic angle.

A different monoclinic phase, closely related to the Лг phase, and which we will
call λ, also frequently occurs (fig. 9c). The a and c-axes of this λ phase are similar
to those of the Лг phase but the monoclinic angle {β = 97°) is different, as can be
judged by comparing fig. 8b and 9c. This λ phase strongly prefers a twinned mi
crostructure, which is well revealed in the high resolution image of fig. 10. Twinning
occurs on the (001)A planes; the twin bands (indicated by | and || in fig. 10) are
mostly very narrow (hardly ten nanometer) so that most diffraction patterns (such
as fig. 9c) are to be interpreted as the superposition of both twin variants. Every
reciprocal row with h = 4η+2 is split; reflections indicated by arrows belong to one
variant; the others belong to the twinned variant. Reciprocal rows with h = 4n
S!)

are common to both variants and therefore unsplit. The different variants of the
microstructure can be unraveled by optical diffraction using the HREM negative as
a grating for the laser beam. The two single crystal patterns from twinned areas |
and || are reproduced as insets in fig. 10; their superposition clearly produces the
diffraction pattern of fig. 9c, but the individual patterns are clearly different from
the Аг pattern of fig. 9b.
The cubic phase can be easily identified as a simple CsCl-type with lattice pa
rameter a 0 = 0.28 nm (fig. lla,c). This phase is found coexisting with the QC
approximant Аг and again a close relationship exists between both phases. The /З2
four-fold axis is reasonably close to the b-axis of the Аг (fig. lla,b), while the (121)
plane of the /З2 phase is parallel to the (001) plane of the Aa phase and the (110)/з
plane is parallel to the (411)λ plane (fig. llc,d).
Parts of the annealed sample, which presented enlarged dodecahedra, were also
separated and investigated by electron microscopy. Although the morphology of
both annealed and quenched samples presented no difference, except for their size,
the electron diffraction patterns showed remarkable differences. For comparison, in
fig. 12b the fivefold pattern of the annealed sample is shown. In the latter figure, the
weaker reflections have disappeared, while the more intense reflections are no longer
circular. Such diffraction patterns have been observed numerous times (e. g. Sastry,
Suryanarayana, Van Sande and Van Tendeloo (1978), Ye, Wang and Kuo (1985),
Bendersky, Schaefer, Biancanello, Boettinger, Kaufman and Shechtmann (1985),
Van Tendeloo, Singh and Ranganathan (1991)) and have to be attributed to the
presence of a twinned domain structure; all twin variants having a pseudo-fivefold
axis. This observation seems to indicate that in the measured region, annealing
does not stabilize the QC phase, but favours a crystalline approximant of the QC
phase. Unfortunately the precision of the EDX was not enough to determine very
small differences in composition. This can explain the apparent discrepancy be
tween the morphological and ТЕМ observations, in the sense that it is not possible
yet to guarantee that the measured regions are exactly the ones corresponding to
the morphologically perfect dodecahedral particles. The only way of understanding
undoubtly the two patterns of fig. 12 is to measure the exact composition in the
ТЕМ, aided by standards of the different elements.

X-ray powder diffraction
Parts of four different pellets were selected for powder X-ray diffraction, in
cluding the two slowly cooled samples. Сика radiation was used. The maximum
angular resolution available was 0.005°; 1.25 s, 2.50 s and 5.00s as integration time
were used. Although we were not able to identify and index all phases present,
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F i g u r e 5.10
[010] high resolution image of the new monoclinic phase {β = 97°
which clearly shows microtwinnig along the (001) planes. Optical diffractions of the
areas I and I are shown in the insets.
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Figure 5.11 Corresponding electron diffraction patterns of the CsCl-/32 pheise (fig
ures a, c) and the Аг phase (figuresb,d) taken from adjacent and clearly related grains.
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·

•

Figure 5.12 Five-fold symmetry electron diffraction patterns from (a) only
quenched material; (b) quenched and aqnnealed material.
the strongest lines were the icosahedral ones according to the indexing proposed
by Cahn, Shechtman and Gratias (1986) belonging to the FCI-hypercubic phase.
Also the cubic /?2 phase with о — 0.29 nm could be easily identified. The remain
ing peaks could not be related to any other known spectrum. Also any attempt to
index these peaks as belonging to a primitive or BCI-hypercubic phase, accordingly
to Cahn et al. (1986)and using the cell length proposed by Calvayrac et al. (1990);
Ishimasa et al. (1988) were not succesful. The Аг phase (monoclinic) could not be
unambiguously identified.
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Figure 5.13

Powder diffraction pattern; (a) AlajCi^.sFeis.s; (b) AleaCujsFeij.

Here, two differences are worth mentioning, concerning both composition and
cooling rate. The sample with initial composition Al62Cu25.5Fei2.5 showed the largest
amount of the QC phase, the peaks of the other phases being very small (figure 13a). The most slowly cooled sample showed many more peaks including those of the
icosahedral phase. This sample, also presented the correct relative intensity (Cahn
et ai, 1986) for the two strongest icosahedral peaks, namely (/(10000) > /(11000)),
which was exactly the opposite for the other samples (figure 13-b).
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5.4

Discussion

5.4.1

Orientational relationship

A previous point worth to be discussed and vital for the interpretation of the
growth mechanism is the orientational relationship between the different phases just
described.
Some other authors have already described this subject to some extent. Audier et
al. (1990) describe a pseudo icosahedral (or rhombohedral) phase Al63.5Cu24Fe12.54,
which crystallographic orientation is related to the perfect icosahedral state, as its
low temperature stable phase. They observe that the perfect icosahedral phase is
obtained by fast quenching and the pseudo-icosahedral phase is formed by slow
quenching. An annealing process after the quenching would always result in the
perfect icosahedral phase. Also the monoclinic X2 phase is mentioned to occur in
the form of large prismatic dendrites with composition Al72.6Cu3.85Fe23.55. Cheng,
Hui, Chen and Li (1990) do observe an orientational relationship between this X2phase and the icosahedral phase. No data on composition are given. Liu et al. also
describe a structural and orientational relationship between the observed phases,
only now between the icosahedral phase and the cubic /З2 phase. Actually, they call
it the r phase because of its similarity with the τ phase of Al-Cu-Co and Al-Cu-Ni
quasicrystals.
From the morphological analysis it was found that the spheres and the dodecahedra are both aligned along the 'step-pattern' as can be seen on figure 2. Notice
the alignment of the threefold axes of the cubic and QC structures. Slight misalign
ments were sometimes observed. Figure 6 shows the alignment of the threefold and
four-fold axes of the cubic structures. And on figures 4a and 4b the alignment of
the crystallographic axes (fivefold, threefold and twofold) of the QC structures can
be seen.
The ТЕМ experiments also confirm this relationship. In figure 9a the fivefold
axis of the icosahedral phase is seen. Figures 9b and 9c taken in nearby regions,
show respectively a twofold axis (monoclinic X2) and twofold axis (monoclinic λ)
parallel to the fivefold axis of the icosahedral phase in figure 9a. In the same way,
on figure lie the (121) plane of the cubic phase is found to be parallel to the (001)
planes of the approximant in figure lid. In some regions also a slight misalignment
(up to 8°) between the axes of the different structures was measured.
5.4.2

Growth model

From the preceeding sections a growth model, which qualitatively matches
the models discussed by Gebhardt (1973) and Kern, Lay and Mètois (1979) is presented.
First, one has to recall the phase diagram of the Al-Cu-Fe system, where the
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À2 phase seems to have a slightly higher melting point than the ψ and /З2 phases.
And from Bancel (1992) we know that that at 750° С there is still a liquid phase in
contact with the ψ phase.
Taking into account that the whole growth process takes place in some seconds
and the probably high thermal conductivity of aluminium, copper and iron, the fol
lowing can be proposed.
The solid pieces of aluminium, copper and iron are molten and then well mixed
in the argon arc furnace. The electrode is then shut off and the temperature de
creases rapidly. As is very usual for molten metals, the melt gets undercooled (or
supersaturated). The Лг phase crystallises in the form of long 'dendritic-like steps'
all through the pellet with the composition А^СщГегг- As for all pellets the nom
inal composition was localised in the neighbourhood of the φ phase (Al65 CU20 Fejs,
АІбзСигзРеіг, Al64Cu22Fei4 and Al62Cu25 sFe^ 5), the melt will become richer in cop
per at the cost of aluminium and iron. The 'step-pattern' will then act as a substrate
upon which all the other phases can grow. Thus, with a high supersaturation and
the temperature still decreasing, material will deposit epitaxially on the А ^ С ^ Г е г г
substrate. In this way, the substrate of the monoclinic А ^ С щ Р е г г , goes over to a
structure with more copper and with slightly different lattice parameters, to a QC
approximant, then to the QC structure and through another approximant to the
cubic structure. If the supersaturation is high enough, the underlying symmetry
will influence the growing phases keeping an orientational relationship between all
the crystallographic axes, as is shown schematically on figure 14.
In a review article by Gebhardt(1973) a similar model is discussed and worked
out to some extent. According to this model, conditions for epitaxial nucleation and
growth are high supersaturation, both small diiferences in temperature and large
contact angles between the substrate and the growing crystals and large adhesion
forces. Some examples of systems with similar behaviour to the one just described
by us for Al-Cu-Fe, are given. However, for most of the discussed examples the
substrate where the other layers grew onto consisted merely of the metal atom of
the alloy (for example iron oxides on iron).
Analogously Kern (1979) describes three different models, namely, Frank van
der Merwe, Stranski-Krastanov and Volmer-Weber, where also the supersaturation
plays an essential role. The model according to the F. van der Merwe is characterised
by a 2-D monolayer growth. Stranski-Krastanov's model allows both 2-D and 3-D
growth and Volmer-Weber mainly a 3-D growth. The main difference between the
three models is the value of the supersaturation and adhesion energy. For higher
values a more 2-D growth is expected otherwise a 3-D growth will take place. In
the last case the chance of lattice mismatch also increases.
As the remaining melt in the pellet has diferent values of supersaturation locally
due to local variations in temperature and composition, all three growth modes are
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cubic
approximants
monoclinic
approximants
icosahedral —

Figure 5.14

Schematic growth model.

bound to occur when the material crystallises in the pellet.
As a last remark, it is interesting to notice that both Gebhardt and Volmer-Weber
models state that already the very tiny nuclei are completely single crystalline.
5.4.3

Annealing

From the ТЕМ experiments the difference of the difraction pattern between
the annealed and not annealed pattern is worth noticing. Here it has to be said that
the samples apparently behave the other way round when compared to experiments
performed by Audier, Guyot and Bréchet (1990) and Audier, Bréchet, de Boissieu
and Guyot (1991). In their paper, Audier et al. (1990) state that the as-cast sample
is trigonal with a domain structure frequently twinned causing an overall pseudoicosahedral symmetry. Through an annealing treatment this domain structure would
transform into the perfect QC phase although the diffraction pattern they present
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on figure la of their paper is exactly the same as that of our annealed samples,
which result from microcrystalline domains oriented in such a way as to produce the
overal pseudo-icosahedral symmetry In our case there is still some doubt whether
the pattern is that of a dodecahedral grain due to difficulty of completely separate
the different phases mechanically
On the other hand, Audier et al (1991) find that the not annealed sample is a
twinned rhombohedral phase acting as a low temperature pseudo-icosahedral phase
which transforms to the 'perfect' icosahedral by increasing the temperature They
also mentioned that 'The reverse transformation, icosahedral to trigonal solid state
transformation was tried by in situ ТЕМ thermal treatment as a preliminary re
sult, that one appears more complicated than expected since the first step of the
transformation corresponds ''to a structural modulation" of the icosahedral phase '
Keeping all information just presented in mind, it can be said that the way
the sample grew also accounts for the difference in the ТЕМ diffraction patterns
As the whole sample grows epitaxially in some seconds, favouring the onentational
relationship between the growing structures it is reasonable to assume that the
structures grow somewhat disordered The growth occurring during quenching al
lows also metastable or even a kind of a 'substrate induced metastable' structures
to be formed This means that some of them do exist due to the presence of the
substrate It is also possible that even more many different phases exist, all of them
onentationally related to the QC phase
In such a way, when annealing the samples the initially disordered structures and
'substrate induced' ones will probably disappear irreversibly As the used annealing
temperature (850 o C) is also quite high, various low temperature phases present in
the as-cast pellets will melt and decompose, producing other domain stuctures than
present in the original pellets

5.5

Conclusion

The Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystals and related phases represent a very interesting
object of study, specially from the crystal growth point of view Nevertheless, there
are still many problems of experimental nature, partly due to the richness of the
phase diagram and the temperature region where all the described processes take
place
Different characterisation techniques were used and the results were mutually
interpreted Essentially, the relatively rapid-cooled samples were more thoroughly
analysed It has to be stressed that all these samples, independent of their start
composition, presented exactly the same morphological forms or structures Only
the volume of the different structures varied according to the initial composition
From the morphology, structures as the icosahedral and cubic ones could be pri
marily identified as dodecahedra (12 pentagons) and faceted spheres The other two
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possible morphological forms of the icosahedral system, the truncated icosahedra
(12 pentagons and 20 triangles) and the icosahedra (20 triangles) were very scarce
and much smaller. From this fact it is possible to conclude that at the temperature
at which the icosahedral structure was growing the growth velocity of the fivefold
facets was considerably lower than the growth velocity of both threefold and twofold
facets.
Also worth noticing from the morphological data was the way both dodecahedra
and faceted spheres were arrayed on the 'step-patterns', their crystallographic axes
very often being mutually aligned.
Analysing the composition of the grown pellets, mainly the rapid-cooled ones, it
was possible to correlate each morphological form to a very well defined and distinct
composition. In that way it was possible to relate the observed forms to already
known structures, a fact later confirmed by the diffraction experiments. So, the
'step-pattern' А ^ С щ Г е г з , the dodecahedra АІбзСигбРе^ and the faceted spheres
АІ5зСиззГеі4 could be related respectivelyto the Лг (monoclinic), φ (icosahedral)
and /Зг (cubic) structures.
Besides these forms also deformed ones in between the three structures could be
identified and related to a distinct composition, as show on table 1.
The diffraction experiments confirmed the already suspected structures as could
be better seen on the ТЕМ diffraction patterns (figures 9 and 11). Further, an orientational relationship was undoubtly established, as summarized on table 2.
Also a simple phenomenological growth model was proposed, based on the mea
sured data. The described model is an epitaxial growth mode which varies from 2-D
to 3-D growth according to the local supersaturation caused by local variations of
temperature and composition.
Shortly, the growth model can be described as
following. Aluminium, copper and iron are well molten and mixed. The temperature
decreases and the melt becomes supersaturated. The monoclinic phase А ^ С ^ Р е з г
crystallises in the form of 'dendritic-like steps'. The temperature continues to de
crease and the remaining melt gets more supersaturated. Material starts depositing
epitaxially on the substrate (the 'step-pattern', А ^ С ^ Г е г г ) · The composition of
these layers also starts shifting because of segregation as the temperature decreases.
And as both temperature and composition change, also the supersaturation changes.
Depending on the value of the supersaturation both two dimensional and three dimentional epitaxy does occur. This means that not only mono or almost monolayers
will grow but also the dodecahedral and spherical single crystallites will grow. As
the supersaturation is still high, the growing layers will keep an orientational rela
tion to the substrate and already grown layers.
As the annealing process is concerned, it is still not clear how the different phases
react on the thermal treatment.
As a last remark it is also interesting to notice that the described growth process
for the Al-Cu-Fe system is probably also valid for other alloys which present the
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quasicrystalline phase as the following extracts suggest.
Al-Cu-Co, by Song and Ryba (1992): '... close relationship between the struc
tures of the quasicrystalline phases and their crystalline approximants...'
Al-Cu-Li, by Dubost, Lang, Tanaka, Saintfort and Audier (1986): '... the macro
scopic morphology of the Т2-А16СиІЛз single quasicrystalline dendrites. Each den
drite consists of stacked triacontahedra with the same orientation.'
Ga-Mg-Zn by Spaepen, Chen, Ebalard and Ohashi (1990): '...dendrite arms of
the primary MgZn2 phase. Closer examination of the cast alloys revealed that they
consisted of a mixture of grains, between lOOnm and Ιμιη size, of the perfect icosahedral phase and several approximant phases.'
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Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

abstract
Steps on the surfaces of Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystals perpendicular to the five-fold axis have
been identified. Both macrosteps and steps of the order of interatomic distances have
been measured by means of different techniques. Some conclusions related to the growth
process are drawn considering current theories on the growth of quasicrystals.

Considering the history of the science of crystallography and crystal growth, the
'forbidden' crystallographic phenomenon of quasicrystals is a relatively new one.
Since the discovery of the quasicrystalline phases '4 many different alloys have been
found to present the same 'forbidden' five-fold symmetry. Also larger specimens
have become available. Therefore the first ideas of a glass-like structure had to be
given up. Meanwhile the quasicrystals form a separate class in crystallography.
Although much work has been done on the identification and characterization of
the different quasicrystalline alloys, hardly no experimental effort has been made to
study the growth process itself. One of the main reasons for this lack of experimental
data can be attributed to the size of most specimens, which normally are smaller
than 500/im. Oxidation effects and the impossibility of a complete control of the
growth parameters completes the image. Quasicrystals of Al-Cu-Fe are normally
grown by quenching and subsequent annealing at approximately 850 o C.
From a theoretical point of view there are two main approaches in 'construct
ing' quasicrystals. Namely the tiling model (e.g. Levine and Steinhardt И) and
the cut-and-project method (e.g. Katz and Duneau ' 3,4 1). Some interesting work
based on the tiling model has been accomplished by Toner ' 5 1, who elaborated on
the actual growth process of quasicrystals to some extent.
In this letter we describe the surface structures of the five-fold facets of Al-CuFe quasicrystals as observed by several microscopic techniques. Though only quite
Physical Review Letters, submitted
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small crystallites were available, less than 400μιη in diameter, steps on the surfaces
of these quasicrystals could be identified and measured. Also some ideas concerning
the measured steps in relation to the growth model by Toner ^ are discussed.
The samples were prepared by relatively slow quenching (10 2 -10 3 K/s) of a
Al65Cu2oFei5 melt in an argon arc furnace, followed by annealing for seven days at
850 o C. Small dodecahedral particles (up to 400дт) were identified all through the
sample. The composition of these particles was measured with SEM-microprobe' 6 '
and each single quasicrystalline dodecahedral particle was found to be АІбзСигзРеіг.
Also the measured facets were completely homogeneous in composition.
Using a specially adapted sample holder for an optical microscope (Nikon Mi
crophot F-X) the angle between the facets perpendicular to the five-fold axis could
be measured within three degrees confirming the icosahedral symmetry of the do
decahedral particles.
Differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM) with and without image
processing, phase shifting interferometry (PSI) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
were used to measure the height and the width of the steps on the surfaces of the
quasicrystals.
Several quasicrystals were observed under the DICM. Although facets perpendic
ular to the 2-fold and to the 3-fold axes were always present, only the much larger
pentagonal facets perpendicular to the 5-fold axes were found suitable for surface
topography. So in the following we will always refer to these last facets, except if
stated otherwise.
Many of the observed facets presented similar surface structures as shown
schematically in figure 1. Straight and higher steps running parallel to the facets
perpendicular to the 2-fold axes as well as to the facets perpendicular to the 3-fold
axes can be seen. In the center of the facets much lower steps, sometimes barely vis
ible and in other cases bunched, without any apparent preferential direction can be
identified. This last kind of step is sometimes absent and as can be seen in figure 2
the whole surface is dominated by much higher steps of straight orientation. Using
DICM the separation between such high steps could be measured. In figure 3a, the
distance of the steps indicated by arrows averages to Ιμτη. The step length is about
ΙΟμιη.
Figure 3a and 3b show the same crystal with different contrast settings of the
DICM, showing difference in height between the central part and the edges. The
centre is heigher and the height of the steps can be estimated to be of the order of
nanometers, as will be later confirmed by the phase shifting interferometry (PSI)
and atomic force measurements (AFM). Figure 3c shows an enhanced DICM pho
tograph of the same crystal which was recorded via a newvicon camera mounted on
the microscope. After analog image processing (differentiation and noise reduction
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Figure 6.1 Schematic drawing of the observed positioning of steps on a facet perpendicular to the five-fold axis of an Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystal.
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F i g u r e 6.2 A pentagonal facet showing straight and parallel steps up to the central
area (DICM) photograph.

contrast enhancement) the low steps on the central area could be better identified.
In the case of this particular crystal, the central steps are not aligned with any
crystallographic direction as observed on some other crystals.
Trying to establish the height of the observed steps better, phase shifting in7
terferometry was used ' l Shortly, the technique is based on using a two-beam
interferometer in the following way. Three or five interferograms are digitized, for
each of which the reference mirror is shifted over a distance λ/8 with respect to the
previous position, λ is the wavelength of the light used. The surface profile is then
calculated from the different intensity distributions In{x,y).
In our case, three interferograms were digitised by a two-dimensional array CCD
camera. In this case the calculated surface profile h(x,y) is
108
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F i g u r e 6.3 The same pentagonal facet as schematized in figure 1, imaged by DICM:
(a) the lower edges of the facet exhibiting the heighest steps, marked by arrows; (b)
the central part of the facet showing bunching of the lowest steps; (c) as (b) after
image processing.

Figure 4 shows a PSI surface height measurement of the same quasicrystalline
facet as observed with DICM (see figure 3). The central area is not higher than
86 nm. Further the total height related to the steps running parallel to the 2-fold
facets is less than 300 nm. On the other hand, the steps parallel to the 3-fold facets
which at the beginning follow the steps parallel to the 2-fold facets in height, drop
around 250 nm at the very edges of the facets.
Due to the small lateral size of the facets and the steps, the height of each observed single step could not be exactly measured by the PSI method alone. However,
the PSI topography and height profiles indicate that these steps must be in the order
of some nanometers, i. e. close to the maximal resolution of this technique.
Comparing figures 3 and 4, the PSI measurements confirm that the centre of
the facet is higher. The height of the indicated steps in figure 3a is estimated to be
approximately 20 nm as deduced from the height of the appointed region and the
number of steps. However, the actual height of the single steps can be lower due to
step bunching. Also on height profile curves across the central planer area combined
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F i g u r e 6.4 Surface height profile measurements by phase shifting interferometry:
(a) two-dimensional profile, the height of the different regions is indicated at the right
side of the figure; (b) one-dimensional profile.
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with the video enhanced images give an approximate height of 10-20 nm for the
central steps.It was also noticed that these central steps are bunched, consequently
the height of the single steps is lower than 10 nm.
The pentagonal facets were also measured with AFM. In that way, the oxidation effect of the surface which prohibited us to use Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
(STM) was circumvented. Figure 5 shows step-like patterns at the centre of a pentagonal facet. Although aligned, these steps are not straight and lack a constant
width. The irregularity of steps might also be introduced by termination effects at
the end of the growth experiment. Height measurements were performed in different
areas between adjacent steps. Most measurements showed a height between 0.3 nm
and 0.4 nm. Sometimes a double height was found.

F i g u r e 6.5

Step pattern measured with atomic force microscopy.
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The optical and AFM studies carried out on the surface of Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystals throw some light on the actual growth process. However, the observations are
still not sufficient for a complete understanding.
The fact that all the observed quasicrystals are faceted, with facets perpendicular to the 2-fold, 3-fold and 5-fold axes is an indication for the general assumption
of most current theories '5,8'91 that the roughening temperature of quasicrystalline
facets is infinite. Regarding this, it has to be mentioned that the growth form of
the other phases, almost simultaneously crystallizing in the Al-Cu-Fe system are
very often rounded. This means that in fact crystallization took place at conditions
favouring growth above the roughening temperature of the latter forms. The occurrence of planar facets with steps indicates that a two -dimensional layer growth
mechanism is involved in the crystallization process of quasicrystals I5,8,9]. But the
presence of relatively low steps poses some problems when confronted with the current quasicrystal growth theory by Toner Í5' .
The tiny crystallites, up to 60/xm in size, formed during quenching, grow during
annealing for seven days to a maximum size of 400/im. From this it follows that
during the second stage of growth the thermodynamic driving force for crystallization, Δμ, is very small and approaches zero. However, according to Toner, for low
driving forces the step height should diverge following h s « ( Δ μ ) - 1 / 3 . Thus, for very
low Δ μ the step heigth should be much larger than the observed 0.3-10 nm. The
low steps of 0.3-0.4 nm height as measured with AFM are even in the same order of
magnitude as the expected interatomic distance in the Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystals. The
6-dimensional cell parameter determined by Calvayrac, Quivy, Bessiere, Lefebvre,
Cornier-Quiquandon and Gratias '101 is 0.632 nm. The reason for the discrepancy
between the measured steps and the proposed theory remains unsolved.
Another point not understood yet, is the orientation of the steps. In general the
bunched steps on the five-fold facets are straight and run parallel to the three-fold
or the two-fold facets. This means that here the lateral advancement rate of steps
is strongly orientation dependent with the minimum velocity directions pointing
towards the three-fold and the two-fold axes. As far as known to us, no theoreti
cal description for this phenomenon has been given. The observed rounding at the
edges of the five-fold facets can be attributed to impurities which block the advanc
ing steps, lower their speed and thus cause the next steps to collide ^ll\ This leads to
bunched (macro-) steps of decreased velocity near the perifery of the growth facets.
There are clearly problems to be solved in understanding the growth mecha
nism of quasicrystals. It should be noted, however, that due to the well known
phenomenon of surface reconstruction the actual surface structure of the crystals
may differ completely from the bulk phase. This might be a cause of the observed
discrepancy between theory and the measured step heights.
Concluding, planar facets perpendicular to the two-fold, three-fold and five
fold axes were observed on Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystals. On the five-fold facets very low
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Steps which often accumulated to higher ones steps were observed and measured.
The height of the lowest steps (0.3 nm) approached the order of the interatomic
distances in the Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystal structure.
When these observations are confronted with the current theories on this topic,
some aspects are confirmed but others show a discrepancy. The hypothesis of an
infinite roughening temperature and a two-dimensional layer growth mechanism,
although not completely confirmed by the experiments are not in conflict with them
either. However, the divergent step height for very small driving forces, approaching
zero is at this stage contradicting the observations. There is no clear explanation
for this contradiction yet and we do hope that our measurements throw some more
light into this fascinating subject.
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Abstract A survey is given of new types of crystallographic faces and forms
occurring on modulated crystals which have to be indexed with four integers
{hklm) These faces have so far been found on modulated crystals with an average
¿)-K2S04 structure which can be grown Irom an aqueous solution and the mineral
crystal calaverne (АиТег) which can be grown from the melt Interesting data on
crystal growth obtained Irom in situ observations are presented Among others
spiral like patterns can be recognized The occurrence on quasicrystals of crystal
forms to be indexed with six integers {hklmno} is discussed and it is shown that
these faces can in principle be explained by a generalization of the HartmanPerdok theory
Crystal forms [hklm) and {hklmno} occurnng on modulated and quasicrystals
respectively can be explained by the higher than three-dimensional crystallography
of de Wolff Janner and Janssen where these crystals are considered as threedimensional cuts out ol a higher than three dimensional truly translational invananl
structure
1. Introduction
The science of crystallography started with the dis
covery that crystallographic faces fulfil the law of
rational indices [1.2] trom a modern point of view
this law implies that each crystal face is characterized
by a set of integral indices (hkl) which are components
of a vector к perpendicular to the face
к = ha' + kb· + le'

(1)

where n', b*, c* are the basis vectors of the reciprocal
lattice and (hkl) the Miller indices The set of sym
metrically equivalent faces to which (hkl) belongs is
called a crystal form and denoted by {hkl\ The relative
morphological importance (MI) of crystallographic
forms {AW} on growth or equilibrium forms of crystals
can be derived from the law of Bravais [3], Fnedel
[4] and Uonnay and Marker [5] (вюн), which can be
formulated as follows
|*,|>|*2|->·ΜΙ, <мі2

(2)

that is, the smaller the norm |fc|, the higher the MI MI
IS a statistical quantity The larger the frequency of
occurrence of {hkl\ or the larger the relative size of the
faces [hkl) of a set of crystals the larger the MI The
corresponding interplanar distance а ш is proportional
to the inverse of \k\ Allowed values of к obey the
same space-group selection rules as the corresponding
Fourier wavevectors of the crystal structure, as used in
x-ray crystallography The BFDH law has been quite
0022 3727'91 020186 + 13 $03 50 © 1991 IOP Publishing Lid

successful in predicting the morphology of numerous
crystals [6-8] (see also the paper in this issue of
Docherty el al [9])
More recently the law of rational indices, and to a
certain extent also the вюн law, have been generalized
to describe crystal fates occurring on incommensurate
displacively modulated crystals such as RbjZnDrj [1012] and the mineral calaverne (AuTe:) [13, 14] and on
man-made calaverne crystals (see Balzuweit et al this
issue [15], and Janssen and Janner [16]) For these
mcommensurately modulated crystals, the vector к perjDendicular to a crystal face does not belong to a threedimensional reciprocal lattice, but to a so called Fou
rier module, which consists of all integral linear com
binations of the three basis vectors a*, b", c* as above
and the modulation waveveclors qb
,qd Accord
ingly, the corresponding crystal face can be labelled by
3 + d integral indices (hklm¡
md) such that
* = ha" + kb' + /c* + ж , « , +

+ mdqd

(3)

The crystals mentioned above are one-dimensionally
modulated, so that in those cases d = 1 and the modu
lation wavevector is indicated by q Incommensura
bility implies that in
q = aa' + ßb* + ус*

(4)

at least one of the coefficients α, β, γ is an irrational
number Note that allowed values of к again obey the
same selection rules imposed by the symmetry of the
crystals as do the corresponding Founer wavevectors

Morphology of modulated crystals and quasicrystals
1 his can be seen as an extension of the Bt DH law The
morphological importance of a crystal tace however
seems to involve more properties than the (average)
interplanar distance That is not surprising if one con
siders in particular the new tvpes of faces occurring on
modulated crystals these arc called satellite faces and
arc characterized bv having some non \anishing integer
index m Indeed one then expects that the orientation
and magnitude of the modulation wave also present
relevant parameters for the Ml of those faces
It follows from the в ш и law and the HartmanPerdok theory that the internal bondstructure of a crys
tal reflects itself in the morphology In relation to this
it will be shown in this paper that morphology also
reflects modulation properties and that it has been
possible from the orientation of satellite crystal faces,
to determine the modulation wavevector q with high
precision
The selection rules following from a four-dimensional space group (the superspace group) developed
by de Wolff [17] and Janner and Janssen [16 IH. 19),
leaving invariant the incommensurate crystals given
above could be shown to be compatible with the mor
phological data available [I()-1S| In some cases, exper
imental information on the MI is even sufficient to hx
the superspace group itself One can therefore claim
that at the present level of knowledge the superspacegroup approach is supported not only by χ ray structure
determination but also by crystal morphology
The geometrical morphological laws considered up
to now represent a first approximation only It is poss
ible to go further by taking into account chemical bonds
and their energy, as has been done in the crystallographic morphological theory of Hartman and Perdok [7 8 20-22]. and to combine such an approach
with a statistical mechanical theory, for example the
recently developed theory of roughening transition
developed among others by Swendsen [23] and van der
Eerden and Knops [24] or the older theory of an orderdisorder phase transition in a two-dimensional net
according to Onsager [25] It can then be shown that
crystallographic faces are parallel to connected nets
These connected nets have to be determined from a
crystal graph [7-9, 24—28] A crystal graph is obtained
from a real crystal structure by reducing growth units
to points and considering the (first-nearest-ncighbour)
bonds between those points (see also van der Heijden
et al, this issue [29], and references [26-40])
A connected net is a two-dimensional graph having
the overall thickness аш of the interplanar thickness,
where all points are connected to each other bv bonds
Connected nets consist of connected periodic bond
chains (PBCS) Within the Hartman-Pcrdok theory,
Put s are defined as uninterrupted paths of bonds hav
ing an overall periodicity [u υ, w] of the lattice In
order that a connected net will be a genuine one it
must be possible to partition a crystal graph unam
biguously in equal parallel connected nets Crystal
faces parallel to connected nets, which are called flat
faces in the Hartman-Perdok theory, show a cusp in

the Wulff plot and grow by a layer growth mech
anism (spiral growth or two-dimensional nucleation)
Hence these faces show up as stable flat faces on equi
librium and growth forms of cr\stals provided of
course that their temperatures are below their rough
ening temperatures
We note that the geometrical в ю и law as in
equation (2) can be given a qualitative physical inter
pretation using the following argument the smaller \k\,
or the larger а ш the higher the energy content of a slice
1
(denoted as E*' " in the Hartman-Perdok theory),
the higher the roughening transition temperature, the
lower the surface energy and the growth rate and finally
the higher the MI
Because quasicrystals belong to the family of
incommensurate crystals (Janssen [31]) it is expected
that similar phenomena will be encountered Indeed,
it is not surprising to see regular flat faces on qua
sicrystals as shown for example by Dubost el al [32]
and by Denoyer el al [33]
It is now the aim of this paper, following among
others references [34-36] to present
(i) a survey of the new type of crystal forms to be
indexed with four integers {hklm) which have been
observed on modulated crystals during the last ten
years.
(π) a discussion of m situ observations on faces
{hklm} and related faces on modulated crystals,
(in) a brief survey of the new type of crystal forms
to be indexed with six integers {hklmno} observed on
quasicrystals during the last four years and to show
that the Hartman-Perdok theory can in principle be
generalized to explain the occurrence of flat faces
(hklmno) on quasicrystals and the problems which have
to be faced to apply a generalized Hartman-Perdok
theory to modulated crystals

2. Structure and crystal form for modulated
crystals
2.1. Modulated β-Κβ04

type structure

Previously, several satellite faces were identified on
RbiZnBrj [10-16] called RZB here single crystalline
spheres of R b i Z n B ^ [34-36] and single crystalline
spheres of [ ( C H ^ N ^ Z n C ^ or letramethylammonium
zinc chloride to be abbreviated in the following as TMA
zc These crystals were grown at the temperatures of
their modulated phases from an aqueous solution
These modulated structures essentially have the
same basic jtt-KiSOj type structure in common Super
posed on the undistorted structure (space group Pcmn)
is a displacive modulation with a wavevector q = yc*
This wavevector attains several commensurate and
incommensurate values In R/B q is incommensurate
(y = 0 29) for Τ < 355 К before it locks in to у = 1/3
at Τ = 193 К, the ferroelectric commensurate phase
[10-12, 34, 35] In TMA zc the sequence is more com
plicated Up to six modulated phases have now been
187
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Table 1. The various phases ol [(СНэ)4М)г2пСІ,, The
wavevector q is laken along (he pseudo hexagonal с axis
the polarization along the shortest axis b
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itlentihcd Most important here arc the first three
modulated phases immediately below the para phase
(see table 1) (sec also references [17 18])
It has been shown [ 1(1-12| that the morphology in
all these four phases can be described by one
superspace group Pcmn ( I d ) (see De Wolff [17) for
four-dimensional groups and their extinction
conditions) This group consistently describes both the
commensurate phases and the incommensurate phase
in one superspacc-group framework hven phase IV
being monoclimc. still has a pseudo-orthorhombic
lattice The deviation of γ from 90° is vcrv small (γ =
90 1 at 7"= 262 К [12.14)) and can be seen as a sym
metry breaking the superspacc group requiring an
orthorhombic lattice which is not imposed by the
elements of the three-dimensional space group In par
ticular the superspace group mentioned above predicts
an extinction condition (htìlm, m = 2n) which is not
required by any of the three-dimensional groups
describing the commensurate superstructures This
exlmction condition was actually found in the TMA
zc morphology [li)-12) It was shown also that the
morphology of TMA /C can be separated into a main
and a satellite part The main part was found to be
hardly affected by the modulation wave in any of the
three observed modulated phases (Il-IV) In contrast,
the orientation and the morphological importance (MI)
of the six identified satellite faces were strongly qdependent In general the Ml of the satellite faces is
smaller than the Mi of main faces Usually only with
an optical goniometer do the satellite orientations
manifest themselves as weak but distinct reflections
The incommensurate diffraction pattern of TMA ZC
IS characterized by a continuous shift in position of the
satellite diffraction spots with respect to the main spots
as a function of temperature This reflects a continuous
change in the length of the modulation wave τ, the
distance between main and satellite spots being equiv
alent to q = C'/T
In the following sections we concentrate on the
onentational behaviour of the strongest satellite face
(1012) The temperature dependence of the length of
the modulation wavelength is found to result in an
onentational shift of the satellite face In section 2 2
the corresponding changes of the surface morphology
of both the (1012) and some main (ft/cJO) faces will be
analysed In section 2 2 3 some very recent results on
experiments with spheres of single solid solution crys
tals will be reported
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Figure 1 Morphological determination of the temperature
dependence of the TMA ZC wavevector q = yc' as _
measured by optical gomometry from the (ace (1012)

2.2 Morphological determination of q
2.2.1. Experimental procedure. The orientation of the
(1012) satellite face as a function ol temperature has
been measured as follows Λ large single crystal of
about 2 x 1 x 1 cm' was grown in the para-phase at
10° from a supersaturated, shghtlv acidified solution
After cutting a crystal slice approximately along (1012)
and polishing it with a soft shghtlv wetted tissue this
slice is grown for about one dav in a thermostaled
slightly supersaturated solution at temperatures rang
ing from 2^ to 1 °C Upon growth, the initiallv polished
crystal surface develops into small isles of satellite faces
bounded partly by strong main faces The orientation
of the satellite face can then be measured quite accu
rately with respect to these main faces by optical gom
ometry Only when the slice is grown at low
supersaturation is a sharp reflection obtained This
method is more accurate than growing crystalline
spheres, which on the other hand has the advantage
that, in principle all crystal orientations get an equal
chance to develop Using a crystal slice one, so to
speak, encourages a certain direction to develop and
the goniometer reflection of an orientation parallel to
the slice improves accordingly In principle orientations
can be obtained within 10' in practice, given the qual
ity of the satellite surface, one obtains angles at least
within about 20', also the reproducibility lies within
these limits
2.2.2. Results. As in our case q = yc*, the relation
between в (the angle between [001] and (AO/m) and q
is simply given by
tan θ = ha'/(I + my)c*

(5)

Below 15 °C the first weak (1012) satellite reflection
was measured The intensity of the reflection increases
gradually upon lowering the temperature In figure 1
the morphologically obtained values for у are plotted
The plot is quite comparable with x-ray and neutron
studies by Almairac et al [39] and Marion et al [40]
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respectively Two plateaus of constant q can be dis
cerned at q= 1/3 and q = 2/5 Our transition tem
peratures and values for y deviate somewhat from
theirs but this is not uncommon for this class of com
pounds and is generally ascribed to be the effects of
defects and impurities ІЪе transition temperatures
which are found to lie around 6 and 4 °C respectively,
cannot be determined with higher accuracy as the
reflection is not so sharp at the transition The error
bars indicated correspond to the maximum angular
spread of about 20' It is clear that the orientation of
the incommensurate satellite orientation differs signihcantly from the one corresponding lo y = 2/5 In
addition significant oncntational shifts can be observed
within the incommensurate (y = 2/5 phase) suggesting
indeed a continuous behaviour of the satellite orien
tation
The surface orientation was found to resist fast tem
perature changes The equilibrium orientation is
obtained only after a growth time of about 12-24 hours
1 his extraordinary behaviour of the satellite face once
more stresses that in addition to the lattice periodicity
the periodicity of a diplacive modulation also plays an
important role in crystal morphology Note that the
amplitude of such a modulation wave typically lies in
the order of only 0 1-0 5 Ä [38]
2.2.3. Orientation of satellite faces on тмл zc, ZB spheres
depending on temperature and chemical composition.
Very recently single crystals spheres were made from
mixed crystals of ((CH,)4N)2ZnCl4 ДВГ,(ТМА ZC ГМА
7B) in their modulated phase The orientation of faces
of hve types of satellites forms {hklm} namely {0101},
{1012K {1101} {1111} and {0102} were measured for
crystals with χ = 0 (К), 0 08, 0 10, 0 60, 1 00, in depen
dence of temperature The results for χ = 0 00, Jt =
0 10 are presented in figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively
It can be seen from the figures how q depends on
temperature The scatter is rather high This is caused
by the fact that the orientation of the small facets
on the sphere cannot be determined with a very high
accuracy Notwithstanding the scatter it can be seen
that the behaviour of q(T) is qualitatively similar to the
behaviour measured from one face (1012) presented in
figure 1 In a forthcoming paper more data for the
values of χ mentioned above will be presented and
analysed in detail on the basis of the accurately
measured phase diagram of the mixed CI, Br crystals
mentioned above [41]
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Figure 2. (a) Measured dependence ol q on Τ for five
laces {hklm} occurring on a sphere wilh chemical
composition χ = 0 (b) q(T¡ (see {a)) but now tor χ = 01

2.3. Surface morphology
2.3.1. Experimental procedure. The in siru expenments
were performed with an Olympus Vanox optical
reflection microscope using oblique illumination and
conventional optics The apparatus has been described
before [42] and follows from the methods introduced
by Tsukamoto [43,44] and Van Enckevort [45] Again,
the crystal plate is sawn from a large single crystal
grown at 30 °C The slice, roughly oriented along

(1012), is placed in a thermostatcd stagnant solution
growth cell [46] Close to the crystal surface the tem
perature of the solution is measured with a plasticcoated thermocouple The microscope image is rec
orded on video tape using an analogue contrast ampli
fier With this system step heights of the order of 100 Â
can be observed [47] taken from a video A typical
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Figure 3. Macrospiral on (1012) Picture taken from spirallike figure on rv screen.

spiral-like pattern with high steps occurring on the satellite face (1012) is presented In figure 3.
The TMA-2C main faces (hkld) remain relatively
unperturbed at the advent of structural modulations
By definition the distance between equivalent lattice
planes. d(hkHi) = к ' . i s not affected by a change of
q Structurally, the only change upon superstructure
formation is the increase of the surface area of the
two-dimensional unit mesh of these main faces In the
incommensurate case of course It is impossible to speak
of a unit mesh: it is in fact infinite.
It was disappointing to find from our microscopical
investigation that the crystal surface does not reveal
any effects that can be related to the modulation wave
Circular growth spirals and etch pits were found but
nothing happened to them at the phase transitions; no
change in step height, step distance or step kinetics
was observed, not even on (0010). This face has a dual
character as it is normal to the modulation wavevector
and can also be seen as a satellite face of (0001)
The only interesting effect observed is not due to
the modulation wave but rather to the symmetry break
ing in phase IV On all but the faces lying in the [010]
zone we observed what we deduce to be the effect of
the monochnic domain formation At 7"= 3.4 °C lines
are suddenly formed which divide the surface into par
allel strips of 20-50 ^m. As the crystal transforms to
the monochnic phase at this temperature, we suspect
these strips to be the macroscopic result of the changes
of the unit-cell parameters at this transition Upon the
monochnic transformation at least two types of
domains will be formed with a monochnic angle β =
90° ± 0 Γ Presuming a reorientation of the b axis, all
surfaces not lying in the [010) zone, will break up in a
kind of roof-type structure Hence the observed lines
must be twin boundaries dividing different surface
inclinations corresponding to two types of domains In
figures 4(a. b. c) the successive stages of this process
are shown Twin boundaries oriented parallel to с
advance from left to right and after rearrangement
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Figure 4. Surface effects of monoclmic domain formation
observed on TMA-ZC (0100) between 3 5 and 3 0 C (a)
Domain walls d proceeding from left to right (b) Roof-type
surface structure develops (c) Stable configuration after
rearrangement Growth hillocks are indicated as h
divide the surface in strips of inclined surfaces A small
hysteresis was observed as the lines only disappeared
when increasing the temperature to Г = 3.8 "С. At the
transition the twin planes become very mobile and the
surface rapidly transforms back to its initial flatness
Step advancement was not found to be hindered by
this break up of the crystal surface. Monochnic domain
formation m this phase was observed earlier by Mashiyama et al [48] using polarization microscopy They
found domain walls both parallel to a-f and to b-c.
This seems to be at variance with our observation It
might be possible that only one of the two domains
relaxes at the surface A surface feature that we could
not quite interpret is the occurrence of large holes of
about 5-10 μιη in diameter Their radius is not very
sensitive to the supersaturation and. in contrast to our
observations on the main (2010) surface of Rb:ZnCl4.
they did not emit spiral steps.
2.3.2. The surface morphology of the (2010) main face
of Rb2/.nCI4 The main faces of RbiZnCl., (RZC) were
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also investigated in our in situ study. This compound
is iso-structural with RZB. Incommensurability sets in
below Γ =302 К while the ferroelectric 1/3 phase is
reached at Г = 192 К [49]. Though RZC appeared to be
less suitable for in situ studies than TMA zc, one feature
on (2010) was too impressive to remain unmentioned.
On the (2010) surface very large holes were observed
with a typical diameter of again 5-10 μπι. Contrary to
the ones observed on TMA zc, some of these holes
were found to emit strongly bunched growth spirals.
Moreover the radius of the hollow core could be
decreased (or increased) somewhat by increasing (or
decreasing) the supersaturation Obviously one would
interpret such a phenomenon as a hollow core and its
growth spiral, which may develop around dislocations
as described by Cabrera and Levine [50] and gen
eralized by van der Hoek et al [51, 52].
Such hollow cores are not commonly observed,
however, on inorganic salts as their typical equilibrium
radius should be at least one or two orders of mag
nitude smaller. They are observed on poly types with
very high Burgers vectors ¡51,52]. For a pure screw
dislocation Cabrera and Levine [50] give as the equilibrium radius:

'° =

fc

(6)

with μ being the shear modulus and Ь the dislocations
Burgers vector. The surface free energy of the hollow
core у in this equation is supposed to be equal to the
edge free energy of a nucleus on the surface From,
for example, the data summarized by van der Hoek
[53] for these parameters one easily calculates that on
alum hollow cores will have a radius of —lOO-UXX) Â,
i.e. below the detection limit of optical microscopy
Once, growing for some time while slowly increasing
the supersaturation, the hollow core was found to collapse suddenly, instead of the slow closing down one
would expect. The core was filled, while the spiral
kept rotating as if nothing had happened. Dislocation
splitting could be a possible cause for this effect. Only
edge type dislocations should have bent away then,
otherwise a change in the spiral behaviour would be
expected. It is more probable that this hollow core was
a metastable one probably formed upon the closing of
an inclusion. In an x-ray diffraction and stress birefringence study on alum Van Enckevort [54| beautifully
demonstrated the relation between hollow tubes followed by a series of inclusions and the dislocation line
connecting them The formation of the tube and the
inclusions is thought to be due to diffusion problems
arising when step bunches are retarded around a dislocation outcrop. The fact that the core radius sometimes kept the same value while the supersaturation
was varied, justifies the view that these cores cannot
have their equilibrium radii.
On the other hand, nothing is known yet about the
strain fields of dislocations in incommensurate crystals
and different strain properties are to be expected Only
one Lang-topographic investigation has been published

Figure 5. Sequence showing stable hollow core formation
on (1012) facet of TMA zc (a) Growth spiral and some
hollow cores (ö) Approaching equilibrium more hollow
cores and an increase in radius (c) Etch pit formation
during dissolution.

on the defect structure of TMA zc [55] However, nothing was reported on changes in the Burgers vector of
the dislocations upon the onset of modulation. Looking
only at the screw component of a dislocation one easily
recognizes that generally to those with Ь = k(hkli)) '
an extra stress term should be added The length of
such a Burgers vector does not depend on q However,
as soon as Ь is not parallel to ç a phaseshift of the
modulation wave has to be accounted for While connecting neighbouring lattice planes, a phase jump of
the modulation wave occurs normal to h Burgers vectors along a k(hklm) suffer both from an increase in
layer thickness (and hence of Burgers vector length)
and from a phaseshift. Concluding we note that neither
on TMA zc nor on RZC main faces did we find any
evidence for large, stable hollow cores
2.4. Surface morphology of the TMZ-ZC (1012) satellite
face
2.4.1. Growth spirals and etch pits. Dam [56] reported
that in all three phases growth spirals and etch pits can
be observed on the (1012) satellite face Here, we
intend to treat the surface morphology of this satellite
face in more detail (see also references [34, 35]).
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The growth spirals become especially visible at low
supersaturation, appearing in a strongly bunched,
slowly rotating fashion This bunching at low supersaturation might be an impurity effect as at higher
supersaturation the bunches loose coherency while
their rotation increases enormously The etch pits
obtained at dissolution persist on further etching and
are concluded to be dislocation etch pits Usually we
did not find any correspondence between etch pits and
growth hillocks Probably this is due to the fact that
etch pits are roughly proportional in strength to the
Burgers vector of the dislocation, whereas growth
centres are mostly strongest around Burgers vectors of
which the smallest is the unit length Moreover, always
more etch pits than growth hillocks will be formed as
the latter are only formed around dislocations with a
screw component of the Burgers vector normal to the
crystal surface [50-54]
2.4.2. Stable hallow cares. Apart from the observation
of layer growth and etch pits, which both indicate the
F-face character of the satellite surface, it is worthwhile
to mention the frequent occurrence of large stable
hollow cores A correspondence exists between these
holes observed during growth and the pits formed
around them upon etching In figures 5(a, ft, c) these
holes can be seen as white dots Upon lowering the
supersaturation the number of dots gradually increases
along with a global increase of their radius At equi
librium the maximum radius is reached and upon etch
ing the hollow cores immediately open up to form the
etch pits These hollow cores were found in all three
modulated phases, the equilibrium radius being always
of the order of 5 μνα
Contrary to the holes observed on the main faces,
in this case no irreversible effects appeared and we
believe the holes to be real stable hollow cores Never
theless, none of these hollow cores were found to emit
growth steps
According to recently developed theories on the
occurrence of stable hollow cores by the stress field of
dislocations [51-54], the radius of a hollow core rh<. is
given by

""='•'(!?)

(7)

The function f(Aß/kT) is a monotonically decreasing
function of the driving force of crystallization, where
Δμ is the difference of the chemical potential of the
solute and the solid particles Qualitatively we see that
our hollow cores behave as they should according to
equation (7) Assuming for the moment that equation
(7) is valid for this situation, and keeping in mind that
the stable hollow cores are only found on the satellite
surface and not on any of the mam surfaces, we will
discuss two possible causes for the anomalous hollow
core radius
(ι) an anomalous behaviour of the stress field of the
dislocations emerging at this surface,
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(n) an extremely low edge free energy of the
satellite surface
As we have seen in section 2 3 the behaviour of
dislocations in modulated structures is rather com
plicated Dislocations with an extremely large stress
field cannot be excluded As the cores are never found
to emit spirals one is tempted to link the cores to
anomalous edge dislocations On the other hand it is
known from theory (51-54] that spiral centres with
high Burgers vectors have a lower angular velocity and
produce a lower flux of steps than spirals originating
from smaller Burgers vectors Thub, such a weak step
source might be easily overwhelmed by other, stronger
step sources Regarding point (n), the edge free energy
of a satellite face certainly must be low This is indi
cated by the fact that the morphological importance
of these faces is very low on TMA /C Moreover, the
disappearance of satellite faces at higher supersaturation is possibly due to kinetic roughening, which is
only possible when the equilibrium edge free energy is
low Concluding, we cannot distinguish between the
two effects (ι) and (и), given above The study of the
properties of dislocations in TMA ZC and the study of
the kinetic roughening on (1012) would be a very prom
ising tools with which to gain a deeper understanding
of the structural nature of the satellite surfaces and
the character of dislocations like those in modulated
crystals

2.5. The phase transition
2.5.1. The III-IV transition. Dam [56] concentrated on
the surface effects at the III-IV transition A rough
ening transition was observed Contrary to the normal
sense in which this term is used, the roughening
reported there was not due to a temperature effect but
resulted from a change in structure due to a change in
q in dependence on Τ The structural change makes
the old satellite orientation unstable in the new phase
From the coexistence of rough and flat surface parts,
Dam concluded the transition to be of first-order
character As the features of the transition were seen
to depend strongly on the surface involved, it was sug
gested that a surface phase transition was triggered by
the change in the bulk structure
At the 11-111 transition the oncntational changes
are not so dramatic and more subtle effects are to be
expected Here we will show that the surface mor
phology of the (1012) face might give a clue to the
continuous adjustment to the modulation wavelength
2.5.2. The II-III transition. At the incommensuratecommensurate II-I1I transition no dramatic surface
changes were found In fact we could not distinguish
between changes within the incommensurate phase and
the phase transition itself Very often, however,
straight lines parallel to [010], ι e normal to q, were
observed, especially in the incommensurate phase
Such lines were formed in particular al a change of
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Figure 6. Going from (a) to (b) to (c) the originally flat face (1012) is roughening due to a
change in q caused by a change in temperature

temperature. They gradually develop, but are hardly
ever seen to move These lines can be seen vaguely in
figures 6(a, b. c). The spiral steps pass them as if they
are thick immobile bunches. The nature of these
bunches was not immediately clear; they were found
both in the incommensurate as well as in the com
mensurate 2/5 phase. Their thickness seemed to de
pend only on the temperature changes applied. To
check the influence of any bulk effects we dissolved
the bunched surface a bit. On the etched surface no
lines were observed Only after regrowing the surface
did the lines reappear, although at different positions.
The only way to get rid of the lines was to keep the
temperature stable or to grow and observe the crystal
slice only in the commensurate 2/5 phase. In the latter
case only a few lines are formed which are not affected
by temperature changes as long as one stays within the
commensurate phase.
Combining our observations on the behaviour of
these lines with the onentatiunal changes plotted in
figure 1 and figures 2(a, b). we conclude that the
bunches may accommodate steps which have become
superfluous at an orientational change of the satellite
surface. Such a behaviour would be in accordance with
a 'stabilized step' model describing the stability of
satellite faces
The stability of interacting stepped configurations
has received increased attention lately, after being
introduced in 1965 by Landau [57j Normally, stepped
orientations are not thermodynamically stable and
have a roughening temperature Гс = 0 K. Various
authors [58, 59] now have shown that weak step-step
interactions lead to a substantial increase of the rough
ening temperatures Г, for whole families of stepped
configurations
Possibly, some of these orientations can profit from
an interference with the periodicity of the modulation
wavelength, assuming that the step free energy will

become a function of the step position on the surface
plane. For example, for q = yc* a stepped (100) surface
will be extra stable for orientations formed by a regular
array of steps along с with a spacing of l/\q\.
Imagine now what will happen at a change of q.
Steps will have to rearrange until they find their new
equilibrium positions with respect to the modulation
wave. However, at first the average orientation of the
facet is conserved and there will be an excess of steps
The excess of step energy can be reduced in two ways:
either the steps reach the facet edge and form an Fface, or they merge into large macro-steps on the sat
ellite surface These macro-steps will have the orien
tation of a neighbouring F-face. Their relative
immobility can be understood if one realizes that such
a main F-face orientation is of course less rough than
the satellite orientation and might even need some
nucleation mechanism to proceed over the satellite
crystal surface. It remains difficult to imagine how spi
ral steps are able to pass the macro-steps without being
visibly affected, and how these spiral steps differ from
the ones constituting the macro-steps. Experimentally
we are limited here by the fact that monolayer steps
have not yet been observed.
Calculating the number of excess steps m this model
at a 30' change of the (1012) satellite face (assuming
this to be a stepped (100) surface), one arrives roughly
at an excess of 3 steps per 1000 ledge positions. Hence,
300 Â bunches spaced at U) μτη distance are expected,
which corresponds in order of magnitude to our obser
vations. An orientational change of a satellite surface
appears to be characterized by three stages:
(i) monolayer steps rearrange to find their new
equilibrium distance;
(u) excess steps move towards the facet edges to
form bunches;
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(ni) the bunches gradually disappear during growth,
by emitting steps
During the third stage the quality of the satellite reflec
tion at the goniometer will gradually improve when the
spacing between the bunches increases and their height
diminishes As long as the bunch spacing is too small
no onentational change will be observable The mech
anism of the third stage is not understood
Note, that the bunches can be considered as a kind
of discommensuration [60], accommodating a phaseshift to keep the other satellite surface parts in accord
ance with the phase of the modulation wave
2.6. Calaverite (AuTe2); an anomaly solved after 100
years
2.6.1. Indexini; with {hkln} of 92 crystal forms. In pass
ing we mention that about 100 years ago crystallographers started to investigate the incredibly neh
morphology of the mineral calaverne (AuTe, with
some Ag) From about 1880 to 1930, 92 different forms
of calavante could be identified Only ten of these
forms could be indexed in the classical way as faces
{hkl} [61] Now after 100 years it has turned out, as
discovered by Amelmckx and co-workers, that calavente is modulated [62] and thanks to the cooperation
of three generations of crystallographers and crystal
experts namely Donnay, Janner and Dam the 100-yearold problem of the morphology of calaverite has been
solved [13, 14] The q vector determined from mor
phology ( i = - 0 41e* + 0 45c*) and from x-ray crys
tallography determined by Schutte and de Boer [63]
match perfectly A figure of a twin and forms {hklm}
can be seen in figure 7
In this connection it is interesting to note the large
difference between the forms {hklm} occurring on crys
tals growing from an aqueous solution at room tem
perature with an average /З-КіЗОд structure and the
forms {hklm} occurring on calaverite In the first case
satellite faces are non-dominating small faces and in
the second case satellite faces are at least as important
if not more important than the faces of the forms {hkl}
Also in the first case satellite faces disappear at some
what higher supcrsaturations This probably must be
attributed to the fact that in the first case modulations
are weak perturbations of the average structure and in
the second case obviously the modulation is quite
strong [63]
We note that faces of the forms {hklm} are now
also observed on man-made calaverite crystals We
refer further to the paper of Balzuweit et al in this issue
[15]
2.6.2. Preliminary conclusions. In section 1 above we
have discussed the occurrence of a new type of fate
{hklm} occurring on modulated crystals The indexing
{hklm] is to a large extent clear and unambiguous and
consistent with the results of x-ray and neutron analy
ses Data were presented on observations on structure
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Figure 7. Faces {hklm} on a typical mineral crystal ol
calavente This crystal is a twin Recently much larger
calavente crystals than the mineral crystals from which the
92 forms {hklm} were determined have been grown in the
laboralory On these crystals about a dozen faces of the
forms [hklm} could be determined in principle The results
are published in this issue and we refer to pictures of
man-made calavente crystals and their facets together with
a discussion on how to make these crystals and more
literature data in the paper by Balzuweit et al [15]

and growth phenomena occurring on fates {hklm} and
related faces Also the new results on surface obser
vations occurring on calavente will be reported [l^] It
is clear from these studies that strutture and growth
processes occurring on these faces are not at all well
understood Much more experimental and theoretical
work has to be earned out in this field of faces {hklm}
occurring on modulated crystals In the following sec
tion we will discuss the occurrence of faces {hklmno}
on quasicrvstals from a more theoretical point of view

3. Quasicrystals
3.1. Quasi-periodic structures and higher-dimensional
spaces
A three-dimensional quasi-periodic structure is charac
terized by the property that its diffraction pattern con
sists of sharp peaks at positions
k = ¿,h,ai

h, integers

i=l.

,n
(8)
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where a*,
, a* is a minimal set of rationally inde
pendent basis vectors that is
ΣΑ,«Γ=0

(9)

if and only if h, = 0 for all ι The density function p(r)
of the structure is then given by the Fourier scries
p(r) = Z/5(*)exp(i*T),
(10)
к
where the sum runs over the set M" of all vectors of
the form in equation (8) M* is called .1 Fourier module
of rank л If л = 3, it is simply a retiprocal lattice If
л > 3 the function t is not periodic, but quasi-periodic
It can be considered, however, as the restriction of a
periodic function in л dimensions
Ρ(*ι.

. Ό

= Ip(XA,ar)exp(.XA,x,)

(M)

In equation (11) the л variables x, arc coordinates with
respect to a basis a,,,
, a„, in л-dimensional space
In this space the reciprocal basis α',
, α ^ is such
that its projection on the physical three-dimensional
space V, defined by
x, = oj · r = a* • r

.л,

1 = 1,

(12)

is exactly the set {a*} So the Fourier module M* is
the projection of the n-dimensional reciprocal lattice
Σ φ generated by the basis given by the o^
A quasi-periodic crystal consisting of point atoms
is obtained as the intersection of (л - 3)-dimcnsional
hypersurfaces having lattice periodicity with the threedimensional space V For a sinusoiddlly displacively
modulated crystal, these hypersurfaces are lines in
four-dimensional space given by
(n + rl+flsm(q-n

(13)

+ 0l + t).i)

where л + η is the position of the ;th atom in the unit
cell л of the basic structure, and / is a coordinate along
the additional dimension The corresponding pattern
in four dimensions indeed has lattice periodicity
In this way, one can also obtain a quasi-periodic
tiling of the plane or a quasi-periodic space filling with
a finite number of different blocks Consider, as an
example, a Penrose tiling Its diffraction pattern has
rank four and the structure can be obtained by inter
secting a four-dimensional structure with a two-dimen
sional plane A more symmetric, but equivalent,
formulation is based on a periodic pattern in five
dimensions intersected by a two-dimensional plane
Take with e p = (cos(2np/5), sm(2jtp/5)) the following
lattice basis of the periodic structure in five dimensions
a„ = (ere2i,c)
2

у =1,2,

,5

(14)

(Note that for c = J these vectors span a hypercubic
lattice ) Then one obtains the Penrose tiling by putting
at each point of the lattice spanned by equation (14) a

flat three-dimensional unit obtained from the orthog
onal projection of the five-dimensional unit cell on the
additional space V, perpendicular to V
A three-dimensional quasi-periodic space-filling
with rhombohedra can be obtained in a similar way
For example, a structure having a diffraction pattern
of icosahcdral symmetry can be obtained from a sixdimensional periodic structure with lattice spanned by
basis vectors
(*,,«,). (e2, - ί 2 ) . ( « ι . - « 4 ) . ( ^ . - β ι ) .

(e,.-ej),(e6,-e,)

(15)

where e,
,eb are vectors pointing towards the
middle of the faces of a dodecahedron A space-filling
quasi-periodic structure is obtained by putting a threedimensional tnacontahedron at each lattice point, the
projection of the six-dimensional unit cell on V,

3.2. Crystal form according to generalized DonnayHarker rules
For quasi-periodic structures a flat face is the inter
section of an л-dimensional net plane with the threedimensional space V and thus perpendicular to an ndimensional reciprocal lattice vector ks Then its pro
jection A on V is a vector perpendicular to the face in
V Therefore, the vectors of the Fourier module M*
are normal to corresponding possible faces of incom
mensurate crystals These faces can therefore be lab
elled by the (integral) components of it, which are the
л (Λ, к,l, m,,
, m„ ,) indices of the face per
pendicular to it
In a normal crystal, from the set of all collmear
reciprocal lattice vectors (say for example (001)) one
takes the smallest one allowed by symmetry (say (001))
for labelling the face For an incommensurate crystal,
this is not always possible Consider for example the
case of one modulation vector, say q = yc*, with y
irrational Then the set of Fourier wavevectors collinear to c* has indices (0, 0, /, m), but it is dense and
contains vectors of arbitrary small length For other
faces with indices (А, к, I, m) and non-vanishing h and/
or к indices, the minimal length is no more a problem
There is. however, the experimental difficulty of deter
mining the Founer module vector to which the given
face is perpendicular For a Penrose tiling or an icosahedral quasicrystal the Fourier module is self-similar
This implies, for any vector of Λί*, the existence of a
smaller vector parallel to it Among all the possible
vectors, however, only a small subset is structurally
relevant (This is the reason why despite the incom
mensurability, the Bragg peaks of the diffraction pat
tern with intensity above a given minimal value form
a discrete set) From the morphological point of view,
the minimal distance between two parallel possible
faces, which is finite for a given direction, is relevant
One can take this minimal distance as an interplanar
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Figure 9 A tnacontahedron viewed along a twofold axis
and the labelling of its faces with six indices The faces are
all congruent lozenges

Figure β Penrose tiling obtained from a tive-dimensional
hypercubic structure This Penrose tiling is interpreted as a
two dimensional crystal graph edges of tiles are bonds
which emerge from modes where Hies meet The white
slices correspond to atoms with a constant value of n0
They are globally parallel to the y axis

distance and the corresponding set of indices to charac
terize the parallel face This distance is also the pro
jection of an mterplanar distance of a set of net planes
in π dimensions The converse is of course not true
As an example we consider the Penrose tiling
(figure 8) The net planes (10000) intersect the twodimensional plane V m a family of parallel lines with
distance 5/2 between them, which is the inverse of the
length of aj , ι e the projection of nj, = (10000)
Although the centres of the three-dimensional objects
in thefive-dimensionalspace lie in these net planes,
their corresponding atomic positions in V do not, in
general This is because the intersection points, gen
erally, do not coincide with the centres of the objects
The distance between these points and corresponding
lines in V is, however, bounded Therefore, positions
given by Σ/ι,«, having the same value n0 form essentially
flat structures They give rise to possible quasicrystals
(considered as quasi-periodic tilings), appear to be
associated with selected families of parallel net planes
having a finite mterplanar distance and can uniquely
be indexed by vectors of the Founer module There
are more net planes of thefive-dimensionalstructure
that intersect VE along lines in the same direction
The most general is {hklmk} The norm of the twodimensional projection is h + кт - (1 + r)m This
forms a dense set without a vector of minimal length
However, only for к = m = 0 is the norm of the pro
jection of the wavevector the inverse of the mterplanar
distance considered above
It is accordingly possible to generalize the BFDH
law, and in particular to attach greater morphological
importance the smaller the norm of the labelling
Fourier vector In particular in the case of a Penrose
quasicrystal the most important form appears to be
196

{10000}, delimited by the faces labelled by (10000) and
its transforms under the point group D^, This leads
to a regular decagonal crystal form In the case of
icosahedral quasicrystals the procedure is the same
Faces perpendicular to the basis vectors of the Fourier
module considered above give rise to the form
{100000), which has a dodecahedron as shape A form
having smaller distance between net planes is {110000}
and the set of equivalent faces now delimits a tn
acontahedron (see figure 9) The indices of this form
satisfy the extinction condition
Αι + A, +

+ A6

(16)

Equation (16) represents the condition for a bodycentred six-dimensional lattice Experimentally, tnacontahedral forms can be recognized in pictures taken
from some quasicrystals 1 hat is possibly related to the
six-dimensional CsCl structure for АІ7,Мп2]5і6 deter
mined from x-ray and neutron diffraction data by
Grattas el al [64] Indeed if one disregards the
inequivalence between Mn and Al atoms, the sixdimensional lattice would be body-centred cubic (in
six dimensions) Dodecahedral quasicrystal forms have
also been observed A triaconlahedral crystal form is
presented in figure 9
In conclusion, a face of a quasicrystal may be
indexed in a unique way by assigning to it the n-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector which corresponds to an
л dimensional net plane intersecting V, along a plane
parallel to the given face The generalized BFDH theory
permits predictions to be made about the mor
phological importance for non-symmorphic space
groups as well The faces which correspond to recipro
cal lattice vectors associated with systematic extinctions
have a lower importance, because actually thev should
be labelled with an allowed vector which has a larger
norm, being the inverse of a smaller mterplanar
distance
As an example, consider a quasicrystal belonging
to the (only) non-symmorphic six-dimensional space
group with point group Ih and with primitive ico
sahedral lattice A form {A^Aj, А3, A4,-A 2 ,-A,} is

Morphology ot modulated crystals and quasicrystals

morphologically less important than its norm would
indicate because the space-group element (a six dimen
sional operation)
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leads to a systematic extinction for ή , + ht = odd so
that the corresponding interplanar distance follows
from indices satisfying the condition Λ-, + Нл = even

3.3. Generalization of the Hartman-Perdok theory
In section 3 2 quasicrystdl faces were labelled by appro
priately chosen vectors from the Fourier module of
the structure I he choice also involved considerations
about the morphological importance A deeper under
standing of the MI of those faces is possible if, in
addition to the geometrical atomic arrangement, one
also considers the bonds involved as originally pro
posed by Hartman and Perdok [7-9 20-22]
One observes that the more stable faces are those
with a low growth rate Hartman and Perdok argue
that the growth velocities are most rapid along chains
of strong bonds, which in ordinary crystals are periodic
(periodic bond chains, PBC) A stable crystal face will
involve a whole connected net of such PBC s within
one growing layer and much weaker bonds between
subsequent layers, leading to a low growth rate and to
large faces [7-9 20-22]
In a quasicrystal, analogous chains of bonds can be
recognized between neighbouring atoms Those chains
are in general not periodic but only quasi periodic
Physically the situation is very similar if one considers
quasi periodic bond chains (OPBCS) giving rise to
(nearly) planar nets with weaker bonds in between As
a model one can consider a two-dimensional Penrose
tiling with atoms at the vertices of such a pattern We
assume furthermore, that bonds directed along the
edges of a lozenge are the strong ones, whereas all
the other possible bonds are weaker As in ordinary
crystals, it is then possible to partition in a unique way
the quasicrvstal in slices of connected OPBCS One sees
that those slices are globally flat even if locally one
observes deviations from a planar (linear in this case)
atomic arrangement As an example consider figure 10
where a slice is selected by a fixed value of Пц from the
quasicrystal pattern given in figure 8 It consists ot all
atoms described by five-dimensional objects lying in
the net plane n„ = constant These slices satisfy the
normal conditions for (O)PBC S
(ι) bach atom in the quasicrystal belongs to one
slice

Я)
(a)

\
(i>)

Figure 10 (a) A slice of figure 9 perpendicular to (10000)
with an indication of the bonds cut (b) A (11000) slice

(n) Atoms within one slice are connected through
chains of strong bonds
(in) The slice is isolated by cutting all bonds along
«o edges
(iv) Slicing according to these rules leads to a mini
mal number of bond cuts
In the same two-dimensional quasicrystal other slices
can be identified As an example consider a net plane
(ll(XK)) A slice perpendicular to it does not consist of
a simple connected chain of strong bonds In order to
obtain a QPBC , one has to take into account weaker
bonds as well, such as those between opposite corners
of a lozenge (see figure 10) This means that a (10000)
face is more stable and thus morphologically more
important than the (11000) face This is the reason why
a decagonal form {10000] is mainly expected to occur,
a result already obtained in section 3 2

4. Conclusion
We have also shown that quasicrystals indeed may
grow with (macroscopicallv) flat faces as is also
observed to be the case for other incommensurate crys
tal phases These faces have to be indexed by more
than three indices the required number being that of
the rank of the Fourier module of the structure The
laws governing the morphological importance of modu
lated and quasicrystal forms are essentially the same
as the classical ones formulated for normal crystals by
BFDH It is shown that the Hartman and Perdok theory
based on connected nets of strong bonds can be applied
to quasicrystals but not yet to modulated crystals
Faces of the form {hklm} can be identified unam
biguously on modulated crystals The vector q deter
mined from morphological data agrees very well with
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the values of q obtained from x-ray and neutron dif
fraction A lot of work still has to be carried out to
understand the physical character of these new types
of faces and the growth processes occurring on these
flat faces {hklm
} occurring on modulated and quasi
crystals
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In this paper we investigate the stability of crystal forms of modulated structures First, in a classical analytical approach the
forms on AuTe2 are investigated Of the experimentally observed forms almost all important forms can be characterized as being
stable Secondly the forms on (((ΓΗ-,^Ν^ΖηΟ j-^Br^ are investigated, using a simple Ising model and various parameters to
determine the stability of forms Here we find that satellite forms {hklm} are clearly less stable than the mam forms {hklQ)

1. Introduction
Recently the morphology of modulated crys
tals has been studied [1-4]. This morphology is
not only characterized by main forms {hklQ}, but
also by satellite forms {hklm) [4]. It is until now
however not clear why these satellite forms are
stable only on modulated crystals. Experimental
observations give some indications on their stabil
ity, but a theoretical investigation is necessary to
give more insight.
In this paper we use several analytical tech
niques to determine the morphology and the sta
bility of facets of incommensurately modulated
crystals. Experimentally the crystal forms can be
found with the help of an optical goniometer.
Theoretically the morphology of the equilibrium
form is determined by a so-called Gibbs-Wulff
plot [5-9].
Next to this zero temperature plot also the
stability of a form at a finite temperature plays a
role. Above a transition temperature certain
forms are not stable and disappear. Here the
growth temperature of a crystal will determine
which crystal forms are stable. In this paper we
generalize the theory to predict the morphology

of modulated crystals and the stability of satellite
forms.
1.1. Incommensurately modulated structures
In nature crystal structures exist with a socalled modulation. The modulation can be displacive, electronic or occupational of character,
resulting, e.g., in "thickening" and "thinning" of
a structure. The cause of this thickening or thin
ning is, e.g., that in a chosen layer atoms are
displaced out of or into the layer. The modula
tion can be described by a modulation wave Lec
tor, which is a linear combination of the three
vectors a*, b* and c*, which span the reciprocal
lattice of a crystal structure. Together with a set
of simple symmetry operators, it is then possible
to determine the structure. In a sense the modu
lated structure now is described in a superspace
with dimension 3 + d, where d is the number of
modulations involved. If the modulation wave
vector is non-rational with respect to the recipro
cal lattice, the structure is incommensurable [1013].
Due to the modulation the morphology
changes. Apart from the main faces, also satellite
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facei appear, indexed with four integers (hklm)
[1 4] The fourth index is correlated to the modu
lation wave vector The reciprocal lattice vector
perpendicular to the satellite face (hklm) is given
by the relation H - ha* + kb* + le* + mq Thus
the position of a satellite face (hklm) relative to a
main face (hklO) is in a straightforward way re
lated to the relative magnitude of the modulation
wave vector
1 2 Stability of facets
121 Gibbs-Wulff construction
Thermodynamically the equilibrium form of a
faceted crystal is determined by the minimization
of the Gibbs free energy [5]
G = N»+ZA„k,<r„k,
(7"= OK),
(1)
ш
where N is the total number of particles, μ is the
chemical potential per particle, / l w ; the surface
area of a face (hkl) and σ,,^, the surface free
energy, ahkl is related to the broken bond or
attachment energy At finite temperature an en
tropy term has to be added
Minimalization of the Gibbs free energy leads
to the (anisotropic) equilibrium form [6] At finite
temperature the growth form is also determined
by a transition temperature, above which the
facets are roughened and below which they grow
as flat faces due to a step or spiral growth mecha
nism This transition temperature is therefore
called the roughening temperature Tr [7,8,14,15]
Studies on the interpretation of the morphol
ogy of crystals have used the approximate propor
tionality of Rilki with the surface free energy (or
equivalently the reciprocal of the relative mor
phological importance (MI) of faces), which leads
to equal growth and equilibrium forms Since in
practice this is not realized the following propor
tionalities (related to a slice parallel to hkl) have
been proposed to construct a crystal form using a
Wulff construction 1/ÊS|1CC, b d t l , \/TT and
^/dhktm, being the inverse of the slice energy, the
attachment energy, the inverse of the roughening
transition temperature and the inverse of the
mterplanar distance These criteria are explained
in refs [7-9] They are only justified ad hoc by

their large correlation with experimentally found
growth forms [7-9]
122 Ising transition temperature
The model we use in the statistical mechanical
approach is an Ising model, which closely refers
to the solid on-solid model [16,17] To describe
the crystal structure it is partitioned into equally
shaped blocks, which are occupied by the building units (a type of Kossel crystal) Also, the
solution is partitioned into the same blocks The
interface crystal-solution now consists of a few
layers of blocks of solid (s) or fluid (f) type Three
types of interaction occur between these blocks, a
solid-solid, a fluid-fluid and a solid-fluid one,
denoted as ф^, фп and ф^, with [ ф ь Г - {(Ф^ +
Фп)]/кТ being the energy necessary to break or
form a bond These interactions account for the
behaviour of a growth unit in the mother phase
and in the solid, as well as the interaction of the
fluid with the solid Furthermore, they are tem
perature dependent
Now, with this model, the relative Ising tem
perature can be determined [16-19] In practice
this Ising temperature TQ is typically about 10"%less than the real roughening temperature 7*r
[18-20]
12 3 Experimental procedure
Experimental studies of the behaviour of satel
lite forms show in most cases a weak stability of
these forms [1-3,15], e g by applying a higher
super saturation these satellite forms kinetically
roughen easily In these cases the stability is
weak, not only in comparison with main forms
{/¡WO}, but also as a function of temperature or
chemical composition Furthermore, in solution
growth experiments Dam showed that a certain
satellite face easily roughened under influence of
a slight change in temperature, due to a change
in the modulation wave vector [3] Also for several crystals the morphological importance of a
satellite face, determined by size and number of
appearance, was considerably lower than that of
a normal face (hkltí) A study on satellite forms
and the modulation wave vector in [(€Η·,)4Ν]2
ΖηΟ,,.,ΒΓ, (TMAZCB) suggests that some of
the roughening transition temperatures Tr of the
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satellite forms (hklm) seem to be close to the
room, ι e the actual growth temperature, imply
ing a weak stability [15] This might account for
the poor stability described above and the rough
ening of these forms The mineral calaverne
seems to be an anomaly with respect to the
phenomena mentioned above Here many satel
lite forms, especially the [hQlm) forms, are as
stable as the main forms {hklQ}, up to the melting
temperature
Investigations of Dam showed that the growth
properties of satellite faces are, on the other
hand, comparable with (hklO) faces [3] The over
all surface of a satellite form is flat and spirals
arc observed, indicating an edge free energy larger
than zero [18-20] Note that all these experi
ments study growth forms and not equilibrium
forms
/ 3 Periodic bond chain analysis
The theoretical morphology of crystals can be
determined by a so-called PBC analysis [21-23] In
this theory the concepts PBC (periodic bond
chain) and F face play an essential role A PBC is
an uninterrupted path consisting of stoichiomet
ric building units (direct space) connected through
bonds, with the overall periodicity of a vector
[uiw] of the lattice An F-face is a face (AW)
parallel to a connected net containing at least two
mutually intersecting PBCs In this theory PBCs
and connected nets are determined from the crys
tal structure
The assumptions made in the present analysis
are that the first nearest neighbour bonds play an
essential role in forming and ordering of a crystal
structure and morphology For AuTe, we also
take two second nearest neighbour bonds into
account We assume that these are due to
Coulomb interactions This approximation is in
principle good and leads to the equilibrium form
See, for a detailed discussion, refs [7,24]
1 4 Contents
In section 2 we will describe a method to
determine the theoretical stability of a satellite
form The theoretical morphology of AuTe, in a

zero, first and second order super-cell approach
of the crystal structure will be discussed in sec
tion 3 Using the model of section 2 we discuss
the stability of the satellite forms of TMAZCB in
section 4 In this section we also describe the
procedure we use to determine the structure of a
layer parallel to a facet We will discuss the
results m section 5 and conclusions are given in
section 6

2. Theoretical stability of satellite forms
In this section we will describe the experimen
tal method and model we use to determine the
stability of a crystal form [hklm] Our starting
point is an incommcnsuralely modulated struc
ture, of which we construct a slice parallel to a
face (hklm) of thickness 1/| H I (see section 4a
and rcf [IS]) We approximate the face of a form
{hklm} the rectangular Ising lattice as described
in fig 1, because it is not possible to estimate the
roughening transition temperature of a connected
net containing many crossing bonds as all satellite
forms seem to have (see e g , fig 7) This proce
dure is therefore not so rigid as the standard
Ising model
The elementary cell contains η X 1 primitive
cells of the basic structure We use two types of
bonds in our approximation, φ and φ Most bonds
have strength φ but of every η horizontal bonds
one has the strength φ, which may be larger or
smaller than ψ We determine the length of the
periodicity of a form {hklm) in one direction
(uiw) and denote it by η Here, η corresponds
to the length of the Ising lattice of fig 1 and is
not necessarily an integer, although in fig 1 it is
dependent on the form [hklm] and of the size
and direction of q, because q determines the
periodicity of a connected net Of course η is an
approximation, due to the fact that we investigate

-β

1

-»

'

Fig 1 The rectangular Ibing lattice (
) bond of type 1
(ψ) (
) bond of t>pe 2 (φ) η іь the lattice length
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a relatively small part of the structure. Note that
also q is approximated by a rational value. The
length in the other direction is given by one unit
cell.
As a reference for a constructed Ising lattice,
we investigated the influence of the variation in
bond strengths of the model lattice, for both φ
and φ, on the roughening transition temperature.
We also investigated the influence of the length η
on the relative roughening transition tempera
ture. In fig. 2 we present the results. We use the
same scaling for all temperatures, so the relative
Ising temperature is determined as compared to
the average bond (φ), in other words кТс/(ір) is
estimated [16-20]. (ψ) is equal to
1
2«-l
<<p> = 4 - ^ + —7;—«P.
2/1
2n
which is the average bond energy per unit area in
a slice, which latter is comparable to the slice
energy. In fig. 2b, the relative roughening transi
tion temperature will increase with respect to n,
the chain length. This is due to the fact that the
Ising lattice will become more and more homoge
neous, only one weak φ being present. In fig. 2a,
ψ and ф have been interchanged with respect to
fig. 2b. We first observe a sharp decrease in the
relative roughening transition temperature and

then a slow increase. This decrease is due to the
fact that an Ising lattice which is strong in one
direction (n = 1), is made weak in this direction
for η > 2.
Note that the lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 at the right
side have the same relative roughening transition
temperature as the lines 1, 2, 4 and 5 respectively
at the left side, for η = 1. Of course these Ising
lattices are equivalent.
What we learn from this study is that (as far as
ψ < φ) the roughening transition temperature is
at constant η determined by the weakest part in
the chain, while at larger η all roughening transi
tion temperatures are almost equal, independent
of φ. As far as φ > φ the roughening transition
temperature is mainly determined by the long,
weaker part of the chain.
The procedure to find the roughening transi
tion temperature of a satellite face is as follows:
(a) make a projection of a slice parallel to (hklm);
(b) define a strong row φ and a weak row ψ in
the structure by glancing at it;
(c) determine the number of strong and weak
rows of bonds;
(d) determine η according to η = (#ψ +
#<p)/#<p, where # is the number of bonds;
(e) determine {φ) to be equivalent Ιο £ , Ι | Κ ;
(f) find the relative Ising transition temperature
using fig. 2.

Rectangular laitier

a
Chain

length

Chain

length

Fig 2. The relative Ising temperature of the rectangular lattice as a function of lattice length л (of fig. 1) and as a function of bond
type (a) φ > φ From top to boltom ψ/φ = 1.0, 1 25, 1.6. 2, 5, 10, 50 and 200 (b) φ < φ From top to bottom φ/φ = 1 0, 0 8, 0.5,
0 2, 0.05, 0.01 and 0 002.
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3. The theoretical morphology of AuTe,
3.1. Introduction
Au,., Ag Д е , (calaverne) is a compound which
has been studied for almost a century. The mor
phology of the crystal is incredibly rich: 92 differ
ent forms arc observed. During this period sev
eral investigators tried to determine the morphol
ogy and structure of this mineral, but they never
succeeded to elucidate these unambiguously [2526]. Only recently has calaverile been recognized
as a modulated structure and the modulation
wave vector has been described by q = - 0.4076
a* + 0.4479 c* [27,28], which is almost constant
over a large temperature range [27]. Dam and
Janner managed to describe the morphology us
ing a super-space group C2/m(a0yXls) [3]. Crys
tals of calavcritc always show large satellite forms.
In this section wc will deduce the theoretical
morphology of the average structure of A u , . ,
Ag 1 Te 2 (* = ()), of a first order super-cell ap
proach and of a second order super-cell, using a
PBC analysis. The procedure which we will follow
is described elsewhere in more detail [7,15]. Here
we concentrate ourselves on the main items and
results. In short, in the average structure we
determine a set of bonds and construct PBCs and
connected nets {hklO}. Of these nets we deter
mine £S|,CC, £,„, etc. simply by counting the bonds
per stoichiometric unit and summing the corre
sponding energies, etc. In the first order ap
proach we transform all experimentally found
forms into super structure forms, assuming that
bonds of equal type in the super structure are the
same in strength. Again wc determine the con
nectedness and some of the other parameters. In
the second order approach we proceed as men
tioned above. Finally, wc determine the connec
tivity of the 92 experimental forms, using the
exact modulation wave vector and the same set of
bonds as above. The different approximations are
determined by a continued fractions expansion.
3.2. b. Crystal structure and bonds
Calaverite has a basic monoclinic lattice (β =
90° 12') which can be described with basis vectors

Tabic ι
I he bond lengths of different first and second nearest neigh
bours. the energy of a bond is taken to be proporlional to ihe
inverse of the distance between the aioms in question, ihe
line symbols refer to figs 5 and 7

Φι
φ<Pì

fi

<f\
ь

Length '

Length

(Ä ')

(Λ)

Ü336
Ü375
0.113
0.289
0 236
0 225

2 67
2 98
3 20
3 46
4 24
4 44

Length/length mil .

Line symbol

10
0.896
0 833
0 772
0 630
0 601

a = 7.19 A, b = 4.41 A and с = 5.07 À in a space
group C2/m [27]. The generating relative positions of the atoms are: Au at (0, 0, 0) and Te at
(0.689, 0, 0.289). These are used for determining
the bond strengths. The reflection conditions for
the super space group C2/m (eOy) Is are:
/lO/m, m = 2n,
hklm, h+k = 2n,
see No. 12 of the International Tables [29] and
refs. [10-13]. For the space group C2/m (threedimensional case), it is:
h+k = 2n.
We chose four first nearest neighbour bonds,
two of the type Au-Te and two of the type
Te-Tc, and two second nearest neighbour bonds,
both of the Au-Te type (table 1). We assume
that the bond strength is proportional to the
inverse of the bond length. In fig. 3 we present
the average crystal structure, which is reduced to
a so-called crystal graph [7]. Note that in the
average structure no modulation is present.
3.3. Periodic bond chains and connected nets
Next we deduce the periodic bond chains (table 2) and with the help of a stcreographic proTable 2
The set of periodic bond chains in the average AuTe, structure
<132>,
(100),

<I01>,
(110),

(102),
(TlO),

(001).
(10l>,

(011),

(0П),

(132).

(102)

(010),
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l

О

Fig 3 The crystal graph of the average structure of AuTe,

jection deduce the 27 possible connected nets,
which are the intersections of two zones (PBCs)
in the stereographic projection (fig 4) Of these
27 nets onl> nine are connected (F-forms) In
table 3 wc present the slice energy, attachment
energy, interplanar distance and relative roughen
ing transition temperatures of the nine connected
nets An example of one of these is given in fig S

In fig 6 we present the theoretical morphologies
based on different criteria [9] A comparison with
experimental forms can only be made for the
main forms, as far as the morphological impor
tance is concerned All the predicted forms are
experimentally found, except for {2θΊ}, probably
due to competition of nearby satellite forms,
which also holds for the {201} form The {200}

Table 3
The nine connected F faces of the average structure of AuTcj given are the interplanar distance df^ the morphological
importance (tabic 4) the slice energy the attachment energy the product of the attachment energy and interplanar distance and
the relative roughening temperatures As a comparison where possible the slice energies of Tunell and Pauling (TP) are given
based on quantum calculations [40] the crystallization energy is equal to (2tp, + 4ip2 + 2ірз + \<Рь + 2φ5 + 4^,,) = 11 70 (energy m
units/mol)
Face

MI

£slice

С«.

E¿

»с

76
53
63
49
66
65
48
40
38

41
64
54

20 8
24 1
194

68
5 1
52
69
77
79

20 5
15 4
15 3
20 2
170
16 7

0 855
0 965
0 953
0 654
10
0 987
0 652
0 531
0 509

IT TP
Calice

(Λ)
001
ПО
200

in
111
20Ί
201
020
310

5 07
3 76
3 59
3 02
3 02
2 94
2 93
221
211

84
122
14
72
139

34
2

34
2 85
145
29
17
2 05
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(ого)

(110)

(íoo)

ОВД

(020)

Fig 4 The stereographic projection of the PBCs and forms in
the average structure of AuTe,

form is too large, while {101}, {112) and {110} are
experimentally found, but are theoretically re
stricted by reflection conditions and therefore
probably lo thin The sizes of the other forms arc
m reasonable agreement with the experimentally
found MI
3 4 Morphological properties based on a first order
super cell approximation of the crystal structure
In this section we present the morphology of
AuTc 2 based on a first order approach of the

modulation wave vector In this approach q =
- \a* + i c * , being the first terms in the contin
ued fractions expansion of fl, also leading to a
new set of base vectors, which we chose as ο η , „ =
()
D u c t 0 t h e
ι + с and c n
ι + C„|d П ]
super cell approximation and super cell axis
transformation all 92 forms can be indexed with
three new indices, say (h'k'D, with h' = h + l,
к'= к and I' = —h + I + m These new indices
are relatively low The extinction condition is for
(A'0/') I' = 2n Because of the many crystal forms
which are observed on natural calavente, we limit
ourselves to these forms and discard all other
theoretically possible forms Our aim is to test
the connectedness of the observed satellite forms
(hklm) in this approach
As can be observed in table 4 the 92 possible
forms reduce to 48 new forms (h'k'l·), e g (1101),
(3125) and (5149) are all approximated by (h'k'D
= (110) With the help of our computer program
we are able to determine 29 connected nets The
MI in this table is based on the number of ap
pearance on a great number of crystals examined
by Goldsthmidt, Peacock and Palach [25] and the
forms are reindexed by Dam [30] In table 5, the
new forms, interplanar distance of these forms,
the corresponding forms {hklm} (table 4), the sum
of the MI based on table 4 and the connectedness
are presented The roughening temperatures of
the forms are not presented, because many con
nected nets are too difficult to interpret We are
not able to reduce them into simple rectangular

·, t, t t. ι ι, ι t ι ι ι.

л
íYtYtYtYxYx*

^
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Fig S The connected net {001} and (110) in zero order approach of АиТег
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Fig fi The IheorctiCdl morphology of Ihc main forms of A u l e , based on (a) the allachmem energy (b) Ihe inverse of Iht slice
energy (c) the inverse of the interplanar distante (d) the inverse of te relative roughening transition temperature (e) the product
of the interplanar distance and the attachment energy

Ising Idttices, due to crossing bonds and multiple
layers However, wc are able to determine the
connectedness
From this first order approximation it can be
concluded that most reduced satellite forms
[h'k'l') are connected If we calculate the sum of
the Mis of the connected forms (tabic 4) we find
1686, for the non connected forms we find 171,
while one form is impossible to be reduced to
Ui'k'l') namely (1θΤ2) reduces to (000) This im
plies that the most important forms have a con
nected net However we arc not able to distin
guish between possible satellite forms or the sta
bility of satellite forms by this method
3 5 Second order approach
In this section wc present the morphology of
AuTc2 based on a second order approach of the
modulation wave vector, with q = — ^a* + fc*,

the second terms in the continued fraction expan
sion This leads to a new set of basis vectors,
9c., [30]
= 5o„ and
- -io«.,
I here are no extinction conditions Again we
limit ourselves to the satellite forms observed
Due to the approximation and axis transforma
tion all 92 forms can be indexed with three new
indices, say (h"k"l"), with h" = 5h - 2m, к" = к
and /" = - Wh — 91 As can be observed in table
6, the 92 possible forms [hklm] do not reduce to a
smaller number of new forms (h"k"l") With the
help of our computer program wc are able to
determine the connected nets
Again the majority of the satellite forms is
connected (78), certainly the ones with a high MI
(table 4) However, at this point we feel that the
main reason that we are able to detect a con
nected net lies in the thickness of a satellite form
or equivalently in dhkim If we rank the (reduced)
(satellite) forms with dhklm as a parameter (table

LJP
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Table 4
The 92 forms found on natural A u , ^ A g / T e , crystals and their reduced forms in different super-cell approaches, also given are
face symbol. M l (according to ref [251 (GPP)) and connectedness (c) or non-connectedness (n), out of 92 forms 78 are connected,
with a total M I of 1768, while 14 forms are not connected (sum M I 105), forms and super-forms according to the following
approaches (1) super-cell (a + c, ft, с — а) ( Ш , ) , (2) super cell (5a, ft, - l()a - 9 i ) ( Ш , ) , interplanar distance for second order
approach, labels refer to 1st, 2nd or incommensurate (ι) approach

No.

GPP

hUm

Ш,

IIT2

010
(KM
100
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200
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120

Ш
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Connectedness!,
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1
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8
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2
7
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2
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с
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stnu tures

T J M L 4 (cüntinuecJ)
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Tjble 4 (continued)
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4), it is clear that almost all non-connected nets
have a small dhkim A third order approach is
possible, but will not likely result into new in
sights
3 6 Connectaity of satellite forms
For reasons of completeness we checked the
connectivity of the satellite forms, with the help
our computer program, using the exact modula
tion wave vector and amplitudes Most satellite
forms which are important (high MI or large
dhklm) are connected (see table 4) We find that
there is only a small discrepancy between these
results and the results of the second order ap
proach as could be expected Again, we believe
that the mam reason that a net is connected lies
in the size of the interplanar distance, and these
are almost equal for the second order approach
and the "real" structure
4. The stability of satellite forms on TMAZCB
4 1 Expérimental set-up
TMAZCB ([(СНз) 4 М 2 2пСІ 4 T Br r , -e e [0,4])
is a solid solution with several temperature and

1871

composition dependent phases of which the crys
tal structure is that of the modulated /3-К 2 50 4
type [2,15,32-38] Extensive studies of morpho
logical and surface kinctical properties of modu
lated structures and especially TMAZCB (x = 0)
have been carried out [1] Io predict the main
crystal faces (m = 0) present, a PBC analysis has
been carried out [15] The modulation wave vec
tor can be described by q = yc*1 the magnitude
of у depending on χ and temperature [36,39]
This modulation wave vector is parallel to the
c-axis, with a displacement of atoms mainly along
the è-axis [39] The superspacc group of
TMAZCB is PcmnCOOyXlsT) The experimentally
observed satellite formsare {1101}, {1111}, {1012},
{0101}, {0102} and {1112}
We investigated the stability of satellite forms
with the help of a computer program and graphical utilities and the results of our investigations as
presented in section 2 Our experimental approach consists of two stages First of all we
reconstruct a part of the crystal structure and we
distort the basic structure with the modulation
wave vector, using the data gathered in X-ray
diffraction experiments [39] Then we transform
the crystal structure into a crystal graph as in
section 3 Next we cut a slice parallel to a face
{hklm} and project the atoms or molecules and
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Table S
The connectedness of AuTe^ forms m a first order approach
face numbers refer lo table 4 Out of 48 forms 18 are nol
connected with a sum of the Mli being 171 29 forms are
connected (sum Mis 1686) while one form reduces to a wrong
type approach with q = - 0 5 o * + ( ) * * i-()5e*
Face

#

di^i

Face numbers
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С onneeted

(A)
000
001
200

-
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с
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с
с
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Table 5 (conlimied)
Face

#

dhkt

Face numbers

12І
221

2 17

122
121
320

2 14

83
84
25

2 10
2 04

4
10

no
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13
7

L MI

Connected

(Л)

110

2 14

31
7

с

1
57
8
2
1

η

η
η
η
η
η

+
1873

bonds in this slice in a two dimensional plot In
this way we can investigate the connectivity and
bond density of the slices (see e g fig 7) The
thickncbs of this slice is equal to the interplanar
distance ( 1 / | H |) (section 1 1) We describe this
last procedure in more detail elsewhere [15] Sec
ondly we approximate the slice by a rectangular
lattice as described in section 2 As can be seen
(fig 7) the slices we cut have an overall periodic
ity in at least one direction (иі ), perpendicular
to both (hklm) and c*, mostly in the order of 1
elementary cell (for small integers {hklm}) We
will assume that here the energy necessary to cut
a layer will be large or equivalently the bonds in
the reduced Ising lattice will be strong In the
second direction in the slice there is only a peri
odicity if a layer (00/WJ) is under observation
Otherwise the periodicity will be infinite if the
modulation wave vector is incommensurate, or a
few times the old periodicity if the wave vector is
commensurate What we try to do is to character
ize the second direction into stronger and weaker
links of a chain, using an Ising lattice as in fig 1
(cf fig 7) We use two criteria to determine
whether a link in an Ising chain is strong, namely
the strength of the bonds in a sub-part of the
lattice and the bond density in this sub-part, or
equivalently £ slice (see below and also fig 2, section 1 6) If there are many relatively strong bonds
we regard the sub-part as a strong link, if not we
regard it as a weak link We denote a stronger
part of the slice with a " + " and a weaker part
with a " - " This results in a non-periodic succes-
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Sion of strong and weak chains, which we trans
late to a rectangular Ising lattice as described in
fig 1, using φ and φ We estimate the relation
φ/φ from a slice (hklm) as in fig 7 Of this
lattice we determine the roughening transition
temperature with the help of fig 2 We estimate
that this can be done with a relative accuracy of
some 20% in the final result, due to approxima
tions made so far

Furthermore, we determine £.,
quantita
tively by generating a crystal strutture of 40 x 40
X 40 cells, cutting out a slice parallel to (hklm)
and counting the bonds in this slice This proce
dure can easily be carried out with our computer
program, once the structure is generated
Wc then calculate the total energy, assuming
Coulomb interactions and also that the influence
of the modulation on the interactions is ncgligi-

Tablc 6
Possible satellite forms on TMAZCB given ¿re the interplanar distance (he slice energy, and the attachment energy ф/φ is the
proportionality bctueen the strong and the weak bond η the length of the reduced Ising chain and с the estimated Ising transition
temperature y = 0 413 с * for some forms the last three items have not been determined
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ble, i.e. we take the interaction energies of the
average structure. This is justifiable, because the
amplitude of the modulation is only a few percent
of the average lattice parameters [39]. We esti
mate that the calculation of £ 4 | l c c can be done
with a relative accuracy of 5%, due to the part of
the structure at the edges of our slice which is
badly defined. The effect of the modulation on
the bond energies will be much smaller. We now
follow the classical PBC analysis quite close in
estimating the parameters used there, resulting in
reliable estimates of all the before mentioned
parameters. We explained the necessity of these
parameters above. Having determined E s | i c e we
are able to calculate £,„. Next we determine the
interplanar distance and the product of £ a I I and
d
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Fig 8 The slice energy of different forms plolled versus the
interplanar disuncc. (a) satellite forms ( « ), (b) three observed
satellite forms (·): (c) main forms [hklO) (D).

4.2. Results
The examination of the stability of the satellite
forms are presented in tables 5 and 6. In table 6
different possible satellite forms on TMAZCB
are presented which are investigated in (he way
mentioned above. Some of these are experimen
tally found [36], others are arbitrarily chosen in
certain zones, e.g. the {h{)lm\ forms. Given arc
the interplanar distance and its inverse, the slice
energy and its inverse, the attachment energy and
TMfl-ZnCL4 (0-0.413)

2*

1 1 0

1

3-

Fig 7. An example of a form {hklm} on TMAZCB.

the product of the attachment energy and interplanar distance. The estimation of the slice energy is based on 40 Χ 40 cells. E4icc + EM arc
equal to 6.31 MJ/mol, being the crystallization
energy [15]. The effect of a change in γ, due to
temperature or composition, on the slice energies
and on the roughening temperature is investi
gated for three specific satellite forms ({1101},
(0101) and (1012)), which are experimentally
found. As can be seen in figs. 8 and 9 the effect
of a variation in γ from 0.33 to 0.42 is minimal
(estimated to be less then 3%).
With these results we are able to plot the slice
energy as a function of the interplanar distance in
fig. 8. Here we find some surprising results. We
can distinguish three distinct areas. First the one
where both the interplanar distance and slice
energy are small. The satellites in this region
either have h = 2 or к = 2. Then there is a region
with intermediate interplanar distance and a sud
den steep jump in slice energy as compared to
the first. Here we find most of the experimentally
observed satellite forms on TMAZCB [36]. The
third region shows a large interplanar distance
and an almost constant slice energy. Only one
experimentally found form {1012} has such a large
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described above, shows that the results are com
parable with the classical estimations [15]. The
relative error is less then 20%. Figs. 8 and 9 yield
almost equal results. However it should be noted
that the satellite forms we observe experimentally
seem to be extra stable as compared to satellite
forms with higher indices, but comparable inter
planar distances, as the jump in the figures indi
cate.
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Fig. 9. The relative roughening transition temperature of
different satellite forms plotted versus the interplanar distance (seefig.8).
interplanar distance, while the other generated
forms are mainly in the {hOlm} zone.
Wc also plotted the main forms {hklO) in fig. 8.
These results are obtained from the classical PBC
analysis [15]. It is clear that these main forms
have a relatively high slice energy compared with
satellite forms having the same interplanar distance, especially for smaller interplanar distances.
There also seems to be an almost linear dependence of slice energy on interplanar distance. Of
course this is valid only up to about 10 A, because
the curve will bend due to a maximum slice
energy of 6.31 MJ/moI, the crystallization energy.
In fig. 9 we plot the relative roughening transition temperature (kTç/((p)) as a function of the
interplanar distance. Again we observe a jump in
the intermediate region, of the roughening transition temperature. This part of the figure again
corresponds to the satellite forms we experimentally observe. The left part of fig. 9 corresponds
to satellite forms with h = 2 or к = 2, the right
part to satellite forms with high interplanar dis
tances. It is also clear that the main faces {hklO)
are more stable than satellite forms. The estima
tion of the relative roughening transition temper
ature of the main forms using the procedure

We investigated the behaviour of the roughen
ing transition temperature of a simple Ising lat
tice as a function of the bond strength in this
lattice. The transition temperature is mainly de
terment by the weakest part in the chain , by the
length of this weak part and by the length of the
chain.
For two incommensurately modulated struc
tures we investigated and partially determined
the stability of the forms which appear, either
experimentally or theoretically.
For AuTe 2 we determined the theoretical
morphology of the avarage structure, using the
classical PBC analysis. As far as could be com
pared, theoretical and experimental morpholo
gies are in good agreement with each other. In a
first and a second order structural approach, we
determined the stability of experimentally found
forms. These results show that at least the most
important forms are all connected, this is stable.
This also holds for the exact structure. In terms
of stability we can state that most forms have a
roughening transition temperature larger than 0
K.
For TMAZCB we estimated the slice energy
and roughening transition temperature of a num
ber of satellite and main forms. Main forms are
clearly more stable than satellite forms, while
certain (experimentally found) satellite forms are
again more stable than others.
5.7. AuTe2
The Coulomb interaction used in our model is
a point of discussion [24]. It is demonstrated that
the interactions between Au and Te are not of
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the electrostatic type Therefore, calculated energies in this paper might alter significantly, leading
to different equilibrium and growth forms Further, the interaction between the growth units
and the mother phase and surface processes, e g
surface reconstruction, as well as growth kinetics
are as is usual in the classical PBC analysis not
taken into account I hus the morphological analysis is actually determined in a vacuum situation
Nevertheless, we assume that the basic principles
are still valid for the mcommensuratcly modulated structures, at least as far as the connectedness of a net (hklm) and the relative stability is
concerned
The classical approach to determine the morphology of AuTe 2 using a Wulff construction
leads to reasonable results If wc take the nondistorted basic structure as a starting point we
are able to find nine F-forms Of these F-forms
the {001}, {111}, {110), {200} and {20Ί) are the
most important (fig 6) The (111) is an intermedi
ate form, while {201}, {020} and (310) are not very
important The last three forms are only present
when using hMldhkl (proportional to yil, where
y is the step free energy and Ω the volume of an
elementary cell) as a criterion for the Wulff plot
As soon as we start to describe the modulated
structure with a super cell approach, we limit
ourselves to the 92 forms observed [3] These 92
forms reduce in the first order approach to 48
forms, of which 29 arc connected We note that
these are the most important forms, regarding
the Mis, which are based on number of appear
ances In the second order approach the 92 forms
do not reduce to less forms Of these forms 78
are connected, again the most important ones
This also holds for the exact modulated structure
However, we find it hard to distinguish between
stable and less stable forms There does not seem
to be a parameter which we can use to determine
the MI of a form in this approach Work is in
progress to find a description of the bonds in
calavente suitable for a detailed study of the
stability of the different forms

late all relevant parameters, and a thermodynam
ica! one in which we estimate the roughening
transition temperatures In these approaches we
are able to give more insight in the cause of the
stability of the satellite forms Wc have been able
to find a relation between the relative number of
weak links m a slice and its roughening transition
temperature
Both the slice energy and roughening transi
tion temperature arc dependent of the intcrplanar distance and both show a jump regarding the
stable satellite forms we experimentally observe
We consider this phenomenon as an indication
that certain satellite forms are favoured, probably
because of their orientation, allowing to contain
more and stronger bonds These bonds are not
periodical, but seem to generate stronger and
weaker parts m the satellite forms If we plot the
slice energies of the main forms as well, we
observe that these are below a certain intcrplanar
distance distinctly larger than satellite forms with
the same intcrplanar distance This might ac
count for the extra stability of main forms [hklO)
with regard to the satellite forms Moreover, the
main forms are regular on a smaller scale and do
not seem to have as many weak spots in their
nets, as can be observed in the connected nets
The experimentally found satellite forms arc
all relatively stable as compared to theoretical
forms with more or less equal interplanar dis
tances They can be found at about 7 A in figs 8
and 9

5 2 TMAZCB
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Chapter 9

An explanation for the occurrence of faces
{hklm} modulated crystals

An explanation for the occurrence of faces {hklm} on modulated
4
crystals
P. Bennema, M. Kremers, H. Meekes, K. Balzuweit and M. A. Verheijen

RIM Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, 6525
ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

abstract
The concept of a morphological theory extented to include a superspace approach is pre
sented. The aim of this theory is to be able to treat the case of incommensurate modulated
crystals and consequently understand the existence of the satellite faces. The case of a
one dimensional modulated crystal is discussed.

9.1

Introduction

The science of crystallography started with the discovery that crystallographic
faces fulfil the law of rational indexes ' 1 , 2 1. This law implies that each crystal face is
characterised by a set of integral indexes (hkl), the so-called Miller indexes, which
determine a reciprocal vector к perpendicular to the face.
к = ha* + kb* + le*

(9.1)

where a*, b*, c* are the basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice. The set of symmetryequivalent faces to which (hkl) belongs is called a crystal form and is denoted by
{hkl}. The relative morphological importance (MI) of crystallographic forms {hkl}
on growth or equilibrium forms (habits) of crystals can be derived from the law of
Bravais И, Friedel I4' and Donnay and Harker ^ (BFDH), which can be formulated
as follows:
|ki| > | k 2 | ^ M 7 1 <МІ2,
(9.2)
that is, the smaller the norm |k|, the higher the MI. The corresponding interplanar
distance аш is equal to the inverse of k. Allowed values of к obey the space group
Meeting
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selection rules. The BFDH law has been quite successful in predicting the morphology of numerous crystals I6·7·8!.
Recently, the law of rational indexes and to a certain extent also the BFDH
law has been generalized to describe crystal faces occurring on incommensurate displacively modulated crystals with an average ß-K2SOi structure such as
Rb2ZnBr4 M, ((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4 I10·111 and the mineral calaverite (AuTez) l12-151. For
these incommensurately modulated crystals, the vector к perpendicular to a crystal
face does not belong to a three dimensional reciprocal lattice, but to a so-called
Fourier module, which consists of all integral linear combinations of the three ba
sic vectors a*, b*, c* and the modulation wave vectors qi....qd. Thus the rank of
this module equals 3+d and its dimension is three. Accordingly, the corresponding
crystal face can be defined by 3+d integral indexes (hklTni...m¿) such that:
к = ha* + kb" + le* + m ^ + ... + mdqd.

(9.3)

The examples mentioned above are one-dimensionally modulated, so that in
these cases d = 1. The modulation wave vector is indicated by q, defined as:
q = aa* + 0Ъ* + -ус'

(9.4)

where, at least one of the coefficients α, β, η is an irrational number. Note that
allowed values of к again obey the selection rules imposed by the symmetry of the
crystal. Be it, that in the case of incommensurate modulated crystals the symmetry
is described by a 3 + d dimensional superspace group '16l.This can be seen as an ex
tension of the BFDH law. The morphological importance of a crystal face, however,
seems to be determined by not only the interplanar distance. This, because of the
new types of faces occurring on modulated crystals which are called satellite faces
and are characterised by having some non-zero index m. Indeed, one then expects
that the orientation and magnitude of the modulation wave also represent relevant
parameters for the MI of those faces.
In any case, the morphology reflects the modulation properties and it has been
possible to determine, from the orientation of satellite faces, the modulation wave
vectors q with high precision I 9 - 1 3 . 1 7 - 1 8 !. The morphologically determined values of
q are consistent with values determined from X-ray I 19 · 20 ! and neutron diffraction
experiments i21'. The selection rules following from the relevant four-dimensional
superspace group, leaving invariant the incommensurate crystals given above, could
be shown to be compatible with the morphological data available ' 22 1. In some cases,
experimental information on the MI is even sufficient to fix the superspace group
itself. One can therefore claim that, at the present level of knowledge, the superspace group approach is supported not only by X-ray structure determination but
158

also by crystal morphology.
The occurrence of faces (Ш) on classical crystals fulfilling the symmetry of
one of the 230 three-dimensional spacegroups can be explained with the integrated
roughening and Hartman Perdok theories I 2 3 - 2 5 !. In order to predict the morphology
of these crystals the following procedure is carried out:
1. For the crystal structure under consideration the overall bond energies be
tween (first nearest) neighbour growth units (atoms, molecules, complexes) is
determined.
2. The growth units are then reduced to centres of gravity or charge and the
crystal graph is determined. This crystal graph consists of the centres of
gravity or charge and the bonds between these centres.
3. The crystal graph is partitioned in slices with an overall thickness dhki, the
interplanar distance. It is checked whether within these slices the so-called
connected nets can be identified. By definition a connected net consists of a
net with an average thickness аш, where all points of the crystal graph are
connected to each other by bonds. Connected nets show in principle a rough
ening transition. This implies that an absolute roughening temperature TR
can be identified . If a crystal face is growing below this roughening temper
ature it will grow with a layer mechanism (spiral growth or a 2D nucleation
mechanism) with an orientation (hkl). If a certain orientation (hkl) is growing
at a temperature above the roughening temperature, this face will grow as a
roughened, rounded face with no fixed orientation (hkl).
4. It is possible to define a hierarchy of faces in the sense that faces having,
in principle, the highest dhki, which means the highest energy content per
growth unit, will have the lowest growth rates and hence will have the highest
MI. Using such hierarchies growth forms with a high heuristic value can be
constructed.
It is interesting to notice that connected nets correspond to cusps in a rasp
23-26
berry Wulff plot according to Herring I
!. It has also to be observed that faces
dominating the growth or equilibrium forms are the ones having the highest dhki,
the highest energy content (E^j*), the lowest surface energy (EJJ",) and the deepest
cusps in the Wulff-Herring plot.
So far only a mathematical recipe to describe the orientation (hklm) of satellite
faces occurring on modulated crystals is known. No physical explanation for the
occurrence of satellite faces is developed so far. Dam P91 found from in situ ob
servations that a satellite face occurring on a modulated ((CHa^N^ZnC^ crystal
growing from an aqueous solution showed rotating spiral like patterns. This suggests
that this satellite face behaves as a pseudo classical face.
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It is the aim of this paper to show, starting from simple physical principles and
using the higher dimensional crystallography of de Wolff, Janner and Janssen l16,28!,
that the occurrence of faces (hklm) on modulated crystals can be explained. It
will be shown that in a sense the integrated Hartman Perdok roughening transition
theory can be generalised to include the case of modulated crystals.
9.2

One dimensional modulated crystal embedded in a 2D superspace

Figure 1 shows the simplest possible one dimensional modulated crystal embedded
in 2D superspace. The 2D translational invariant superstructure is spanned on the
basis a s and d s according to the superspace description. The Fourier module of
the 2D space corresponding to a 'standing wave' crystal consisting of transversal
waves can be recognised. The d s axis is chosen to be perpendicular to the real a
axis. The points of the modulated crystal are generated by the intersections of the
real one dimensional space (the horizontal axis) with the transversal 'world lines'.
The translational symmetry of the 2D superspace corresponds to translations na
combined with a phase shift nq.a along the d s axis. The 2D vectors &s and dä are
characterised by their ID components in the following way:
a s = (a, - a d )

(9.5)

d^tO.d),

(9.6)

where d is a vector in the d s direction. The reciprocal 2D vectors are then defined
as:
a; = (a*,0)
(9.7)
d; = (q,d*)

(9.8)

Thus, q represents the projection of d* on the real a axis, d* is chosen such that
the following conditions are fulfilled:
a.a* = 1
d d

- *= 1
a.d* = 0
a*.d = 0

consequently:
a s .a; = 1
at.d, = 0
160

(9 9)
iy yj
'

Figure 9.1 A two-dimensional superspace representation of a one dimensional
modulated crystal The hatched area correspond to the bonds cut by the faces (01),
The symbols are referred to in the text
161

(2 3)

F i g u r e 9.2 A 2D superspacc representation of a one dimensional modulated crystal
with q = 0.42 a*. The selectivity in bonds cut is illustrated for the case of the face
(23).
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Equations (9,10) represent the usual relations between direct and reciprocal lat
tice. It follows from the used conventions that
|q| = |aa*| = |a/a| = l/|d,|

(9.11)

We assume that a, for a real crystal, is fixed. If we choose the angle between the
real axis and a e to be ρ = 45°, then the phase along the d s axis is measured with
the same unit of length as that of the real axis a. The only free parameter left is
then the amplitude A of the world lines. Thus, the two periodicities present in the
crystal, namely the average lattice parameter (|a|) and the modulation wavelength
(l/|q|) are represented by respectively a and d s .

9.3

T h e concept of chemical bond in a modulated crystal,
selective cuts

Coming back to figure 1, representing a real ID modulated crystal embedded in
a 2D superspace, the points of the crystal are given as:
X_n, Χ_ π + ι, ..., Χο,Χ!, X2, ...x,,...

(9-12)

x n = 7ia + Asin(q.na + i),

(9.13)

with
where t represents a phase shift of the modulation with respect to the origin. The
distance a(n) between the adjacent points x n + i and x n is given by
a(n) = a + Asin(q.(n+ l)a + i) - Asin(q.na + t).

(9-14)

Using eq(ll) we find
a(n) = a + Asin(a(n + 1) + f) - Asin(an + t)

(9.15)

a(n) is a measure for the bond strength Ф(а(7г)) between the neighbouring points
x n + 1 and x n . We implicitly restrict the bonds to the direction of the real space, that
is, in figure 1 only the horizontal bonds are relevant. In order to obtain a survey of
all possible bonds the information of the 2D space will be used. If the phase factor
ί is varied (0 < t < 2π) by travelling along the d s axis the whole continuum of
horizontal bond distances is engaged within the period ds of one elementary cell of
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superspace.
Travelling over an infinite distance along the real space of the modulated crystal,
all distances a(7i) of the continuum of distances "stored" in the elementary cell of
superspace will be met. Nevertheless, the order in the continuum of distances which
is realised along the real axis is, though completely determined, mathematically
complicated. The points of the modulated crystal are completely determined by a,
d s and A.
In order to illustrate the identification of distances equidistant netlines characterized by the following Miller indices: (01), (1Ï) and (10) are drawn in fig. 1. Since
the 2D space is translational invariant, concepts of classical mathematical crystallography like net lines can be used.
We generalize the notion of mesh area Lhki, for which holds that the volume V of
the unit cell equals Lhkidhki, to the case of our 2D superspace. Then Lftm stands for
a length and V is the area of the unit cell in superspace. Looking at fig. 1 it can be
seen that the mesh area's of the netlines (01) are the smallest ones followed by (1Ï)
and (10). Note that a grid of equidistant parallel (01) lines or (1Ï) lines, cuts real the
ID modulated crystal in equidistant pieces. These observations lead to the following
results, which yields the essential ingredient of this paper. The grids (01) and (1Ï)
only cut a fraction of the whole continuum of distances (bonds). This is because, as
can be seen from fig. 1, only those distances which are cut by the mesh area's of (01)
and (11) grids, do occur in the cuts of the grids with the modulated crystal. Thus,
it can immediately be seen which fraction of the continuum of distances stored in
superspace will be cut by the grids. Changing the phase t will implicitly change this
fraction. The total energy involved for a grid (hm) is therefore a function of the
phase t. We will refer to those grids (hm) as faces (hm).
In order to calculate bond energies the interaction potential between adjacent
points Ф(а(п)) of the modulated crystal is used. With this potential the specific
energy eh,m(t)i i.e. the sum of the energies of all bonds cut in a mesh area divided by
the area can be determined for each face (h, m) as a function of the reference phase
t. In this way a minimum specific energy e°hm is found for a certain phase t°hm.
The one dimensional modulated crystal is cut in pieces, having on the average
a lowest cut (surface) energy and a highest energy within the pieces. Here a kind
of generalisation of the Hartman Perdok theory occurs for a ID modulated crystal
embedded in a 2D superspace. This generalisation implies that the ID modulated
crystal is cut in pieces having on the average a lowest E a " and a highest E s i i c e .
We note that looking at other grids determined by equidistant lines (hm) like for
example the (23) grid in figure 2, it can be seen that the mesh areas become larger
than those of (01), (11) and (10). The relevance of the phase t and the mesh area
becomes clear in this figure. Three different values for t are chosen, corresponding
to the three faces (23) at different heights. The bonds cut in a complete mesh area
for these faces are hatched. It turns out that the resulting total energy is the same
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in all three faces This is because the values for t chosen correspond exactly to faces
a distance dhm apart Any phase t in between these values would change the total
energy The bonds which are not cut are clearly visible (not hatched area)
The findings of this section concerning the selectivity of cuts for a face (hm) can
be generalised to a 2D modulated crystal embedded in 3D space and a 3D modu
lated crystal embedded in 4D space In the latter case it can be checked whether
connected nets are present within a thickness ашт

9.4
9.4.1

The Wulff plot
2D plot for non-modulated crystals

Consider a one dimensional unmodulated and translational invariant crystal
This crystal can be obtained from figure 1 by making the amplitude A zero The
continuum of bonds of figure 1 now becomes a set of equal bonds
In order to calculate specific energies expressed by bond energies divided by some
unit of length, we proceed by using the construction as suggested by Herring 1261
Thus we write
l{<j))hm = Dcos<t>hm

(9 16)

where η is the surface energy per unit of length and φ is the angle between the
normal of the face {hm) and the horizontal line giving the orientation of the face in
reference to the continuum of horizontal bonds [h, m are considered as continuous
variables) and D is a proportionality constant Making a polar plot of 7 yields a
plot consisting of two circles Λ ote that for the face (10) φ is zero corresponding to
the maximum value of 7 The face {hm) with h — —ma corresponds to the only
very steep cusp The reason is that for the latter face no bonds are cut The only
function of the extra dimension (d 5 axis) is to store data (bonds) with their proper
phase in 2D space
Using the principles of a Wulff plot construction it can be seen that all orien
tations {hm) cut the real axis in the same point This means that all orientations
{hm) have the same contribution to the equilibrium form, which is a piece of a line
with a surface energy zero corresponding to the orientation (10) and an edge energy
Ф(а)
As could be expected, it does not make any sense to embed the one-dimensional
truly translational invariant crystal in a 2D space, because no new faces {hm) show
up The situation becomes radically different if a modulation is switched on
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9.4.2

Principles of a 2D Wulff-plot for modulated crystal

In order to proceed, we have to calculate the specific energies for the different
faces of a modulated crystal. Instead of labelling the different bonds with n, that is
in real space, we use the phase t for this purpose. Implicitly we use that all relevant
bonds are engaged, though in a different order, in the correct number of occurrence
along the de axis. Therefore we write
a(i) = a + Asin(a(n+ l) + i ) - A s i n ( a n + t).

(9.17)

The integration runs over a complete mesh area Lhm of the face (hm) in formula
Л'Ф(а(0).

ент{і) = ^ - (
¡-ihm

(9-18)

J

Lhm

Now the reference phase has to be chosen in such a way that the energy becomes
minimal.
9.4.3

Results of calculation

In order to perform the calculations mentioned in the previous section, we chose
the example of a 1+1 dimensional superspace, describing a modulated crystal with q
= 0.42a* and an amplitude of |A| = 1/5|a|. For the interaction we used a Coulomblike potential. In figure 3 the results are summarised in a Wulff plot. The spread
in energy as a function of the reference phase is indicated by the radial lines. The
minimum values correspond to the cusps of a Wulff plot. For these minima, the
habit determining lines are drawn. The actual value of the amplitude determines
the size of the spreading interval. When the amplitude approaches zero, this interval
shrinks to the value on the two circle unmodulated case. The order of the minimum
energies of the different faces is independent of the amplitude. For our choice of
the modulation wave vector the face (12) corresponds, apart from the face (ατη,πι),
to the deepest cusp. The order of the minimal energies obviously depends on the
modulation wave vector.

9.5

Conclusion

In this paper we have demonstrated that the attachment energy of a face on a
one dimensional modulated crystal does not involve the whole spectrum of bonds
present in such a structure. Depending on the face (hm) and on the phase t of the
modulation only a well-determined subset of this spectrum turns out to be relevant.
The phase t acts as a minimalising factor for this energy. These results are used to
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Figure Θ.3 A Wulff plot for the of figure 2. Note the steep cusp along the d, axis
and the spread in energies for the different faces.
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make a generalised Wulff-Herring construction in order to obtain a prediction of the
equilibrium form of the crystal.
In a forthcoming paper the effect of the modulation wave vector on the specific
energy will be treated. Furthermore, it will be shown how our two-dimensional
model which in principle explains the occurrence of 'faces' (hm) can be generalized
to three and four dimensions in order to explain the occurrence of faces (hklm).
Analogously, we then assume that a four dimensional grid of hyperplanes (hklm) is
partitioning a three dimensional crystal graph in slices with thickness dhkimAssume that a 3D crystal graph is cut in slices with a thickness dhkim and that
the cuts have a lowest surface energy. It is then reasonable to assume that if the
corresponding nets are connected by the bonds of the 3D crystal graph, that corresponding faces (hklm) will grow as flat faces, if the actual growth temperature is
below the roughening transition temperature.
Since, as a rule the value of dhk¡m of a large number of faces are quite high, many
faces (hklm) will be connected and will have relatively high roughening temperatures. This explains to some extent the very large variety of forms {hklm} occurring
in Calaverite. The relatively high amplitude of the modulation in Calaverite probably enhances this effect. In case amplitudes of modulation are low, cusps in a 2D
(and 4D) Wulff plots will be less steep. Consequently, the chance for the occurrrence
of satellite faces is lower. This may explain the much lower number of faces (hklm)
occurring in the structures having an average potassium sulphate structure, growing
from aqueous solution.
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Summary

In the last decades, materials presenting properties in conflict with classical crystallographic laws have been discovered and studied. Incommensurately modulated
crystals and quasicrystals are two examples of crystals showing non-classical be
haviour. The basic feature characterising these classes of materials is the lack
of three-dimensional translational symmetry. Nevertheless, a long range order is
present in these materials as can be seen in the diffraction patterns. Since solid
state physics and, implicitly, modern technology are based to a large extent on this
translational symmetry, the study of such materials is of considerable importance.
There are several groups around the world working on modulated and quasicrys
tals, trying to understand them better. One of the most basic questions is the
growth mechanism involved in these crystals and this is the topic of this thesis.
There are various ways to study the process of crystal growth. In situ observations
of growing crystals offer the optimal information. To a certain extent however, ex
situ observations also yield relevant information to the growth history of materials.
The latter method was employed by us, together with many characterisation tech
niques, in order to get a better understanding of growth mechanisms involved in
modulated crystals and quasicrystals. This was done both on a microscopic level,
where we concentrated on growth mechanisms like spiral growth, layer growth and
roughening effects and on a macroscopic level, concerning the morphology.
This thesis deals with one example of each mentioned class. Calaverite, originally
a mineral ore, observed already more then a hundred years ago, is an example of an
incommensurately modulated crystal. For this crystal the translational symmetry
is lost due to the presence of an additional periodic modulation, characterised by a
modulation wave vector and amplitude.
As an example of the second class we chose Al-Cu-Fe, which has a thermodynamically stable quasicrystalline phase. This is in contrast to most of the quasicrystalline materials which have a metastable phase and besides that are very small in
size. In the quasicrystalline phase of Al-Cu-Fe the translational symmetry is lost
due to the presence of five-fold symmetry axes.
Calaverite and Al-Cu-Fe were grown and analysed in great detail. Apart from
studying these practical examples, we tried to throw some light on the subject con
cerning the morphology of modulated crystals from theoretical point of view and
develop a theory which would explain and predict the morphology related to these
crystals.
Calaverite (АиТег) was grown by means of different techniques and amazingly
enough one of the techniques produced crystals which were morphologically very
similar to the natural ones. Special attention was devoted to the effect of the pres
ence of small amounts of silver, substituting the gold, as occurs in nature. Besides
a morphological study, also single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments were per
formed in order to study the behaviour of the modulation wave vector in dependence
of temperature and composition. We indexed the different forms of the artificial crys172

tais using the already established superspace approach. In this way we ended up
with more than 150 crystallographically different forms labeled with 'Miller'-indices
{hklm}, including the forms indexed by previous authors. We explicitly took into
account the effect of silver on the modulation wave vector and the morplology. A
discussion is presented in trying to understand the incredible morphological richness
of Calaverite.
Quasicrystals of Al-Cu-Fe were also grown and close relationships with different
approximant phases were identified. Besides an orientational relationship between
different phases it was possible to relate a well defined morphology to each single
structure and composition. Moreover, steps could be measured on the surface of the
five-fold facets of annealed quasicrystals. The mere presence of these steps suggests
the presence of two-dimensional growth mechanisms. As most existing theories on
the subject of quasicrystalline growth predict an infinite roughening temperature
and two-dimensional mechanisms, our experiments confirm, at least partially, these
theories. However, some discrepancies remain.
Finally, some attempts are made to explain the occurrence of satellite facets
{hklm} on incommensurately modulated crystals. First, supercell approximations
are used, together with classical morphological theories involving Bravais, Friedel,
Donnay, Harker theory and periodic bond chain analyses. And at last, a generalization of the classical morphological theory to crystals described in a higher dimensional superspace is discussed. For this purpose, a one dimensional modulated
model crystal is studied. An explanation for the presence of satellite facets is found
and the influence of the modulation on the morphology becomes evident.
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Samenvatting

Gedurende de laatste decennia zijn verschillende materialen, met eigenschappen die
strijdig zijn met klassieke kristallografische wetten, ontdekt en bestudeerd. Incommensurabel gemoduleerde kristallen en quasikristallen vormen twee voorbeelden die
een niet-klassiek gedrag vertonen. De belangrijkste karakteristiek van deze materialen is het ontbreken van drie-dimensionale translatiesymmetrie. Desalniettemin is
er in deze kristallen sprake van een long range orde hetgeen blijkt uit het diffractiepatroon. Omdat de vaste stof fysica en inherent daarmee de moderne technologie
voor een groot gedeelte gebaseerd is op deze translatiesymmetrie, is de bestudering
van deze materialen van groot belang.
Verschillende groepen in de wereld houden zich bezig met de studie van gemoduleerde en quasikristallen. Een van de meest fundamentele vragen betreft welk
groeimechanisme een rol speelt in deze kristallen. Die vraag staat centraal in dit
proefschrift. Er zijn verschillende mogelijkheden om kristalgroei te bestuderen. In
situ observaties geven de meest optimale informatie. Aan de andere kant bieden
ex situ studies tevens de mogelijkheid om de groeigeschiedenis van de kristallen te
bestuderen. De laatste methode is door ons toegepast, gebruik makend van verschillende karakterisatietechnieken, om de groeimechanismen in gemoduleerde en
quasikristallen te bestuderen. Dit is gedaan op zowel microscopisch niveau, waarbij werd geconcentreerd op groeimechanismen als stappengroei, spiraalgroei en verruwingsverschijnselen, als op macroscopisch niveau met de nadruk op de morfologie
van de kristallen.
Dit proefschrift behandelt van beide bovengenoemde klassen van materialen een
voorbeeld. Calaveriet dient als voorbeeld van incommensurabel gemoduleerd kristal.
Het betreft een mineraal, dat al meer dan honderd jaar geleden ontdekt is. In dit
geval is de translatiesymmetrie verloren als gevolg van een additionele periodieke
modulatie die gekarakteriseerd wordt door een modulatiegolfvector en amplitude.
Als voorbeeld voor de tweede klasse van materialen, hebben we gekozen voor
Al-Cu-Fe dat een thermodynamisch stabiele quasikristallijne fase kent; dit in tegenstelling tot de meeste quasikristallijne materialen die een metastabiele fase hebben
en bovendien erg kleine kristallen vertonen. In Al-Cu-Fe is de translatiesymmetrie
gebroken als gevolg van de aanwezigheid van een vijfvoudige symmetrieas.
Calaveriet en Al-Cu-Fe werden gegroeid en in detail geanalyseerd. Behalve het
bestuderen van deze practische voorbeelden, hebben we het morfologische probleem
ook van de theoretische kant benaderd en een aanzet tot een theorie gegeven die de
morfologie van incommensurabel gemoduleerde kristallen verklaart en voorspelt.
Calaveriet (AuTe2)is gegroeid met verschillende technieken en, interessant genoeg, er werden met een van de technieken kristallen verkregen die grootte gelijkenis
vertoonden met de natuurlijke kristallen. Het effect van kleine hoeveelheden zilver,
die ook in de mineralen voorkomen, kreeg bijzondere aandacht. Naast de morfologische studie zijn ook eenkristal röntgen diffractie experimenten verricht met
als doel de modulatie golfvector in afhankelijkheid van de temperatuur en com176

positie te bestuderen. De verschillende vormen van de artificiële kristallen werden
geïndiceerd gebruikmakend van de inmiddels gebruikelijke superruimte beschrijving.
Op deze manier vonden we 150 verschillende kristallografisch verschillende vormen,
met 'Miller'-indices {hklm}, wanneer ook de door andere auteurs reeds geïndiceerde
vormen werden meegenomen. De rol van zilver op de modulatie golfvector en dus op
de morfologie is expliciet meegenomen. Verder wordt de ongelooflijke morfologische
rijkdom van Calaveriet bediscussieerd.
Quasikristallen van Al-Cu-Fe zijn ook gegroeid, waarbij een duidelijke verwantschap met verschillende approximanten werden gevonden. Naast een verband
tussen verschillende fasen blijkens de oriëntatie van de kristallen werd een relatie
tussen verschillende waargenomen morfologieën en de structuur en compositie vastgelegd. Verder werden groeisteps na annealing waargenomen op het oppervlak van
vijfvoudige facetten van quasikristallen. De aanwezigheid van deze steps duidt op
een twee-dimensionaal groeimechanisme. De meeste theorieën op het gebied van de
groei van quasikristallen voorspellen een oneindige verruwingstemperatuur en een
twee-dimensionaal groeimechanisme. Hoewel er verschillen blijven, bevestigen onze
waarnemingen derhalve in ieder geval gedeeltelijk deze theorieën.
Tenslotte is een poging gedaan om de aanwezigheid van satellietvlakken {hklm}
op incommensurabel gemoduleerde kristallen te verklaren. Ten eerste werd dit
gedaan in een supercel benadering waarbij gebruik werd gemaakt van klassieke
morfologische theorieën als de Bravais, Friedel, Donnay, Harker theorie en periodic bond chain analyses. De meest recente aanpak, waarmee dit proefschrift dan
ook afgesloten wordt, is er een waarbij de klassieke morfologische theorie werd
gegeneraliseerd naar een hoger dimensionale superruimte. Hiertoe werd een eendimensionaal gemoduleerd kristal bestudeerd. Een verklaring voor de aanwezigheid
van satellietvlakken werd gevonden en de invloed van de 2modulatie op de morfologie
duidelijk.
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